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ABSTRACT
The market orientation construct ha~ emerged as a key marketing theme in the 1990's.
While the concept of being focussed on the market (cus!Omcr~ and competitors) ha~

heen known since the early 1950's (e.g. Drucker, 1954}, putting the cnnccpl into
practice through a set of specific

actio~t~ hu.~

eluded many organi~alions and

acadcmJC~.

As a result. market oricmation (also termed market focus, customer focus and
competitor focus) had remained a business philosophy (Bennett & Cooper, 1979:
Felton, 1959: Konopa & Calabro, 197 I) more than a ~trategic approach.

While there ha\'C been sporadic

customer orientation in the

anempt~

pa~t

at defining or operationalising a marketing or

(Gronroos, 1989; Kotler, 1977;

Webster. 1988). the first serious ef!On

wa~

Ma.~iello,

in the early 1990's when Kohli and Jaworski

( 1990) and Narver and Slater ( 1990) defined market orientation
erganisational activities or

behaviour~.

1988;

a~

a set of

Narver and Simer abo found a positive link

between h.aving such an orientilliOn and business performance. The

empha~is

in beth

models was on obtaining and understanding customers and competitors and responding
to customers' needs better than competitors through a coordinated effort across the
organi~ation.

Subsequently a number of studies have supported the positive relmionship

between market orientation and business performance. However, resul!s have not been
con~istent

and several variables have been shown to moderate the market oriemation-

perfonnance relationship.

All of the major market orientation studb have been undertaken within large
organisations and very little is known about the market orientation of small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), or of its relationship to their performance. It is recognised that
ii

SME~

are differem from large busines~e.~ ami some of their marketing practices arc

unique to

SME~.

Given this uniqueness, the present research examined the applicability

of existing market orientation constructs and models to SMEs.

For

thL~

Slater'~ cun~truch

purpose, Kohli and Jaworski's and Narver and

modified and some unique SME items were added. Following a

~!aged

approach, as recommended by Churchill { 1979), a randomly choM:I1

were

n·-.carch

~ample

of

Australian SMEs was surveyed. In all, more than 700 response~ were reccJ\"Cd, nf whicP
542, were used in the present study.

The results obtained suggested that. while a form of market orientation existed m
its opcrationalisation was different. Of Kohli and

hworski"~

SME~.

( 1990) three dtmen\1011'
rc~ponsc1. organi~ational

(intelligence generation. disscmi11ation and orga11isational
response could not be ;upponed. The study also provided

~uppon

for Nan·cr and

Slater's {1990) customer and competitor orientation con\tllJct,. The third conMTl.lct
'inter-functional coordination' was 11ot mcludcd a\ early qualitative interview' made it
clear that it had no meaning in an SME contcx• Customer and competitor orientations
emerged as distinct constllJcts but the interrelationship between the two suggested the
presence of a higher order 'market orientation' constllJCI.

Compared to the organisations analysed in earlier ~tudies, the
were small in size and very few had multiple
marketing did not exist

a.~

fu~~etional area.~.

SME.~

in the current

~tudy

In most of the businesses,

a separate function. Con.-.cquently. there was 110 suppon for

constructs such as organisational rcspo11sc and inter-functional coordination.

iii

The informal nature of SMEs marke!ing activities was ulsn evident in the market
orientution constructs. It appeared that SMEs collect their intelligence through informal
mcnr.~.

Thc"tr marketing activities were also

ba.~ed

more on intuition than logic. Apart

from customer and competitor oricntntions, u cu~tomc:r service oricmution emerged a\
~~~

important clcmcJl!. !·laving u cu.~tomer service orientation led to customer

~ati~factton

and. hence. to repeal business, which was considered to be extremc:Jy important by the
small businesses surveyed. Having a

cu~tomcr

o;crvice orientation

had a pmitive
and

hu~ine~~

The overa!l impact of customer orientation and competitor oriemation on

bu~tne~.,

impact on the organisational commitment of

employee~.

al.~o

repeat

bu~ines~

performance.

performance was positive, but

~mall.

This was not

~urprising a~ respondent~

casual or intuitive approach to marketing. It scent.\ that small
constrained by factors other titan marketing, such

a~

bu~iness

tonk u

performance

the avuilability of

i~

re~ources.

Further, even among large businesses. the market orientation-performance relationship
has not been consistently positil"c or significant. The

pre~cnt

results

sugge~t

that m;trkc:

orientation. as practised in large businesses, or as articulated by academics, may not be
applicable to SMEs and that customer o;cndcc elements ne.::ded to be included in the
model. A< regards performance, the results obtained suggest that factors other than
mnrkeling are also critical and further research is needed to tca-;c out the nature of these
additional factors.
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CHAPTER I
lnlroduclion
1.1

Background

In the last few year~. the market orientation concept ha.~ emerged U\ a key theme for
improving bu~ine~~ pt:rformance. Factors such

U.\

market power, economic~ of ~calc and

the broadness of product line have ceased to pruvidc the competitive advantage th;ll
they did in the 1970's and 1980's. The current emphasis

i~

on providing

superior value to customers (Bitner, 1990; Day & Wcnsley, 1988;

con~iMently

Par<~.\uraman,

Zeithaml & Berry, 1985).

While the term 'Market Orientation' and its operationalisation are relatively new /Kohli

& Jaworski, 1990; Narver & Slater, 1990), the underlying

for several decades. In

~:ontrast

principle~

have been known

to the earlier focus on customers (Michaeb & Day,

1985) or competitors {Flax, 1984; Fuld, 1985; Oxenfeldt & Moore, 1978). the market
orientation models suggested by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) :md Narver and Slater
{1990) take a broader, more integrated perspective and include organi..ational

activitie~

and responses to stimuli from the market in their ambit. These two models have been
widely tested and will be used as the base models in thi~ study. A comprehensive
discussion of market orientation is provided in Clw.ptcr 2.

People's interest in market orientation has been rekindled because of an accelerating
pace of change in the market. Globalisation, international competition, the removal or
lowering of tariff barriers and highly demanding consumers are some of the factors that
are forcing businesses to be more responsive to market needs (Webster. 1988). Rapid
changes in customer tastes and the technology explosion have substantially reduced the

time

husine~-.cs 11:1\'C to

husinc~s
A~

respond tu market

force~. Tim~.

any eompetit1vc

may have frum a new produet or !>Crvice h hceoming

a rc.,ult,

hu~incssc~

arc under

increa~ing pre~.~urc

;1dvamag~

incrca~ingly

to cnn\tantly monitor

a

\hort lived.
~nd

quickly

respond tuthc market.

The same argument applies to
commerce opening immense

~mall

and medium

oppor1unitie~.

enterprise~

as well

(SME\). With internet

a.~ sub~tantial

competition, even

small firms must look beyond their conventional spheres of operation and their market
orientation may be a key to the success or failure of these businesses. In addition, in the
small business arena. franchises, 24 hours trading and the movement of large players
into conventional small business markets arc other forces that may have a

~ubstantial

impact on SMEs.

Much of the early marketing literature has been dominated by theories and studies
related to large businesses, such

a.~

'Fortune 500' companies or multinationals.

However, there is an increasing recognition among academics and practitioners as to the
unique nature of SMEs and the application of marketing to such entities (Birley &
Norbum, 1985; Carson & Cromie, 1990; Gumpcr1, 1984), suggesting that research
needs to look specifically at the SME sector, as large business research may not be
directly transferable. Further, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3, the criteria for
defining an 'SME' has not been consistent in the literature and, hence, this needs to be
clearly defmed. For the purpose of the present research, the definition adopted by
Australian bureau of Statistics (ABS) will be used.

2

1.2

Rt.-wurch focus

The present research. therefore.
sized

hu~incssc~.

hK:u~.\

on the market oricnl<ltinn of 'rn;Lll aml medium

M;Lrkct orientation model.\ have hcen largely lhlscd on large

cmcrpri.-;cs anti this research allempl.\ to evaluate the applicability of thes<.: model\ to
SME~

and to itlcntiry nuLrket orientation

cun.~trocts

thm arc unique tn

SME~.

The \tutly

ulso looks at the impact of market orientation on SME bu.\ines~ performance. The
ultimate aim of this research

1.3

wa.~

to develop a model of the market orientation of SME~.

Stimulus for this research and

il~

significance

Empincal research into the market oriemation of SMEs ha.> been limited. Two landmark
studies on the topic of market orientation (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Narver & Slater.
1990) and subsequem validation

~tudies

(Greenley, 1995b; Ruckert, 1992) have

examined large corporations in highly developed economies and in transition economics
(Kwaku, 1997). However, the applicability of these models to SMEs
Further, 'SME' is a broad term that

encompa~ses

IS

not clear.

a wide range of organisations, ranging

from micro businesses to leading edge technology firms. The market oriemation of
these organisations is likely to be different because of the nature of these businesses, the
markets in which they opcrme and the nature of their competition.

In addition, as some researchers have pointed out, having a market orientation may not

be the ,,olution for all business situations and situational factors may have substantial
impact on the appropriate business approach. The existing models also appear to be
tailored to large consumer product businesses and the applicability of these models in
other industry sectors needs further investigation.

3

Australiu

ha.~ ular~e

SME ha.-c tAUS. l'J'J<J) and studying the market uricntatiun

seclor will offer sigmfknnt insights irnn what

cnn~titutc~

SMEs cun he nlilrket oriemed. Since AU.\trali;t b

a !llilrkct orient;!! ion and how
~mall

imernatinnal cumpctitiun. being market oriented may give
significant competitive advantage. Australia

ha~

ufthi~

and

face~

!llCrca~mg

Au~mdian hu~inC\\C\

a

a \mallmanufactunng \ector tABS.

1997) and, compared to other technologically advanced

nation~.

States (Dunkclbo:rg & Waldinan. 1996). the United Kingdom

\UCh

a~

the Umtcd

(Anonymou~.

Ganguly, 1985), Japan, some European nations and Singapore,

Au~tralia'~

1996;

hi·tcch

manufacturing base is smalL TI-c majority of Australian businesses arc in the o,crv1cc
sector (ABS, 1997) and the small busines• ;.:tail sector depends on imported

product~.

Given the different nature of Australian businesses, it may not be appropriate to take
models from large American firms and apply them directly. Understanding market
orientation as perceived by Australian businesses and comparing their practices to other
countries would fill a knowledge gap and provide considerable insight into Australia's
SME sector. The present resean.:h will also provide a foundation for further work in
comparing the market orientation of organisations in different countries and identifying
global factors that may have an impact on market orientation.

1.4

Resean:h Objectives

Briefly, the objectives oftbe present research project are;
•

To test the applicability of existing market orientation constructs to defined
SMEs and, where necessary, to modiry these constructs to suit the SME
sector;

4

Ill: etiUillly valid, fur example, formal market iruclligcm:c gathering

ulicn adupted in SMEs.

Jn~tcad.

·wunl nf mouth'

pl;1y~ :1

activitic~

l;1rgc rule m

arc nnt

~uch hu~mc"c'.

!loth as a pwmotinnal tool ;md fur intelligence gathering (Arndt. l'J67 ). An SME model
~hould

account fur

~uch difference~.

The limited

ami their hc;wy reliance on repeat
customer service tu gain repeat

~pllcre

husine~~ mean~

cu~wmer~.

nf operation of thc..c

that they depend

In the ab!.<:nce of other

competitive advant:1gc such a.' market I buying power,
cu~\ollll!r
thL~

1.5

:1

lu~· en~\

hu~mc'-.c'

In! mow nn
~nurcc\

of

nr new product.

service h:1s an added meaning. The importance of thi~ dmlCn\inn \Ugge\t\

lh:~l

should be incorporated in !he SME market oricnt:~tion model.

Methodology

The market orientation instruments developed by Narver and Slater tNarve: & Slater.
1990} and Kohli and Jaworski (Kohli &
present study.

Thc~e

Jawor~ki

1990) were used as the basi.' of the

two models have been extensively studied during the 1990s and are

the base models from which variants have been developed. The two sets of item.., were
combined and modified to include several small

bu~iness

dimensions on the basis of an

extensive review of the literature and an initial set of qualitative interviews with SME
owners. After the qualitative phase, a final questionnaire was developed and a mail
survey. targeting randomly chosen small businesses. was undertaken. Based on prior
knowledge of the low response rntes for such surveys. the number of survey~ distributed
was increased so that a sufficient number of responses could be obtained. Most of the
items describing the market orientation constructs were measured using a five point.

Likert type scale with which respondents indicated their degree of agreement or
disagreement. Se' ~raJ business related questions and respondent demographics were
also included. The resulting data were subject to a variety of analytical procedures.

6

Structuml equation modelling techni11ues were used to huild and

cvalu~tc

the market

orientation cnnMructs and to examine the impact of market uricntMinn on

hu.~ine;.~

pc:rfornmncc.

1.6

Thct;l~

Outline

The thesis is presented in a conventional ;,tyle and is organised into literature review,
re~areh

methodology,

re~ult~

and interpretution,

v.Jiid·~tion

development and testing of alternative models and conclusion

of the current model,

~etions.

Chapters 2 and

3 provide a review of the literature on market orientation, SMEs in Australia and
marketing issues relating to SMEs. Organised in two parts, the first part of chuptcr 2
provides an in depth review of the literature on the market orientation concl'pt and
construct. It traces chronologically the evolution of market orientation from the earlier
marketing concept. This

i~

followed hy a discussion of current market orientation

models. A critical evaluation of the market oriental!on concept forms a part of this
chapter.

Given the well accepted argument that 'a small business is not a liule big business', an
understanding of the small business literature is needed so that the market orientation
concept can be applied or evaluated in this context. The second part of the literature
review, presented in chapter 3, covers small and medium businesses in Australia and
their marketing practices. As the research examines Australian SMEs, a part of the
literature review examines the profile of Australian business in general and SMEs in
particular.
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Chapter 4 describes the research approHch und discusses its various

st:tge~.

with the identification of SMEs, sampling, survey mcthodnlngy, dal<•

beginning

unaly~b

and

finishing with model development und model evaluation.

Chapter 5 examines the data, presents summary .~latistics, profiles the sample
and their marketing

practice.~

popul<~lion

and tests the reliability of current market orientation

constructs. Building on chapter 5, chapter 6 presents the

mca.~uremcnt model~

of

constructs, develops and test." the structural relationships and examines the relationship
between market orie11tation and

bu~iness

performance in SMEs.

Chapter 7 summarises the findings, discusses the results and comment.., on the
!imitations of the current research, while pointing to some new research in this area.
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CHAPTER2

Market orientation - A Literature Review
2.1

lntmdurlion

During the

p<L~I

concept. A

~~c~dy ~trc~m

m~rket

decade. there

h~~

lx:cn

~ rcviv~l

of publications

ha~

of

intcrc~t

in the

m~rkct oricnt~tiun

relution~hip

focus<;ed on the

hetwccn

orientation and performance tDiamantopoulos & Han, 1993; Greenley. l995b;

Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Nurver & Slater. 1990; Piu. Caruana. & Berthton. 1996;
Rueken. 1992). This was a priority

re~earch

area for the Marketing Science Institute

from 1992 to ]996 (MSJ. 1999). emphasising its imponance to both the

bu~ine~>

and

academic communitie~.

For over four decades. the marketing concept was recognised
philosophy or strategy.
marketing concept,

L~

a.~

a successful busines>

While market orientation, or the implementation of the

not a new topic, the extent to which businesses adopted a

marketing orientation has been revisited periodically. Interest in the marketing concept
and market orientation has fluctuated, with businesses and academics initially
portraying it as a solution for many business

problem~

and, later, criticising it. A rea~on

for this could be that, as Kotler { 1994) and Webster ( 1988} have pointed out, even after
40 years, few companies have truly adopted the marketing concept.

Government departments and non-profit institutions that, because of their non-profit
focus, have not traditionally been market oriented are also adopting the concept of being
focussed on the market. For example, the United States Department of Agriculture has
recently taken a market oriented approach and

ha~

emphasised that funding mechanisms

should reflect market needs (Young & Westcott, 1996). Referring to the United S1mes

9

farm

<1CI

uf I'J96, anti mdicating a clear move toward\ a gluh11l mao"kct uncllli!ll<m. Kcllh

Cullin' ( 19'J(•). Chief Ecomuni'l uf the Dcp:ntrncnl uf Agriculture curmncutcd:

"Ftmna.\ will hr• rr'.<J>mulinf{ <"<1111f1/t·tdy '" m11rker .l"iwwls. wul rlttll"• rlw
bt·.~t

nuy '" pmmult• •ffil"it•twy w1d rheref"'" <"WIIfl<'lilil'l'llf'.H 111 1mrld

murk<'l.l"."
Market oriented approacbc' arc abo being
brief report

Ea~tin

partly b} the timber

~uggcstcd

in other non-traditional area-•. In a

( 1998) argued that the deforestation problem could he uddrc"ed
indu~try

moving away from traditional

approache~

of relying on a

few timlx:r species, looking 111 lesser known specie~ and matching them to the market
demands. Pointing out that, in the past, marketing
forest inventories, he suggested that the

ind<~.>try

dcci~ions

have been made

ba~cd

on

should he more market orie11tcd and

should base their future actions on hcner market informmion.

Many non-profit educational :md research

in~titutions

also consider a market orientation

sufficiently important to include it in their guiding principles (Paul Scherrer ln~titut,
1995).

For example. TNO Building Construction and Research of Netherlands

described 1995 as the year of market orientation for their organisation. The Annual
report of the institution read:

"TNO will continue to be expected to implement grwemmt•nl policy

intentions. Foremo.vtunumg these i.f more prrmmmad 11mrket orientatiou.
(Gowens, 1995)
In a study of public institutions in tbe USA, Qure.~hi ( 1993) found that the adoption of:<
market orientation has gained momentum in public institutions over the five year period

10

irwcstigmcll

<~nllthc

impact uf 11\!lrket uricntatmn

Wll~

pcrccptihlc m the anrachon and

management of rcl<OUrces.

These

cunum:nt.~

).ugge.'t that market orientation i). a current nmnagcmcnt anll nmrkcttng:

theme in ma11y organisations and

~ctor...

However. there i'

interpretations of the concept (Sharp. 1991 ), For wme
company's strategies arc basel! on CU).!OnJCr
marketing depanment. Many

need~

organisation.~ u~c

al~o

busine~se,,

it

mean~

that the

meun~

creating a

the term 'mark!'! oriemation'

luo.~cly to

while. for

lllher~.

a wide runge ol

it

rcnect their general view that they should be more market focul<sed but tend not to go
beyond this point to unden.tand or implement a market oriented strategy. In
the

rigoroll~

contra~!

to

treatment of the market orientation concept by academics. munagcrs

discuss it in general terms. In addition, many organisations appear to pay only lip
service to the concept and may be under the impressiOn that they arc customer focused
when their real empha.~is is elsewhere.

For example, in a study of U.S multinational companies, Huh (1998) found that 74% of
respondents indicated that they were customer, rather than competitor. oriented.
However, when measured with a more sophisticated scale, 76% were found to be
competitor oriented. Many businesses that think they are market oriented may not be.
This could partly explain the findings oft be 1990 Wall Stn"et Journal poll in which 44%
of those surveyed said that the level of service provided by American businesses wa).
fair or poor (Bennett, 1990). A similar

rca.~oning

could have attracted a critical remark

from Tom Peters, (co-author of In Search of Excellence), who

ba.~

noted that, "iu

general, 5ervice in America 5/illks" {Keopp. 1987). A study of British chief executives

11

concluded thm
profc~~ional

financier~

appruach to

have dumimttetl

~tratcgy

lxr;ml~

of

director~

mu~t

and th;tt

lack a

and market innovation (Doyle. I'JI\7).

Gi\'en the vnri:ttiun in undcrstunding and mterprciUtion of the tn;Jrkct orrcntatt"n
construct. this chapter

pruvidc~

applicahility to SMEs and

i.~sucs

n review of the tn;Jtkct oricntatiun !itcrmurc. tt\
in the operationalhmion and mea,urcmem of the

market orientation construct and husinc.\s performance.

2.2

What is a Market orientation?

In the past decade, several articles have been published in which authors

dc~cribed

the

characteristics of a market oriented company (cg. Canning ( 1988); Lamh and Crompton
( 1986); McNeal and Lamb ( 1980): Day ( 1998)). However, there is no common vio!W on
what it entails. Likewise, the results of research into market orientation and its
antecedents and consequences are ambiguous and sometimes contradictory.

While there is no consensus as to its measurement, there is a good understanding ...~ to
what market orientation generally means. However, the business world still appears
confused about market orientation. This could be likened to earlier confusion between
sales and marketing. Even in the late 1970's, Kotler ( 1977) remarked that 'people often
confuse marketing effectiveness with sales effectiveness' and suggested that subtle
differences between a sales approach and a marketing approach could spell the
difference between short-term gain and long term performance. Market orientation
appears to be at a similar stage of evolUtion in the 1990s.
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While for a purbt, the ternl\ 'mmkct nrientatiun·. 'm;~rkct ftiCU\..cd' ;~ml 'n1mket drtven'
may have differem
writer.~ h;tvc

meaning~.

explicitly

in

pm~tice,

these term..,

dbcu.~~ed d'tffcrcncc~

>~reused

hctween them.

interehange;thly

~nd

Exprc.,~mg ;1 ~innlar

few

vtcw.

Shapiru ( 19llll) CtltlllliCntCd:

"Whit.• fin<' diJiillcliom

ht'/1\'t't'/1

plrnuc.1

Jlldt 11.1'

'murlr.el orien/utirm' ami 'murlr.t·l

dril'f'n' may t•xi~l. rlre l<'ntH are w clou r/wl few imf//Jr/11/U dhtincrirm.l he tween

tire

lt'ntts <'.tis/"

Consequently, these

term~

have been u~ed interchangeably in

tbi~

thesis.

However, the tenn 'market driven' may carry different meanings to different people. Fnr
example, quoting the different views of the CEOs of two large multinational 'ompanics
Asca Brown Boveri (ABB) and Nestle, Day (1998) suggested that differences in
opinions could reflect the origins and 'u!tures of their f11ms. The CEO of ABB took
'customer fo,us' as a top agenda item for his company, whereas the CEO of Nestle saw
it as an inherent and necessary requirement of a business. ABB is a decentralised,
engineering driven company

m>~king

large industrial equipment whereas Nestle is a

global food giant with a reputation for being close to customers. For Nestle to be market
driven is more natural than ABB, where technical and other requirements often dictate
what can be achieved.

Raising the question, 'what the hell is market oriented?' Shapiro ( 1988) argued that:

"The tenn 'market oriented' repre.rcnt:; a sci of proce:;scs tmKhing

011

all

aspects of the compa11y. It is a lot more /Iran the dichi 'gelliiJg close to the

13

cuJI/Imcr' Sinn· mo.•t n•mpmut•.• .«·lltu 11 •·arwt\" of <"11.\'lonwr< •ull< •·ttnmx
t111t/

ofl<'ll cwiflictilt)l <i<'.l'm'.\ ttm/ 1/<'t'll.•. 1/w K""' of Jlt'IIIIIJ.: dmr I" II/I'

nuiOIII<'r i.• mt'lllliiiJ.:I<'.i.\'. I h<n·r al.w fmtml •m lllt'<I/Wik/111 dilfrr<'lll<'
'"'/lf<'t'/1 '11wrk•·t <lril'<'ll" /IIIli

'nt.,/<llll<'f .,,;,.m,•d'.

"' I

"'" llw lrrtm

itrtadum.~t·II/J/,1' ...

In

Shapiro'~ vi~w.

three eh.ar.J~terbuc~

mak~

a company market dnven.

• Information on important huying
and any other innucncing factor)
• Strategic and tactical

decision~

innucncc~ (include~ cu~tomcr. ~ompctnion
permeate~

every corporate funetron.

arc made inter-functionally and inter-

divisionatly.
• Divisions and functions make well-coordinmcd

dccL~ion.~

and execute them

with a sense of commitment.
The three elements of a market driven business arc communication, coordination and
commitment (the 3C's) (Shapiro, 1988).

Recently, Wens ley ( 1995) provided a critical review of market orientation research Ulld
suggested that there are a number of key unresolved issues. Commenting on thL~ review,
Greenley (1995) noted that many of the United Kingdom studies cited by Wensley did
not address market orientation as operationalised by Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) or
Narver and Simer ( 1990). Different variables were operationalised
so different constructs were measured.

A~

acros~

these studies

a result. he concluded that the British studies

could not be directly compared to American market orientmion studies.

ThL~

is another

14

e\amplc of how ...:hoJar. have dl-'klgrccmcm, ahout nJOuket micnt;ttion am.l how it
,huuW he opcratlunah,c<L

Rc.:cntly. 1hc 1cnn "n1arkchng
·market tlnwn· (t\nJC, &

on~ntatum·

/llava~ck.

ha., llccn hro,JtlCncd to 'rnarht oncntation' or

I9119: Day. I 99H: Kohli &

Jawur~ki,

I'J'JO; Shapiro,

19SS: Wcthter. I'J8S). A'cnrtlmg to Knhh and Jawur,kl ( 1990). the rca,on .., for thi'

c.\pan,Jnn arc threefold·

I.

~larkct

orientation '' nO! 'imply a concern of tl!c marketing department. but

'hoold llc orgam..auonwide:
:!.

Using "market oriemauon" can a,·oid an

overempha.~is

on the marketing

department and can facilitate the coordination and responsibility sharing
between the marketmg depanmcnt and other dcpanments: and

3.

The term "market onentaltnn" focuses ;mention on the market rather than on
specific customers.

Since Kohli and Jaworski's and Nar,·er and Slater's work. other researchers have looked
at the market orientation construct and come up with more themes (Day. 1998;
Deshpande & Farley. 1998).

l.3

A~

a result definitions continue to expand.

Tiae marketing con«pl- An historical perspective

Since Peter Drucker (1954) articulated the concept by specifying that a market focus
should pervade the

organ~tion.

there have been many definitions of the marketing

concept. A broad range of issu" relating to market orientation has also been explored.
Hong Liu { 1996) divided the major market orientation issues into three periods (the late

15

1950s 10 early 1960s; the
summarised the

2.3.1

progrc~s

1960~

to early

]9!\f)~

and the l'JHC), to early 1990\) aml

of the marketing concept during thc'e period\.

Bel ween the lute I950sand the early 1960s

During this period, the marketing concept was examined al a

philn~ophical !~vel;

1hc

themes being that embracing the concept can be beneficial tu lhc organbation and thai 11
should pervade the

organL~ation

(Felton, 1959; Keith. 1960; King, 1965; Lear, 1963.

Lcvill, 1960; l.cvill, 1962}.

Felton ( 1959 p.55} described the marketing conccp1 a...:

"A corporate state

rif mind that

iusists

011

the itllegralion and coordi11atim1

af all the markelitlg functions n1lich, ill mm, are melded wirh ali ather
corporate funclion.r, ftJr the basic prirpMe of produci11g maxi11111111 lollg·
rauge corporate profil.r."

Keith ( 1960, p37) stressed the importance being marketing oriented and puuing the
customer at the centre oflhe business, noting that:

"if we

were to restate our philosophy during tile past decade as simply o.r

possible, it would read: We make and sell products for consumers."

Using a similar logic, King ( 1965 p85) defined the marketing concept as

"A managerial philosophy concemed !lith mobi/isatiall, uti/isatitm, ami
control of total corporate effort for the purpa.re of Ire/ping COJ/SI/1/U'r.; .rah•e
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~-l'l,•ct.-d

prohl.-nu ;, 1mys ctJ/11{/Uti/Jie witlt phumrd enlumceme/11 of the

pnifitpoiitiml of tlu• jin11. ··
Other

aulhllr.~

of this period echoed u sirnilur view. This period (1950- 1960) wu.~ one in

which marketing gn.:w. with un incrcusing emphasis on mass marketing.

2...3.2

From the late 1960s to the touiy 1980s

During this period, the marketing concept mr1ved from a philosophical to a more
practical plane. Businesses ami academics started thinking about the adoption of the
concept in day-to-day business. problems relating to such adoptions and

way~

of

overcoming these problems (Ames. 1970; Kaldnr. 1971; Kotler, 1965; Saunders. 1°65;
Stampfl. 1978).

Konopa and Calabro's (1971) definition reflected the thinking of that time and looked at
the marketing concept in

tenn~

of specific acti\'ities. rather than frf"m a philosophical

level.

"The

extemal

consumer

orientation ... as

contrasted

to

imemal

preoccupation and orientation around the produc1i011 function: profit goals
as an alternative to soles volume goals and... comp/ete integration of
organisational and operalional effon "
Looking at the marketing concept from a broader perspective, McNamara ( !972, p 5 I)
defined it as

"A philosophy of

btt.~iness

mmwgemellt, based on a company-widt•

acceptance of the lteed for customer oricmation, flrofit oriemathm, and
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rt'CO)IIIitirm of tllr imrmrltml mit• of mttrkt·till!l in l."lltlmumil:utiiiK tfw llt'l'r/.~
of til•• murkt•t to uff major nlf(lllflll<' deptlflllle/1/s".

AI this time. in addition In its direct applicatinu in everyday
concept began lo spread

\0

other areas, such

a.~

IJUsinc.\~,

the mt1rkctin!l

retailing IFram, 1965), cnginecrin!l

/Reynolds. 1966). health (Zaltman & Vertinsky, 19711 and a

ho~l

of other_\ /Kotler &

Levy, 1969: Koller & Zultnnm. 1971; Mindak & Bybee, 197 I).

While some of the articles during thi.> period were thenrctical or conceptual in nature
{Stampfl, 1978), others examined the !."X\ent to which organisation> had adopted the
marketing concept (Barksdale & Darden, 1971: Hise, 1965; Lusch. Udell, & Lacmiak,
1976: McNamara, 1972}. However, the antecedents to and consequences of adopting
such a concept were not explored.

The I 960s were an era of mass marketing, during which marketing's role grew rapidly.
Consequently, it is not surprising that the marketing concept

wa.~

embraced during this

period in every branch of business. as well as by academics.

Panly as a result of the growth of marketing in the early 1960s,the late 1960s and the
early 1970s witnessed an emergence of consumer protection groups. Several authors
responded to issues relating to consumerism and the marketing concept rBell & Emory,
1971; Burskirk & Rothe, 1970; Kotler, 1972; Rothe & Benson, 1974}. While Bell and
Emory (1971) criticised the marketing concept, Kotler (1972) considered consumerism
as inevitable and beneficial and proposed a 'societal marketing concept' to respond to
the new consumerism. The marketing concept

wa~

seen as outmoded, and alternatives
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were proposed (D;Iwsnn. 1969; Lavidgc, 1970; Rothe & Bcnsun, 1()74). With
becoming a major source for new product

ideu~.

there

Wi.l.~

cu~tomcr\

a proliferation of imitntive

products m the expense of technological breakthroughs. This, in turn, attracted critichm
from several authors (Bcnncll & Cooper, 1979; llaycl> & Abcumthy, IWIO;
i980). During tllis period, several

11uthor.~

Rie~z.

l.llso l.lrgucd thm implementing the market

orieotl.ltion was not easy (Lear, 1963).

These historical developments were a pan of introductory and growth pha~cs which was
followed by a more critical evaluation.

2.3.3 The 1980's- the early

1990'~

The influence of corporate culture on the organisation as a whole and its attitude
towards marketing and customers was a major theme of the 1980's. An early mention of
'corporate culture' as an important clement in business appeared in Business Week
(1980) aod it was suggested that corporate values and attitudes could spell the
difference between success and failure. Other authors echoed this view (Bennett, 1990;
Lorsch, 1986). Dunn et al. (1985) observed a positive correlation between corporate
culture, customer orientation and marketing effectiveness. Challenging the traditional
marketing belief that organisations had moved from production to sales and to
marketing, Fullerton (1988) prooosed an alternative model of marketing's evolution.
Pointing out the limitations of the marketing concept, Houston ( 1986 p.S I) conr:luded:

"lire marketing concepl lras been established as /lie oplimal manageme/11
philosaphy wlle11 it is no/ necessarily so in all inslances, and 1/wre are mall)'
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t'.\fllll{''''·\·

off"'"' mark,·liiiJ; rmwlin'.\' which /wv1· hc<'lr m/nf/J<'ri in 1/u• wmw

11j t/r,• rrwrk.•tirrJ.: cmrr'l'f'l."
Responding to such
Lawton &

t:ritid~ms,

Pam~urmnan,

.•cveml unthors defended

it~

vulidity 1Ga,ki. I'Jll4:

1980: McGee & Spiro, 1988; Purasuranmn, 19lll. Weh•tcr.

1988: Webster. 19!!1).

By lute

1980'~.

marketing orientation was being used

.,ynonymou~ly

with the marketing

concept (Shapiro. 1988: Wehster. 1988). Market information, collection and usc were
identified

a.~

key aspects of a market orientation. Shapiro ( 1988, p 120) noted that an

organisation hm; a market orientation only if "infonnation on all buying inlluences
permeate.~

every corporate function."

In 1990, Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) conceptualised a market orientation as the
implementation of the marketing concept and. later, developed some market orientation
constructs. A subsequent study identified a number of influences on the implementation
of market orientation (Kohli, Jaworski, & Kumar, 1993). Conceptualising a market
orientation from a behavioural perspective, Narver and Slater (1990) found a positive
relationship between market orientation and business profitahility. Following Kohli and
Jaworski (1990) and Narvcr and Slater { 1990), seYeral authors demonstrated the
beneficial effects of a market orientation on business performance (Diamantopoulos &
Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995b: Pitt et al., 1996: Ruckert, 1992). In

cootra.~t.

Day (1994)

argued that organisations can become more market oriented by identifying and buildin!'
the special capabilities that set market-driven organisations apart.
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Recently.

Ce~pctlcs

( 1995) introduced the itlea of "com:urrcnt marketing.'

nl<lrkeling concept. concurrent
integrate the various

part~

n~trketing

Ba_~ctl

on

1h~

is similar to market orientution and n11cmpts to

of marketing. such as product. snles anti

~Cflticc. emplu1~bing

the importance of intcr-ti.lnctional coordination to the implementation of a

.'>UCCC~.,rut

mmket orientation.

Deshpande and Fmlcy ( 1996)

~uggc~cd

\lltcr"mg the defmilion of mmket orientation on

the basis of a factor aMlysis of three mnrket orientation

mea~ures.

emphasised a customer orientation \lnd cross-functional processes
at creating and

~atisfying cu~tomers.

market orientation

coJL~tructs

Researcher~

in different

Their definition

<~nd <~ctivilies

directed

continue to test the validity of the

economic~.

different settings (eg. industrial

products and consumer products, products and services). Several authors (Kwaku. 1997;
Pelham, 1997a: Pelham & Wilson, !996) have also started looking at market orientation
inSMEs.

2.3.4 Market orientation from n management perspective
Since the 1980s, the marketing concept or market orientation has also been examined
from a corporate or management perspective. This is in tune with an increased
realisation that marketing is a management function. A review of the management
literature shows that. in the early periods ( 1960s and 1970's), the marketing concept had
little impact on management (Hong, 1996). In an

e~thaustive

review of variables

affecting organisational effectiveness (Campbell, 1977), customer satisfaction was not
mentioned as important. Likewise, in discussions on competing principles of
management that lead to effectiveness. market orientation was not mentioned (Lewin &
Minton, 1996).
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The minimal impact of markc! uricn!a!ion on !he management discipline could he
auributcll hl

~vend

Htcturs; an import:mt one being tlmtthc marketing concept

article of Iiiith or philosophy, rather than a practical basis tor managing a
While the

purpo~c

of a

bu~ine~~ wu~

llefmcd

a~

wa~

Hn

hu~mc~·'·

the cremion mxl retention of

><tli~ficd

custoiTk!rs, evillcnee on the performance comcqucnccs of a market llrivcn behaviour
W:lS largely anccdot:ll. In addition. managers were given little guidance ll\ [() how to
improve or redirect their organisation's

focu~

toward their markets. Cautioning that

achieving a market orientation may not be straightforwarll, Ames ( 1970) warncll about
merely mtroducing the "trappings" of marketing into a company, rather than achieving
:lllitude changes to ensure the market place L> given paramount imponance.

In the early 1980's, despite a lack of empirical evidence linking market orientmion and
business performance, market orientation

wa~

mentioned in the strategic management

literature. Several authors advocated the incorporation of a market orientation into
corporate culture and mission statements, putting markets, customers and competitors at
the heart of the organisation (Jauch & Glueck, 1988: Pearce & David, 1987: Webster.
1988).

Since the late 1980s, there has been a change in this situation with several studies
describing the nature of market oriented organisations (Dickson, 1992: Webster, 1988).
Deshpande and Webster (1989) described market orientation as a set of attitudes and
corporate culture aimed at creating and enhancing value to customers. Webster ( 1992)
suggested that, whereas culture is the way

'things' are done, orientation is about

implementation, the implication being that the market orientation aspect of the corporntc
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<.:tllture should he pervasive starting with the
similar view am! argued that market-oriented

mh.~inn.

Cirnnmus ( I'JK'JI

man;~gcment.~hnuld

cxpre~~cd

he found throughout a

compuny. According to the emerging literature, having a market uricn!<lt"tnn
stlpcrinr

~kills

in undcrs\(lnding ami

~ali~fying

a

lead~

to

custorllCrS (Day, 1')90). lh principal

features arc:

I. A set of beliefs that puts the

cu~tomers' intcre~t

first. (Deshpunde, Farley, &

\\iebster, 1993).
2. The ability of the organisation to generate, disseminate and usc
information about customers and competitors (Kohli &

Jawor~ki,

~uperior

I 990) and

3. The coordinated application of inter-functional resources to the creation of
superior customer value (Narver & Slater, 1990: Shapiro, !988).
The ultimate orientation is one in which all employees consider marketing as a central
part of their job {Canning, 1988). Masiello ( 1988) pointed out that a market orientation
is often not achieved because necessary anitude~ arc not established and necessary
actions are not taken. Lichtenthal and Wilson ( 1992) suggested that a market orientation
should be:

'A visible hand that g11ideJ" tile be/!avio11r of illdividuals each dity ill
peifomtillg their jobs.'

2.4

Key elements of market orientation

As mentioned in the introductory part of this chapter, the marketing concept has had
several definitions and meanings. Since these definitions emerged from different
conceptualisations of the marketing concept, variations in these definitions can be
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:LUributcd, i11 large part, to the

divcr.~c

manner in which the

n~Lrkcting

concept

ha~

been

defined over lime.

As early

:L~

1960, Keith ( 1960, p 35) mentioned the need for companies to lx: marketing

oriented, arguing th:Lt the "mslomer rmd
compallit·.~

/WI

1/w company, is CJI the nomre rmd

rt•L·oli•!' aro1111d rhe C/1.\'lomer, IUJI tlw other wuy armmd". from early

definitions of the marketing concept. Barksdale and Darden (]971) and McNamara
( 1972) identified three crucial elements:

l. Customers arc a focus for business activities,
2. There is an integration of activities acro~s

function~.

and

J. There is a profit orientation.
However, questioning this conceptualisation, Bell and Emory (]971) argued that profit
is a consequence of having customer orientation and, therefore, a customer orientation
should take precedence over profit.

In tune with authors such as Shapiro and

Web~ter,

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) found

three key themes to describe market orientation:
Customer focus,
Integrated marketing effort throughout the organisation and
Long-term profit goals (rather than sales volume) (Kotler,

1988;

Stampfl,J978).
Koi1li and Jaworski used intelligence generation. dissemination and rcspunsiveness of
the organisation as three aspects of a market orientation. Looking at market orientation
from a behavioural perspective, Narver and Slater ( 1990) nrgued that a customer

"

orientation. a cmnpetittlr oricntutiun und

inter-fun~tiorml

conrtlinution urc the three

clements of a market orientation. Kohli :md J:Lw(lfski mul Narvcr and Sl;Ltcr\

con~truct~

arc d'L~cusscd in det:Lil Iuter in this chuptcr.

Howe\'cr, a close cxurnination of the literature

sugge~L~

thm market uricntmiun

~ueh

po~itivc

rclmionship lx!twt•cn marketing

importunt clements,
und innovation

ha~

as innovution. The

hccn rccogni.o\cd by many

acudcmic~

and

practitioner~

ha~

other

(Drucker.

1954: Levitt. 1962}. As early as 1963, King (cited in Hong Liu (1996)) im;orporatcd
innovation into the IJWketing concept

fro~mcwork

by referring to the concept us

including "an active compuny-widc managerial concern with innovation of product~ and
~rvices de~igned

to ~olve selected con~umer problem~."

Innovation is also linked to market orientation. Having u market oricntmion involl'es
being better than, or different from competitors in providing customers with products
and services that match their evolving needs and wants. Such a result can only be
achieved thrOugh innovation. Innovation is, thus, a necessary condition of a market
orientation (Doyle, 1987). Recently, Hurley and Huh (1998) proposed a conceptual
framework for incorporating innovation constructs in market orientation.

Over a period of time, several authors have also stressed the importance of competition
in shaping the marketing concept or market orientation. For example, Day and Wcnslcy
(1983) contended that all previous conceptualisations failed to address competitors.
Ohmae (1983) placed the customer, the C(lmpetitor and the company at three corners of
a strategic triangle of business. In Ohmae's model, the customer was the target to be
created and retained and competition served as a frame of reference. A business
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differentiated itself from its cumpetilors and

u~d it~ strength~

s:uisliletion. Reeemly. Narvcr aud Slater (1990) assigned
smne level of importance as

cu~tomer

to deliver

~:ompetitor

cu~torocr

orientation the

orientation in the overall framework of market

orientmion. The role of competition m shaping market orientation

i~ dh~:u~~ed

in detail

later in this chapter.

2.5

The Adoption orthe marketing concept by husinc:;.ws

The adoption of the marketing concept has not been uniform. In a wrvcy of
manufacturing firms, Hise (1965) found many large and medium manufacturing firms
had adopted the concept but large firms had adopted the marketing concept more than
medium firms. The greatest degree of acceptance

wa.~

found in the customer orientation

of marketing programs and in the organisational structure of the marketing department,
particularly in the status provided to the chief marketing executive.

In examining marketen;' auitudc toward the marketing concept. Barksdale and Darden
(1971} found that the concept was both a success and a failure. While companies
recognised its importance, many executives expressed reservations about its
implementation. Barksdale and Darden (1971) and McNamara (1972) also noted that
consumer goods companies tended to adopt and implement the marketing concept more
than did industrial goods companies. McNamara (1972} attributed this difference to the
nature of the product, the customers and the decision making process. Larger companies
adopted and implemented the marketing concept to a greater degree than did small and
medium sized companies. Recently, Greenley (1995b) and Hong Liu (l995a) studied
the adoption of a market orientation by British fll1115 and came to similar conclusions.
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Market orientation has also been

~tudicll

in

.~evcrul

inllustries. For example. Greenley

:u1d Matcham ( 1990) found that British companies invulved in nmrketing 'incoming
tourism' were nut us marketing oriented us might have been expected, and their markc•
intelligence activities were superficial unll suhjective. While there was some evidence
to support them having a marketing orientation, there was al.\o evidence of
being mollified to suit business, ruther than consumer,
companies usell a

co~t·plus

need.~.

~ervicc~

Almost all of the

pricing approach, with very lillie market response ha.\ell

pricing. A large majority of those surveyed (82%) dill not undertake marketing planning
and half indicated that marketing

wa.~

not important to them.

Bhuian ( 1997) and Raju et al. ( 1995) studied the application of market orientation and
its impact in the

hospit:~l

industry. Gatherlng infonnution. improving customer

satisfaction and responding to customer neells and competitor's acuons were found to be
critical in assessing a hospital's market orientation. However, the importance of the~e
four components varied according to the type of performance that was being
emphasised.

The degree to which a market orientation is embraced in

profes~ional

services, such as

hospitals, may be affected by the negative cormotatiuns traditionalists attach to
marketing. Bhuian (1997) found considerable variation in the market orientation of
different institutions and of different executives in the same institution. The
traditionalists were of the view that marketing wasted money that should bc devoted to
caring for sick people. Bbuian ide11tified live different hospital types, rangi11g from
those who considered that marketing

wa.~

not relevant to hospitals, to those who

embraced a market orientation wholeheartedly.
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Surveying businesses in

Austr>~liu,

New 7..caland and Singapore,

found that, in the three countries. hctccr performers

claimed;~

Ghu~h

ct al. 1 l'J<J4J

much stronger marketing

focus. The market orientation approach wa.~ ~trungeM in Singapore, followed hy New
Zealand and Australia. A Mronger commitmem to marketing by the organhatinn and the
CEO was also noticed in these countrie~.

2.6

Some misconceptions related In market orientation

The early success and consequent popularity of the marketing concept ha.; hcen partly
its undoing. The marketing concept became a

pana~ea

for

manager~

and academiC'>.

with very lillie critical evaluation. Criticising the uni\·crsal and uniform apphcauon of
the marketing concept, Houston ( 1986) examined the exchange
argued that, under certain circumManccs, the production or

proces~

.o;alc~

critically and

concept would be a

more appropriate management philosophy than the marketing concept, a view

~upported

by Kohli and Jawor~ki ( 1990).

A customer focus, an important element of the marketing concept. is another theme that
is often misunderstood. Marketing often emphasises the customer focus and convey~ a
sense tltat customer needs should be satisfied at aU costs and that products should meet
customer needs. This is a mistaken interpretation (Sharp, 1991). The marketing concept
requires an understanding of the market and docs not suggest that products be designed
to satisfy every demand of every market at all cost (Houston. 1986). Satisfying market's
demand is important to the extent that doing so yield~ success. A commen:ial
organisation deciding to offer a single, undifferentiated product or service inMcad of
multiple products to satisfy every market segment. may have arri\·ed at this decision
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with a tl\(>mllgh yfldeNaodin); of tho: marko:t'-'
Such

;111

re.~pnn.-.c

and the accnmp:1nying

en~\.,.

organbauon can he an exemplary w.cr uf the marketing conccp1. In the popular

literature such orgam-ation~ arc cunwlcrcd tn l>c not market fn<:u~o,cd. but the uppo~itc
may be true.

Yet amllhcr duucn.~ion

the market unentation of the

buyer~.

The literature deab with

the market orientation of the '>t'llcr' hut the 'ame logic

apphc~

tu

t\

buyer~. Buyer~

pa.,sin: and accept or reject the product offered or. alternatively,

pur~ue

can be

companies to

get th.: beM bargain. In such ca.... ~. the market orientation of the buyer and the seller
decide the performance of the firm !Such.' & Sensor,. i978).

2.7

Market orientation tonstructs

It has been

recogni~cd

that a major challenge is the development of operational

definitions for the marketing concept (Barksdale & Darden, 1971).

While several

authors (Day. 1998: Deshpande & Farley, 1998: Hart & Diamantopoulos, 1993:
Shapiro, 1988; Webster, 1988) have proposed different

conceptualisation~

and models,

the constructs suggested by Kohli and Jaworski {1990) and Narver and Slater (1990)
continue to provide the basis for many studies. These constructs form the basis of the
present study. Cons.!quently, they are discussed in detail in this section.

2.7.1

KohH and Jaworski's market orientation construct

In operationalising the concept and developing market orientation constructs. Kohli and
Jawor.;ki (1990) used the term 'market orientation' to mean the implcmt'ntmion of the
marketing concept and considered a market oriented

organL~ation a~

one whose actions

are consistent with the marketing conccp1. They also preferred the tenn ·market
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orientation' tu 'marketing oricntution' because it 10ok the

crnphasi~

awuy from the

marketing dL';Jartmem and placed it un the nrg;misatinn il.\ ~ wlxlk:.

Based on

extcn~ive

literature review and field

interview~.

three core themes

(cu~tomer

focus, coordinated marketing and prufitahilhy) were identified. However, Kohli and
Jaworski ( 1990, p 3) noticed the following differences:

"The customer focus clement went beyond obtaining information from customers
and included the organisation's response also. Further, the comments suggested
that being customer oriented involved taking actions based on market intelligence,
including exogenous market

factor~

such as competition and regulation

a~

well

a~

including the needs of current as well as future customers.

Statements such as 'market orientation is not solely the responsibility of a
marketing department' implied coordinated marketing, though the tenn itself was
not specified.

Profitability was not considered to be a part of market orientation but a
consequence of market orientation."

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) proposed the following dimensions to operationalise the

market orientation construct.
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Intelligence generntlon:
While mainly focussed on custom~r needs and preferences, it included an
analysis of how they may be affected by exogenous factors ~uch a~
government regulmion, technology, competitors and other environmentill
forces. Environmemal scanning activities were covered under market
intelligence generation involving both formal and informal methods.

Intelligence dls.'ICminatlon:
Related to the effective flow of information across the organisation through
formal and informal processes.

Responslvenes.~:

The third clement of market orientation dealt with the response of the
organisation to the intelligence gathered.

Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) formally defined a market orientation as

"The organisation wide generation of market illlelligence perlaining to
current a11d f/1/ure CI/Siomer /leeds, dissemi11atio11 of the imelligence across
departments and organisation wide responsivmess to it."

As can be seen from Figure 2.7.1.1, market orientation b ~ccn as a set of activities that
are influenced by factors such as top management attitudes, skills and behaviour and by
organisational structures, organisational culture and nonns.
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Figure 2.7.1.1: KohU and Jaworski's antecedents and consequences of market
orientation
(Jaworski & Kohli, 1993: Kohli & Jaworski, 1990)
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Early empirical studies suggested thm top management communication, reward
systems, interdepartmental conflict and interdcpartrn.:lltal connectedness impact un
market orientation. Tup management risk aversion and degree of formalisation und
centralisation alsu had an influence, bot to a lesser extent. Kohli and Jaworski' .., (I 'J'Jf)J
results ltlsu suggested thlll a
busines.~.

m~rket

orientation may or may not be desirable for a

depending on the nature of supply and demand side factors. Their research

outlined the factors thllt fostered or impeded a market orientation and

the~c

arc

discussed in more detail Mer in this chaptrr.

2.7.2 Narvcr and Slater's model of market orientation
Narver & Slater (1990) discussed an

explor~tory

validated market orientation measures and

amdy~ed

study in which they developed and
their effect on profitability. Using a

sample of 140 business units within a large Amencan corporation, they found a
substantial positive effect of market orientation on profitability. Narvcr and Slater's
work was based on the premise that creating a

~ustainable

competitive advantage (SCA)

was important if an organisation was to achieve consistently high market performance
(Aaker, 1988; Porter, 1985). When adopted as a culture throughout the organisation, a
market orientation was thought to generate customer oriented behaviours that created
superior value which, in tum resulted in better performance (Aaker, 1988; Kohli &
Jaworski, 1990; Kotler, 1984; Peters & Austin. 1985: Peters & Waterman Jr .. 1982:
Shapiro, 1988; Webster, 1988).
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Cu>tnti\CJ
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Figure 2. 7.2.1: Narver and Slater'~ ,1990) concept of market orientation
Narver and Slater's (11)90) concert,,: ·narket orientation included culture, behaviour,
decision criteria ar-1 knowkdgc

...r

the market (customers. competitors and the

environment). However, their operationalisation of market orientation was based only
on the three bch:w;oural components (customer orientation, competitor orientation and
inter-functional o:oordination) and two decision criteria (long tenn focus and
profitabllity).
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Figure 2.7.2.2: Narver and Slater's operntlonalisatlon of morket orientation
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The uhimme uim of having a market oricntution was long term profit {Figure 2.7.2.1)
and the three components were equally important. Further, information from the three
sources (customer, competitor :md environment) was acquired (Figure 2.7.2.2),
from an inter-functional perspective und superior value

WlL~

delivered to the

tL~se~M:d

cu~torner,

through a shared view und coordinated actions. While Kohli and Jaworski's and Narvcr
and Slater's models looked at the same problem using different perspectives, they arc
similar in several aspects.

In contrast to early studies, which perceived profits

a.~

u part of market orientation,

Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) showed profits as a consequence of market orientation.
Narver and Slater (1990) took a compromise position, suggesting profitability, though
conceptually related to market orientation, was an objective. Thus they separated
profitability and long-tenn focus from market orientation.

Narver and Slater's scales were reliable and items to total correlations for customer
orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional coordination scales all exceeded
0.70, which is the threshold recommended by Nunnally (1978, p 245) for exploratory
research. However, the long-tenn orientation and profit objective measures did not meet
this criterion. Because of their low reliability, no conclusion was drawn about the
empirical relationship between the two decision criteria and the three behavioural
market orientation components (Narver & Slater, 1990 p 24).

Narver and Slater assigned equal importance to the three components and treuted a
market orientation score as a simple average of the scores of the three components.
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Their performance variable

wa~

'Return on Assets' (ROA) in its principal market

relative to the ROAs of its compelitors. Their study showed

~trnng

correlations (grcuter

limn 0.67) be! ween the three component~ of market orientation, suggesting convergence
to :1 common construct, providing some evidence of construct validity. Convergent
validity was also suggested by the high alpha (0.88) auained when the scores on the
three scales were combined into a single scule and by the one factor solution found in an
explorutory factor analysis. The relationship between market orientation and
performance has since been verified in

~evcral

studies. These results arc

busines~

diM:u.~sed

later

in this chapter as the discussion in this section is confined to the constructs themselves.

HWTis ( 1996a) commented that, while Kohli and Jaworski's model provided a base that
businesses could use to understand the factors that helped or obstructed the development
of a market orientation, it might not be a definitive and complete model. Jaworski and
Kohli (1993) identified three major antecedents,
were more and if they were linked.

raL~ing

a question us to whether there

Several authors have also raised conceptual

questions about the validity of these models and suggested alternatives. For example,
Dreher (1993) reviewed approaches to defining and operationalising a marketing
orientation, discussed alternatives to existing conceptualisations and suggested a new
way of looking at the phenomenon. Subsequent to developing marketing orientation
coll.'ltructs, Kohli et at. (1993) suggested a seale to measure market orientation
(MARKOR) and assessed its psychometric properties.

Several authors have also added dimensions to Kohli and Jaworski's and Nar\'cr and
Slater's models or looked at it from organisational culture perspective (Day, 1998)
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(Deshpandc & Fnrley, 1998). However, such models arc nut relevant to the theme of
this thesis and nrc not discussed further.
2.7.3

Murket orientation und innovation

Continuous or periodic innovation ami reorientation is a norm in most industries. Slater
ami Narvcr ( 1995) suggested that having a market oricnlrttion enhanced performance
only when combined with a learning orientation. Market driven businesses unticipatcd
the developing needs of the customers and responded to them through the uddition of
innovative products and services. Thus, innovation is an essential clement of a market
orientation. While research on mnrket orientation and

organi~ationalleaming

(Slater &

Narver, 1995) has examined how organisations adapt to their environments, innovate,
and develop competitive advantage, current market orientation models do not
incorporate innovation constructs.

As brieOy mentioned in section 2.4, Hurley and Hull (1998) p:escnted a conceptual
framework that incorporated such constructs and tested some of the critical
relationships. Their results suggested that higher levels of innovativeness were
assocbt~d

with a greater capacity for adaptation and innovation (number of innovations

successfully implemented). lo addition, higher levels of inoovativeness were associated
with cultures that emphasised learning, development and participative decision-making.
Hurley and Holt (1998) therefore argued that market orientation mndels should focus on
innovation rather than learniog as the primary mechanism for responding to markets.

2.1A Antecedents and Consequences of market orientation
In their study of the antecedents and consequences of market orientation, Jaworski and
Kohli (1993) examined why some orgaoisations are JllQrc market oriented than others,
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the effect of lll:trkct nricntmion on employee~ and
nf cnvironmentul

:\n curlier

~!Udy

factor.~

hu~incss

perfnnrumcc and the impttct

on market urientntion.

by Nurvcr nnd Slater (1990) found empirical

~upport

for the t•Hen-

quoted positive relationship between u market orientation and performance. However,
other studies had suggested that u market orientation may have a strong or a weak effect
on business performance, depending on environmental conditions such as market
turbulence and competitive intensity (Greenley, I 995b}.
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Figure 2.7.4.1: Antecedents and consequences of market orientation
(Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Kohli & Jaworski, 1990)

Jaworski and Koh11s firxlings suggested tlt'd! a market orientation was related to top
(senior) management's emphasis, the risk aversion of top I senior managers,
interdepartmental conflict and connectedness, centralisation and reward system
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orientution. The market orientation of un orgunisation also appeared to have an impuct
on business performance, employees' commitment, and their esprit de
relationship

.~cemcd

corp~. Thi~

to be unaffected by environmental factors such as market

turbulence, competitive intensity or techrmloj; ·cal turbulence.

It

L~

well estabhshcd that top management play a critical role in shaping an

organisation's values and orientation and signals from the top set a clear direction for an
organisation to be market oriented (Felton, I959; Webster, 1988).

Regarding top

management's risk posture, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) argued that, being responsive to
changing market needs is risky. Top management's demonstrated willingness to accept
risk is likely to encourage staff to be more market responsive.

Conflict between departments inhibits market orientation and this topic is dealt with in
detail under 'barriers to market orientation.' Such conflicts inhibit communication across
departments (Rueken & Walker Jr., 1987), n:ducing intelligence dissemination. In
contrast, it seems that connectedness facilitates the flow, as well as the use, of
information (Cronbach, 1980; Deshpande & Zaltman, 1982).

Formalisation represents the degree to which rules define roles and authority relations,
whereas centralisation relates to the delegation of authority and the extent of
participation by employees in decision-making. Dcpnrtrnentalisation n:fcrs to the
number of departments into which the activities of the organisation are segn:gated and
compartmentalised. Formalisation and centralisation are inversely related to information
utilisation and responsiveness (Deshpande & Zaltmnn, 1982; Stampfl, 1978).
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2.8

Market orientation and Ntakcholdcr orientation

In the marketing literature. the focus is usually on

con~umcr~

aml

However, Kohli ct al. ( 1993) and Narvcr nmJ Slater (Narver & Slater, 19'J!JJ

competitor~.
sugge.~t

this cun be cxpundcd to include other key stakeholders. It is well recognised in
management thut

addrc~~ing

the interests of stakeholder

group~ i.~

thut

~tratqpc

central to planmng,

and that a failure to address such interests may be costly (Clarkson, 1995).

Few studies

h~ve

addressed multiple stakeholder orientations. However, studies relating

performance to the orientation of ~pccific stakeholders are not uncommon. For example,
Gordon and DiTomaso (1992} found a positive as!.Ociation between corporate culture
and performance, while Webster (1993} noticed a similar association between
marketing culture and performance. Likewise, Wong and Saunders (1993) reponed that
companies that achieved a balance between a marketing and production orieotatioo
performed betler.

Greenley and Foxall (Greenley & Foxa.ll, 1997; Greenley & Foxall, 1998} examined the
association between different stakeholder orieotationo; and company performance and
found that stakeholder orientation as a whole was not associated with performance.
Their study suggested that competitive hostility might be less of a problem in high
market growth situations, as firms may perform well while paying limited attention to
stakeholders, compared to periods when growth is low and market rivalry is high.
Consumer orientation had an association with sales growth, whereas competitor
orientation was associated with ROI and sales growth. Further, while consumer
orientation effects were moderated by market turbulence, competitor orientation effects
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were not 111no.lcnlled by external

V<~riahle~.

consmner need~. competitor uricmutiun

Wil~

When there

a key lO

wu.~

~ustolining

very lillie d1anj!c in

murkct

~h<~rc.

In the same study, Greenley and Foxall (1996) examined the consumer and nonCOil.~umer

wu.~

stakeholder orientation of British companies. They found that most iitlcntion

given to

coJL~umers,

followed by competitors, shareholden;.

employee~

and

union~.

Research was important only for understanding consumers, although, in some
companies, it also seemed important

for

under~tanding

competitor~.

Overllll,

management judgement appeared to be more important than formal research for all
stakeholder groups. Consumers were the subject of most planning, with similar attention
being given to competitors and shareholders. It seemed competitors. consumers and
shareholders had similar levels of importance and that one stakeholder group did not
dominate. However, emplorces received much less attention.

Most CEOs assigned top priority to satisfying consumers, such a result supponing the
overall marketing premise that customers come first. In addition. there was support for
the theory that companies prioritised the various groups when examining stakeholders'
interests (Mintzbcrg, 1983).

2.9

Moderating inOuences on market orientation

2.9.1

Market orientation and competition

As discussed in earlier sections of this chapter, many organisations wish to become
market oriented. However, this can require

~ignificant

changes to shift the

organisation's focus. There can be a debate as to whether companies should adopt a
competitive or a customer focus (Day & Wcos!cy, 1988; Weitz, 1985) and whether a
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firm can bt; Doth customer and competitor <)ricntcd, In other
concept. which
the

:tggrcs.~ive

require~

wnrd~,

that the custumer he put first in all the

competitive posture :tdnpted hy MllllC

'can the /TI<lrkcting

lcci~ion~.

cocxN with

hu~incs~c~'!'

Day and Wenslcy (198!1) and Smith et al. (1992) argued that, having a healthy cuncern
for competitors need not stop a business frnm implementing a market orientation

<H1(]

that the two orientations can eoexi>t. The critical i>sue is the approach to compct!ttvc
analysis (ie. being able to view the competition through the eyes of current and potential
customers). If ma11agers constantly respond to competitor\ actio11s, they run the risk of
developing a 'me-too' orientation, so competitive analysis should combine customer and
competitor perspectives. Day and Wensley ( J 988) stressed that strategies for gaining
competitive superiority should be grounded in valid and insightful monitoring of the
current market position and through identifying the skills and resources that afford the
most leverage on future cost and differentiation

~dvantages.

Day {1998) also took the view that, instead of the myopic 'beat the competitor at all
costs' approach, firm:; should focus their energies on providing better value at lower
cost. Market driven firms closely watch their competitors, compare their performance
against the best in the market and integrate a customer orientation with a competitor
orientation.

The positive relationship between market orientation and performance is well
established and has been articulated in other sections of this chapter. However, it has
been suggested that the competitive environment can moderate this relationship. Despite
this sugge~tion, Jaworski and Kohli ( 1993) found that the competitive environment had
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very lillie effect on the strength ur nmure of the market nriemation anti perfurrrumcc
relationship. a result cunfirntctl hy Slater ami Narvcr ( (994a).

Thcorish m.lvueate constantly atlapting an urganisa!Jon's market

orient<~tion

10 the

environment. However, from u rm.mugcrial pcr.;pcctive, developing and maintuining a
market oricntnlion is complex and costly. Slater anti Narver {1994a) argued that firms
should ask whether the innucntial environmental conditions arc sufficiently long lasting
for it to he cost effective for a

bu~incss

Kohli and Jaworski's ( !990)

rc~arch al~o

tn try to adjust to them.

suggested that having a market orientation

might not he critical in certain conditions, such as when there is limited competition,
stable market preferences, tcchno!ogica!!y turbulent industries and booming economies.
Consequently. h.aving a market oriemation, which requires the commitment of
resources, will be useful only if the benefits exceeded the cost and managers should pay
attention to the cost-benefit ratio of developing a market orientation. Commenting
further on the environmental variables impacting on market orientation, Day (1990, p
13) argued that a market oriented business, with its external focus and commitment to
innovation, should be prepared to achieve and sustain a competitive edge in any
environmental situation.

Dickson ( 1992) looked at the customer orientation-<:ompetitor orientation debate from a
different perspective. He viewed a competitive focus, not

a.~

an alternative to a customer

focus, but as a driving force that determined the degree of customer orientation. The
greater the competition, the more a frrm needs to focus on serving the customer.
Arguing that this explicit connection

ha.~

not been recognised, Dickson {1992, p 76)
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suggested a theory of conipetitivc rationality, in which u firm earned profits
(entrepreneurial rents) from the insighb (eg. private information) produced by a
consumer focus. He also noted thnt, modern marketing scholars and teachers might
disagree with this different rationale because, "the marketing concept, being the holy
grail of mJrketing. frequently t·JkC.'\ on the characteristics of a moral maxim that

~rves

to dignify and legitimise the lllllrketing profession and discipline. Theoretically, the
marketing concept is much more than that; morally, it is much (ess" Dickson (1992
p.78).

2.9.2 Other factors lnnuendng market orientation
Information dissemination and responsiveness have been recognised as two essential
elements of a market orientation. In general, organisations say that they want to
understand their customers and deliver products and services that meet their needs.
However, Masiello ( 1988) observed that most of the people working for organisations.
especially those with no direct contact with customers, had no idea who their customers
were and did not see how their jobs affected cu~tomers. Quoting several examples, he
stressed the need for developing market responsiveness throughout the organisation and
for everyone to talk about customer needs.

According to Ma;iello (1988), the key

reasons for the poor implementation of the marketing concept are:

• The inability of functional area; to understund what it really means to be
market driven;
• Employees not being able to translate their functional responsibilities
into customer responsive actions;
•

Firm~

not being able to recognise opportunities in the market;
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• Employees not understanding the role played by others in the
organismion:
• Employees not having a meaningful input into the firm's direction.
Ma~iello

(1988) argued that many

~nlution~

to these problems were incomplete because

they dealt with strategic issues at senior management

le~cls

and did not look at an

operational level. As a result, solutions were often fragmented, targeting only one
functional aspect (eg. customer relations or sales) or were 'off the shelf or generic and
ignored people's valuable ideas.

While the impact of market orientation oo business performance is well accepted, this is
by no means a singular result. The size of a business and the type of product being
marketed can be moderating factors in the market orientatioo-performance relationship.
Typically, marketing deprutmeots in large businesses are more structured and have
greater access to funds and, hence, can introduce a more market oriented behaviour.
Indeed, a recent study by Hong Liu (1995a) found that large and extra large firms were
more market oriented than their medium sized counterparts.

Mohan-Neill (1992)examined the relationship between firm characteristics (eg. age,
size and growth rate) and the frrm's focus on the marketiog concept orientation (MCO).
On average, younger frrms reported that a marketing concept or customer orientation

best described their business focus or strategy. Smaller ftrms were also more likely to
cite a marketing concept orientation (MCO) or customer orientation as their business
focus. This is in contrast to Hong Liu's (1995) (1995a) findings. However, the results
were U - shaped. The study found that smaller finns were more likely to cite, 'unique
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product I service' as their distinctive cornpctcncc, while larger firms cited 'excellent
product mix' as their distinctive competence.

Nnrvcr and

Slater'~ (1990) re$ult~.

<tlso

5Ugge.~ted

that htrge SBUs with a low market

orientution, but cost advantages, outperformed smaller

SBU~

with a medium market

orientation in the same firm, but not smaller SBUs with a high market orientation.
Consequently, there seem to be other

influence~

affecting overall performance. While

an organisation should be market oriented, it may not be possible to maintain a high
level of market orientation continuously. Consequently, as demonstrated in Narver and
Slater's study, firms with other advantages may be able to outperform a market oriented
bu~iness.

2.10

Market orientation and business performance

As mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, since the early 1950's, a number of authors
have recognised the link between having a market focus and performance (Hong,

1995b; Keith, 1960: Kotler, 1988; Levitt, 1960; Peters & Waterman Jr., 1982) (Kotler,
1977; Kotler, 1984; Rodgers & Shook, 1986; Webster, 1988). However, there was very
little empirical evidence linking market orientation with business performance until
recently.

An early empirical study by Lawton and Parasuraman ( 1980) showed that the adoption
of the marketing concept had no significant effect on the sources of new product ideas
or bow innovative these new ideas were. In contrast, Verhage and Waarts ( 1988) found
a positive relationship between marketing planning and business performance.
However, it should be noted thatthe.se studies were limited in scope because operational
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measures for market orientation hm.l not been developed at the time the studies were
undertaken.

In the 1990's severn] studies substantiated the benefits of adopting

il

ffillrkct orientation

(Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Narvcr & Simer, 1990: Pitt ct al., 1996; Ruckert, 1992;
Seines, Jaworski, & Kohli, 1996). Subsequently, several American (Pelham & Wilson,
1996; Siguaw, Brown, & Widing II, 1994; Sussan & Johnson, 1997), British
{Diamantopoulos & Hart, 1993; Greenley, 1995b) and other country studies (Kwaku,
1997; Tse, 1998) have verified the beneficial effects that having a market orientation
has on business performance.

The market orientation's relationships with organisational factors have also been
examined. Deshpande, Farley and Webster ( 1993) examined how a market orientation is
related to a firm's culture. They found that a customer orientation and innovativeness
were the keys to business performance. Yarbrough and Stao;sen (1994) found that high
levels of adaptability and inter-functional communication were positively related to the
presence of a market orientation, while a mechanistic bureaucratic style was negatively
related to the presence of a market orientation. Diamantopoulos and Hart {1993)
concluded that the market orientation-business performance relationship is situation
specific and subject to various moderating influences.

Aysar and Johnson (1997) examined whether quality and market orientations improved
performance and found that quality was a key issue and often the deciding factor
customers use when making buying decisions, suggesting the model shown in Figure

2.10.1.1.
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Market orientation

<======::> Quality orientation

Business Performance
Figure 2.10.1.1: Relationship betwl>en market orientation, quality orientation und
buslnes.~

performunce

(Sussan & Johnson, 1997)

In a study of the hotel industry in Hong Kong and New Zealand, Au (1995) found only
a weak correlation between market orientation and hotel perfonnance. However, he
cautioned that the low correlation between market orientation and performance could be
due to measurement issues as the only performance measure was the room occupancy
rate.

In an exploratory study, Kwaku (1995) examined the market orientation-new product
perfonnance relationship in a sample of 275 Australian firms. He found a strong
positive relationship between market orientation and new product perfonnuncc.
Although market orientation was generally found to be an important factor in the
success of new products, its influence varied depending on the type of new product
(radical or incremental). Market orientation appeared to have greater influence on new
product pcrfonnance when the product was an incremental change to customers and the
firm. Table 2.10.1 shows a summary of major market orientation-perfonnance Mudies.
Despite this evidence, the adoption of market-oriented behaviours has not been wide
spread. For example, Greenley (1995a) found that only 36% of a sample of British
corporations had embraced a comprehensive market orientation.
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Table 2.10.1: A summary or Market Orientation -Performance studies
Study

Country

Sample

Market orientation Environment I

I performance

Moderator variables

performance association

Association
Narver &

USA

Slater (1990)
Jaworski &

113 SBUs in one la>ge

Positive

Relative cost, T~chnological

Positive

Product quality, competitive

corporation

USA

Sample 1: 220companies

Not investigated

change, market growth

Kohli ( 1992)

None identified

intensity, supplier power
intciL~ity

Sample 2: 230 companies

Positive

Competitive

Ruckert ( 1992)

USA

5 SBUs in one company.

Positive

Not investigated

Not investigated

Slater & Narver

USA

81 SBUs in one company

Positive

Relative cost. size, ease of

Market turbulence with

and 36 in another

market entry. competitive

ROI. technological change

company

hostility.

with new product success,

(1994)

None identified

market gro\\th with sales
growth
Hart and
Diamantopoulos
(1993)

UK

87 companies

Weak association

Not investigated

Compctiti\"e hostility with
sales grO\\th.

Greenley (1995)

UK

240 companies

No direct effect on Relative size and relative cost

Market turbulence and

ROI,

technological change

new

success rate

product
~•1d

sale

growth
Polhrun

USA

68 firms

Positive

(1996. 1997)

Market dynamism,

Product and customer

competitive intensity, and

differentiation

organisational structure.
Ghosh et.al.

Singapore.

(1994)

Australia
~d

1029 companies

None

None

Positive

Now

Zealand
Note: The table above has listed several studies relating market orientation with perfonnance. While there are several more studies on this topic,
they are not included here because they are small in size and target specific industries. However. appropriate reference is made to these studies in
the thesis.
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2.10.1 Modem tor.; of market oricntntlon-perfllrmuncc ao;.~oclutlon
There huve been ~everal ~tudb into the moderutiog effects of environmental variables.
For example, McArthur and Nystrom ( 1991) investigutcd

moderator~

of the strategy-

performance relationship, while Halebl!ao and Finkbtein (1993; iovestiguted the
moderators of the association between CEO dominance and performance.

The relationship between market orientation and performance can be situation specific.
Orelowitz (1993) found that the positive market orientation-performance relationship
did not hold in Sotllh Africa. Further, he also found Narver and Slater's {Narver &
Slater, 1990) instrument was not reliable and that the factors were different. However,
South Africa was isolated for a long time from the rest of the world. The resulting
conditions may have imposed limitations on the market orientation of South African
ftrms. In several aspects, South Africa could be a seller's market and the effectiveness of
a market orientation in a seller's market (where demand is greater than supply) has not
been well tested.

Tse (1998) found there was no significant difference between til! performance of large
property companies in Hong Kong that were market oriented and those that were not. In
discussing the limitations of the study, he suggested that these results could be due to
the special nature of the Hong Kong market, where land is at a premium. again making
it a seller's market. Further, the study examined only the top 13 ftrTOll.

There are many views on the relationship between market orientation and performance.
While several studies have supported a positive relationship, there is evidence to show
that having a market orientation is only one oft he factors that affects performance.
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Greenley { 1995b; 1990) found thm :1 market orie111ation's effect on performance was
moderated by environmental variables and its direct effect on performance was
minimal. The relative size of the firm and its relative costs were found to he better
predictors of performance, while market turbulence was also a signilicant factor.

An Australian study (Farrell & Oczkowski, 1997) also found problems in applying the
MARKOR scale of market orientation proposed by Kohli ct al. (Kohli et al., 1993) to
Australian business situation.

2.10.2 Markel orientation and employees
Carlzon ( 1987) argued that every 'customer - front line employee' interaction shapes
customer's perception about the business and hence is 'a momc:nt of truth' for the
business. Consequently, much of the borden for customer perceptions of service quality
lies with front-line personneL Thus. for a firm to be market oriented. there must be a
strong correspondence between the orientation of the fLrm and its staff. Webster (1991.
p 341) argued that. "employees from top level executives to the operational level
workers, should have basically the same or consistent a11itudes toward ... the market
orientation of the firm".

It appears that market orientation-employee relationship works in both directions. While
a market-oriented approach may lead to better employee satisfaction, employees make
such an orientation possible.

A satisfied employee may be a precondition to

successfully implementing n market orientation, especially in service organisations.
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Hoffman ami Ingram ( 1992) studied the relationship between job s:ttisfaction of the
service Jlroviller (employee) noll customer oriented performance ami fount! that jnh
satisfm:tion,

~L~

well

a.~ .~utL~fuction

with work. co-workers,

.~upcrvi.~ion

anti promotion

were positively related to an employee's customer orientation. Satisfaction with pay
W:L~

not significantly related to thi.~ oricntution.

Mohr-Jackson {1991) assessed the characteristics of the marketing concept and the
employee activities that fostered its implementation. In
literature, which failed to recognise employees

a~

contra~\

to much of the

internal customers, her interviews

showed that employees are vital. A focus on the employee is important because
employee activities translate the marketing concept into practice. Mohr-Jackson
suggested that a market orientation enhanced perfommnce by improving employee
satisfaction, which is in line with Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) suggestion that a market
orientation provided psychological and social benefits to employees.

2.11

Interaction of marketing with other £unctions

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (1990) identified effective
communication or inter-functional coordination as a key element of a market
orientation. Ideally, every employee iu a market oriented organisation will be market
focussed, removing the need for a separate lllllfketing department. However,

a~

marketing is a separate function in many organisations, interactions between lllllfketing
and other functional areas have been the subject of several studies (Gupta, Raj, &
Wilemon, 1985; Kotler, 1977; Lucas & Bush, 1988; Shapiro, 1977; Souder, 1981). Such
studies, in general, have articulated the underlying conflicts between different functional
areas and resulting loss of communication. Wind (!981) highlighted the interdependent
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nature of marketing ami other functions. Ruckert and Walker ( 1987) developed a
framework and a set of propositions for c;o;amining how and why marketing

pcr~onncl

internet with people in other functiom1! areas and tested their framework. Shapiro ( 191\8)
and Masiello ( 1988} suggested effective communication and coordination

a~

ways of

overcoming btlfriers to market orientation. Tbc negative impact of interdepartmental
conf1iets and the positive role of connectedness have been the subject of several studies
(Foreman, 1997; Mahajan, Vakharia, Pallab, & Chase, 1994; Menon, Bharadwaj, &
Howell, 1996; Menon, Jaworski, & Kohli, 1997).

2.12

Patterns I forms of market orientation

Most researchers have examined the adoption of market orientation and its impact on
performance. Greenley (]995a) and Hong Liu (1996}, however, c;o;amined the forms or
patterns of market orientation. Hong Liu found that about 83% of the companies he
surveyed claimed that their corporate policies had a market orientation. However, when
their business orientation was measured, only 36% could be considered market oriented.
The high percentage of those claiming to be market oriented (83%) and the low
percentage of those practicing it (36%) suggests that the lack of market orientation was
not due to a lack of awareness. The second highest group were those with a production
orientation (33%), which is consistent with claims that many companies have recently
been obsessed with short-tenn cost cutting (Doyle, 1987).

2.13

Changing marketing paradigm and market orientation

A paradigm is a consensus about the fundamental nature of a discipline. The scope of
the paradigm dictates the important questions in a field and guides research and theory
development. By this definition, the marketing concept, the four Ps and the exchange
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process model arc long 5tanding marketing

paradigm~.

Several researchers have,

however, suggested tim\ current marketing theories and practice:

•

Cannot explain or accommodate a one way model of an exchange
lran.~action

•

that docs not lit contemporary exchange models.

Have a dominant orientation towards customers that has dcncctcd attention
away from competition and the overall goal of sustainable competitive
ndvnntage.

•

Have not enabled marketing to be an innovating and adaptive force. The
4P's can be misleading as they imply a static situation.

•

Rely on neoclassical economic premises whereas they should be grounded
in more relevant constituency-based theory of the lirm.

Gronroos ( 1989, p 57) suggested a revised definition of marketing, which is more
market oriented, arguing that:

Marketing is to establish, develop and r:ommercialise long-temr customer
relationship.! so t/rat the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is
dmre by a mutual exchange and keeping of promises.
The emphasis in his definition is on relationships and not individual transactions. The
underlying reasons for this suggested definition are that:

•

Standard marketing models arc not always geared to customer relationships
because they are based on empirical research from consumer packaged
goods and durab!es.
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•

In today's competi!ion, marketing is more a nmnagemcnt issue than a
specialist function ami the nmrketing function is spread all over the firm, far
outside the realms of the marketing department. As a

re~ult,

there arc a large

number of 'part-time marketers', whose main duties arc related to
production and other

function~.

In spite of these maiu duties, they also have

marketing responsibilities.
•

Marketing's role is not only to plan and implement a given set of means of
completion in a marketing mix. but also to establish, develop and
commercialise customer relations, so that individual and organisational
objectives are met. The customer relation concept is at the core of modem
marketing thought. Promises of various kinds arc mutually exchanged and
kept in the relationship between the buyer and seller, so that the customer
relation

may

be

established,

strengthened

and

developed

and

commercialised.
The pressure to improve marketing's effectiveness is increasing. However, this push
should be seen in a historical context. The 1960's saw marketing's greatest influence and
promise when the marketing concept was accepted as an essential element for profitable
progress in growing markets. The marketing plan also became an influential instrument
for strategic change, guiding product and market choices and competitive strategies.

During the 1970's, marketing's influence waned and strategic planning came to the fore.
Many firms took a financially driven approach and the strategic business unit became
the focal point for analysis and planning. Strong competition and resource restrictions
forced businesses to COJt~olidate their competitive positions and conserve resources. The
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marketing plan was often relegated tn a tuctieal suppnrt rule llt a brand level and lost its
strmegic focus.

During this period, the nmrketing concept

Wll~

often viewed wilh scepticism. Pulling the

marketing concept into practice became a frustrating experience for many organisations
{Webster, 1981). Others questioned the value of satisfied customers if it required
unnecessary product proliferation, innatcd costs, unfocusscd diversification and a weak
commitment to R&D (Bennett & Cooper, 1981; Hayes & Abernathy, 1980).

The 1980's and the 1990's bwoght further changes in marketing. Global marketing,
slower growth economics, technological advances, deregulation, an increased emphasis
on quality, an ageing population and other factors presented new challenges and new
competition. Organisations have responded to these challenges through strategic
alliances, binding agreements and other mechanisms to suppress or control competition
or to domesticate markets.

Arndt (1979: 1980) observed that many markets that once were competitive were
restructured as a result of voluntary, long·term cooperative agreements among
participating organisations. These networks increase stability (reducing competition in
the market) but cannot be accommodated in current marketing theories, in which
marketing acts as a boundary function managing a continuing series of impersonal,
discrete exchanges.
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2.14

Barriers to mnrkct orlenlntlon

Since the early 1960's, a variety of market orientation barriers have been itkntilkd.
Webster { 1988. p 29) suggested that four such barriers are:
•

'Incomplete understanding of the marketing concept itself,

•

Inherent conflict between short-term and long term sales and profit goals,

•

Overemphasis on short-term meru;ures of management performance, and

•

Top management's own values Hnd priorities concerning the relative
importance of customers versus firm's other constituencies.'

A number of studies have argued that organisational culture is the principal obstacle to
the development of a market orientation (Messikomer ( 1987); Business Week ( 1980);
Wall Street Joumnl ( 1990); Deshpande et al. ( 1993); Deshpande and Webster { 1989)).
According to Messikomer ( 1987. p 53)

"Tire difficulty often is 1101 so 111/IC!r i11 gelling rile managemenr 10 accept this
vision, but rather in overcoming the inertia bred of individual corporate
cultures, because creating a marketing commrmity involves changing the
fundamental way in which a compa11y and irs employees see tlremse/ves,
their business environment and tllefumre"
Harris (1996b) contended that, since a market orientation is a form of culture, an
organisational culture framework can be used to look at the barriers to developing a
market orientation. Consequently, the obstacles to market orientation can be classified
as assumptions, values, artefacts or symbols. In a furthrr study, Harris {1997a) argued
that the development of an organisation-wide market oriented culture is dependent on
the dominance of the market orientation over other organisational subcultures, such as
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professiooal ideologies. Further, the likelihood of market orieoted cultural domioaoec is
dependent on organisational contingencies (such as llll

organi.~atinoal

crisis or a change

in lendership).

While Mcssikomer (1987) and Harris (1996b: 1997b) looked at barriers to market
orientation from a 'culture' perspective, Wong ct al. (!989, p 43) found that the most
common barrier mentioned by functional managers was "the sheer difficulty in
attempting to change traditional thinking and practices or the self interests of staff
within their units". This resulted in a "lack of cooperation and coordination" between
functional units". Other barriers were financial resource constraints, depanmental
preoccupations with functional problems, a lack of appropriate skills and unclear
marketing objectives.

Research into market orientation barriers has concentrated on management level
barriers, with little attention being paid to shopfloor or staff level impediments. Harris
(1997a), however, found thnt "shopfloor" barriers were very different from those
perceived by the senior management. Interviews with front lir:e employees suggested
seven impediments at the shop floor level (apathy, instrumentality, limited power, shorttenn focus, companmentalisation, ignorance and weak management support).

Jaworski and Kohli (1993) suggested that esprit de corps and conunitment are
consequences of market orientation. However, Harris' (Harris, 1997b) study
contradicted this suggesting that !ow levels of motivation, satisfaction and commitment
directly affected the development of market orientation. The implementation of any
action plan or attempt to refocus an organisation requires commitment from employees.
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Seveml comments from shop lloor workers highlighted reasons for resistance at the
shop lloor:

•

While management assumed employees were committed, satisfied and
motivated, employees behaved and held attitudes that were apathetic towards
many company strntegic5 and plans.

•

Employees gave automatic positive responses to a management plan without
actually meaning it. As a result, managers appeared to be misled by
employees who frequently feigned agreement.

•

Managers and executives were frequently rewarded for marl;ct oriented
behaviour but shop floor employees could see little personal reward for
organisational market orientation.

•

While many employees were aware of potential changes or issues that can
potentially improve levels of market orientation, they were unwilling or
reluctant to offer suggestions to the management.

It seems that shopfloor workers' limited power to implement comparatively small
changes impeded not only physical changes to the organisation but also limited the
organisational culture to one of obedience, rather than market responsiveness. Most
employees adopted a short-term, rather than a long-term focus.

While managers and executives are usually well versed in marketing theory and
practice, shop floor workers are often ignorant of the nature and consequences of a
market orientation. As a

TC.'iUlt,

such employees are often confused. In addition, poor

management and limited communication impede the development of a front line market
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oricn!lltion. Harris (Harris, 1997a) demonstrated that, while employee participation and
satisfaction ure key clements in developing a lllllfkct orientation, this group is often
ignored. Mohr-Jackson (1991) also supports this view. Consequently, while the
management may intend to be market oriented, this may not translate into reality if front
line employees arc not properly involved.

2.15

Criticism.~

on market orientation

While many researchers have discussed the positive impact of a r".arket orientation on
performance, the concept has not been without its critics. Criticisms have been made at
various levels. At a conceptual level there have been questions about the validity of the
marketing concept in the modern business environment while, at a practical or
opemtionnl level, some have argued that having a market orientation may not be
effective or may even be counter productive. Added to these are the philosophical
questions- 'should a business be market oriented and give the customers what they want
when this will harm the society in the long run?' and 'when should the long tenn overall
good of the society take precedence over the long term profitability of a business
because of its market oriented behaviour?'

Kaldor (1971) argued that the concept is inadequate as it ignores a person's creative
abilities. Further, customers do not always know what is needed, a typical example
being interactions between doctors and patients. In a similar vein, Kerby ( 1972) and
Bennett and Cooper (1979) suggested that customers may not be good sources of
information about their needs and that very few significant product innovations have
come about because their inventor sensed a customer need.
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"It is lfllite cerluin thm few if any of the really si1111ific1mt prodr1ct
imwvaticm.~

which lwve been placed 1m the market to date were developed

bemuse the illl'l'/1/or

.rell.~ed

tlwt a /alell/ pool of needs

wa.~

yeamin11 10 be

.wuiJfied."
{Kerby, 1972, p 31)
Customers' nbility to verbalise their needs is limited by their knowledge and their
suggestions are limited by the technology they know. Consequently, a market oriented
nrm may be preoccupied with product extensions, rather than with revolutionary new
products. Likewise, quantum leaps in science and technology can have a substantial
impact on performance. The literature abounds in success stories based on technological
and scientific breakthroughs (cg. fax machines and many new drugs) some of which
were not based on articulated market requirements. In this context, Tauber (1974, p 25)
commented that:

"The t."leamrement of cnnswner 11eeds as well as ofpurchase interest may be
valid for screening cotJiimwus innovalions, but consumers may 110t
recognise or admillhey need produc/.f thai are 11/lUSIIal."
These comments suggest that the routine measurement of customer needs may lead to
continuous product improvemems but may not be helpful in developing radically new
concepts or products. Robert Lutz, a Vice-Chairman of Chrysler, criticising the heavy
reliance on consumer inputs into the auto design proce.~s. recently commented:

"Let's face it, the custamer, in this busines.r, and I suspect i11 mmry others, is
usually, at best, just a rear view mirror. He can tell )'0/1 what lte likes about
the choices that are a/ready out there. But when it comes to the future, why,
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I ask, should we expect the C/1,\'tomer to be expert in duirvoymrce or
crecrtil•ity? Aftt•r ail, i.m'tlh/1/what he expet'ls us to be."

(Flint, 1997, p /!2)

In the early 1970's Konopa and Calabro (1971), examined the extent to which the
marketing concept had been adopted by large American industries. Using the presence
of a marketing man·Jgcr as an indicator of the degree to which the marketing concept
has been adopted, they found that two thirds of their sample was still in a production,
rather than a marketing oriented mode, with the pr<XIuction manager in control of the
bu~iness.

There was also a view that sales and marketing managements were

synonymous and many respondents viewed marketing in sales

term~.

treating marketing

as secondary to other duties. Such criticisms continue even today, with many studies
finding that businesses pay lip service marketing but have not adopted a market
orientation.

Market orientation can also present ethical issues. For example, what values should a
university adopt in being market oriented {both customer and competitor oriented}. On
what basis should its performance to be measured? If purely in financial terms, should
the university concentrate on the revenue and not worry about the long-tenn impact on
the quality of education and future generations (Molnar, 1998; Yee-Man Siu, 1999).
Such concerns also apply to other areas, such as the environment, which impact on
society's well being. A typical case is the fast food industry, which has come under
considerable criticism, because of the food they supply (Anonymous, 1998) (Maynard,
1997) and the amount of waste they generate {Allen, 1991; Anonymous, 1991). Yet
another example, which doesn't need elaboration, is the sale of guns and weapons and
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the dehnte on gun control (Editorial, 2000). The question in such cases is 'market
orientation towmds wlmt'!'

Houston ( 1986, p 81) put a different

emphasi.~

on the problem and, citing Jolson ( 1978)

referred to a general perception that:

'The marketing concept is so ubiquitous in the morkelillg cla.t·s room lila/ the
native studem of marketing is led to believe thai [inns who fail to employ
thi.1 pililosop!ry are business criminals."

He argued that very few products are custom designed and that a marketer is typically
given a product to sell and cannot make product modifications. Further, a manufacturer
often has established production facilities and inventories and finds that it is not
possible to develop radically different products based on customer needs. Under these
conditions the marketing concept may be constrained.

Another criticism of the marketing concept is directed at the assumption that it can be
universally applied in all situations. Sachs and Benson (1978 p.74) raised the question
as to whether it was 'time to discard the marketing concept.' They argued that 'since its
inception, the marketing concept has been so heralded by the marketing academics, that
its acceptance as an optimal management tool is almost universal with very little critical
examination.'

As a result, the marketing concept was seen a solution for all

management's problems and one that can be applied in situations where other
approaches may be warranted.
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Expanding on Sachs and Benson's views on the over usc of the marketing concept,
Bennett ami Cooper { 1979) suggested that a husiocss should analysc the clements
required for success before deciding which orientation is suitahle. While a market
orientmion may be appropriate, such a decision should be

ba.~ed

on the situation.

In addition to the practical issues raised, Gununcsson (1987) looked at the marketing
concept from a broader theoretical perspective and concluded that the marketing
concept is unrealistic and needs to be replaced, potentially because of its inability to
absorb new developments and its rigid al\achment to consumer goods marketing. While
agreeing that consumer goods marketing has developed some powerful tools, he argued
that, when applied to other

area.~.

the theories are only partially valid and may be

destructive as they fail to recognise the unique features of services or industrial
marketing. Gummesson (1987)

•

ba.~ed

his criticisms on the following points:

The marketing concept is product oriented 31\d favours an approach where
the mass market is manipulated through the 4Ps of the marketing mix.
These may not be applicable in the services sector, which is emerging as a
key sector of most economies.

•

Marketing theories developed for consumer goods do not take account of
long-term relationship between buyers and sellers and, consequently, cannot
be directly applied in situations where relationship marketing is the key to

success.
Gummesson also argued that marketing theories emanmed almost exclusively from the
United States and were based on its unique conditions, including a huge domestic
market of 240 million consumers, nationwide coverage by commercial TV and radio
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and a large number of di~lrihution

option~

{Gummcsson, 19117, p II). While other.;,

adopted American theories partly due to convenience, their applicability in different
situations is questionable, as noted by a consultant R. J. de Ferrer (1986, p 273) who
expressed his dissatisfaction with European reverence towards American marketing
thinking and commented that:

"Tiley are teaching us /e.r.wns that emanate from a specific market
enviranmellt ... We are gawking b)stwrder.r ... we fail to 1101ice how much i.r
not relevant to us, or how much that is of vital importance to Europeaus Iii
not treated at all ... \Ve lwve been let down, but only by ourselves: we
should be developing with greater purpose our oun Europecm manageme/11
craft."

While Gummesson and de Ferrer were commenting on European academics and
businesses, the same comments could be extended to many other countries. For
example, marketing is an accepted clement in services like banking in America.
However, Wai-sum Siu {1993) found that, in Hong Kong, there is a general belief that a
marketing orientation is detrimental to banking success.

Sorell (1994) argued that the customer may not always be right and that, while
consumers are generally portrayed as 'kings' or 'victims' and marketing is generally proconsumer, there are situations in which a business should decline the demands of the
consumers, even if the proposal is economically advantageous. Adopting a policy that
'the customer is always right' can result in marketplace injustices. He suggested three
criteria to check if a customer is wrong:
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•

Will

dcfcrcn~c

10 lhc cuMomcrs' wish result in

busincs~

fuilurc ur u

significan\ loss of prolilability while preventing minor harm \o !he
customer;
•

Docs customer satisfaction depend on waiving reasonable stamlards of
commercial

•

!L~sociation,

profession, art or craft; and

Does consumer satisfaction depend on ignoring customer negligence or
injustice?

In response, Borna and Stearns ( 1998) argued that, in each of the situations posed t..y
Sorell, the customer was right or the depicled situation was such that the qucstion of the
customer being right or wrong didn't arise. Their view

wa~

that the

dilemma~

posed by

Sorell could be addressed wnhin the boundaries of existing knowledge in marketing and
economics. They concluded their arguments with the comments, "Sorell h correct that
no\ all consumer segments should be served. What he is incorrect about is 'why'."

Bell and Emory (1971) also examined the marketing concept from an ethical and social
perspective and suggested that a company's first objective should be to accept more
responsibility for consumer welfare and that profits should be the reward for doing this.
Bell ami Emory's thoughts, as well as that of Sorell, lead to the fundamental question
raised earlier: 'market orientation towards what'.

In a study of the Dutch Housing Industry, Priemus (1997) discussed the negative
aspects of 11 market oriented housing policy and the social cost of such a policy. The
author used the term, market orientation to mean that market mechanisms will dictate
the housing market, subsidies will be scarce, rents will cover costs and so on. While this
m11y not be relevant to the market orientation constructs studied in the present project, it
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~hows

unother dimension us to why a market

ori~;ntation

may not be good if it dues not

take social costs into account.

Martin {!995)

suggc~tcd

that businesses should sometimes ignore customers and that

being a slave to customer research often leads to safe but boring line extensions. Taking
a chance on a breakthrough product can lead to higher long-term profits. From 1989 to
1993, 90% of all new products were line extensions and only 10% were breakthrough
products. However, this 10% brought 24% of the profits attributed to new products.

Day ( 1998) took a more balanced view of the market orientation process. While
acknowledging that there is a growing belief in academic and business circles that, in
some contexts it may better to ignore the customer, he cautioned that such a belief may
be misplaced. Responding to Hamel and Prahlad's (1994) assertion that customers are
unable to envision breakthrough products and services, he argued that while such an
observation may be valid, it is misleading because the need or unmet demand existed,
otherwise the products would not have succeeded.

Customers may not be able to envision breakthrough products and services. In this
respect, Hammel and Prahlad (1994) are correct. However, the success of a market
driven company will depend on it finding the best solution for customers· unmet needs.
A solution at hand may not always be the best but may be limited by technology or
other factors.
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For critics of the marketing concept. three key reasons for not following customers arc:

l. Customers respond more positively to what is familiar uml comfortable.
They urc not initially attructcd to radically new ideas or designs or products.
2.

Re~e·.u-ch method~

are incapable of

~orting

out

cu~tomer'~

requirements and, often, customers don't mean what they say

contmdictory
becau~e

they

arc not making decisions with their own money.
3. Customers often view the first imperfect and costly versions of a new
technology or service from the standpoint of the refined versions or
established versions. For example, pictures from the initial digital cameras
and initial cellular phones got poor customer feedback because of technical
limitations.

Day

((998) argued that, while these reasons may be valid, they miss the point.

Management insight and conviction that a market exists for a new product or service
must be grounded in an intimate understanding of customer behaviour, latent needs,
changing requirements and dissatisfactions with current alternatives.

Scepticism about the value of consumer inputs can be misguided. Day quotes Peter
Drucker, who, reportedly once observed "one can use market research only on what is
already in the market." Drucker supported his view with the example of Xerox, which
failed to put fax machines into the market because market research convinced them that
there was no market for such a product. Refuting Drucker's arguments, Day ( 1998, p 5)
mentioned that, 'by 1974 Xerox knew that there was a large initial potential of about one
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million units. Unfortunately, Xerox chose the wrong technology path that turned out tn
be a much less attmctive alternative than the later fax machines.'

While people passionately criticise the marketing concept or argue its
evident, that critics only point to its

limitation~.

virtue~.

it b

It should be noted that marketing

concept had its origins in the mass marketing of the 1950's. On the contrary, the
passionate advocates for developing a market orientation adopt the view that the
marketing concept is all encompassing and, by its very definition, should take account
of all the environmental factors, such as technological advances and changes i11 the
market. While, in theory, this may be achievable, in practice, it might not be possible
for a company to scan every variable.

2.16

Concluding remarks

Though the marketing concept has been discussed and its impact on performance
demonstrated, it remains on elusive concept and a point of frustration for many. Further,
in spite of its wide use,

a~;ademics

differ in their opinion as to what constitutes a market

orientation. In the 1960's and 1970's, the marketing concept was seen as a business
philosophy, with very little focus on its measurement. The impact of marketing was
anecdotal and without empirical evidence. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and
Slater ( 1990) operationalised the market orientation concept into specific constructs and
Narver and Slater (1990) provided empirical evidence on the positive relationship
between market orientation and performance. This relationship has been verified and
situational and business factors affecting the relationship have been identified in several
subsequent studies. The results, so far, have been mixed. Thus, market orientation
appears to be a theme that is evolving in marketing.
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The academic and business literature suggests that the implcmentution of a market
oricntmion is not an easy process and that there arc several
implementation.

harrier~

to its

This, combined with misunderstanding about the concept, partly

explains the variability found in the market orientation-performance relationship.

While there is geneml 5uppon for the positive impact of market oricntatiou on
performance, market orientation has also been criticised at conceptual, operational and
ethical levels.

Given that most of the studies have examined large multinational

businesses, the applicability of the concept in other settings, such

a~

small and medium

enterprises, has been questioned.

Understanding the market orientation concept in the SME sector in Australia requires an
appreciation of its small business environment and knowledge of the marketing
practices ado;ned by these SMEs and the differences between large and small
businesses. These points are discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER3
Small Business in Australia
3.1

Small

Busine~ ..;.

Definitions and Interpretatioos

The definition of a 'small business' varies between industry sectors and between
countries. Cross (1983) and Ganguly (1985} (cited in Atkins and Lowe (1997)) found

forty definitions of small firms in the OECD countries. There

L~

no clear consensus as to

what constitutes a small business and definitions are often arbitrary. In general,

economic and management characteristics arc used to identify small businesses. In the
United Kingdom, for example, three features are considered to be keys.

"Firstly, in economic tenns, a small finu is one that has relatively small
share of i/s market.

Secondly, an esse/Ilia/ characteristic of a small finn is that it is managed by
its owners or part owners in a personalised way, a11d not through the
medium of afonnalised management structure.
Thirdly, it is also independent in the se11Se that it does not fonn part of a
larger enterprise and that the owner-managers should be free from ourside
control in taking their principal decisions."
Bolton Committee report, UK ( 1972)

An Australian study also stressed the importance of management characteristics by
defining a small business as one in which:

"One or two persons are required to make all the critical manageme/11
decisions - finance, accounting, persmme{, purchasing, proce.rsing or
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servicing, marketing and selling - without the aid of internal .Jpecia/iPs,
and wltlr .fpecific knowledge in only mw or IJWJ fwrctiorm/ area.\',"

Wiltshire Committee Report, Australia I 1971)

In the United States, a small business is defined as "one that is independently owned
and operated and that is not dominant in its field of operation" (SBA, 1998).

While these definitions give a general description of what a small business is, there are
no quantifying criteria. Recently, in defining a small business, the Australian House of
Representative's standing committee on Industry, Science and Technology (1990)
emphasised the independent ownership and management of the business. From a size
point of view, the committee considered a small business to be one that employed Jess
than 20 people in non-manufacturing industries and less than 100 people in
manufacturing industries. While recognising the size component, the committee
emphasised that size is a functional addition and should not overshadow the criteria in
the basic definition.

In 1973, a large number of small businesses in New South Wales, Australia were
surveyed using the number of employees as the criteria (Johns, Dunlop, & Sheehan,
1978). A manufacturing business was considered to be small if it employed less than
100 persons while, for a non-manufacturing businesses, the size was set at 30.
The -:boice of employee numbers as the classifying criteria and the size limit is
arbitrary; the intention being to include firms in the small business category that are
most likely to have the economic and management characteristics found in the original
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definitions. Other mensures of size,

~uch

ns snles or turnover, return on investment and

vnlue of nssets, could be used for classification but reliable datn is not always available.

There is nlso a variation of size depending on the type of business activity und between
countries. In the manufacturing sector, the employee number is 100 whereas, for the
non-manufacturing businesses, the number is 20 or 30. Other definitions have also been
used. For example, the British Bolton Committee (1972) used an employment limit of
200 in manufacturing while, for retailing, wholesaling and service industries, a
definition based on sales I turnover was used.

In the United States, the Small Business Administration (SBA) uses size standards
(SBA, 1998) to c!a~sify a business and defines a small flrm in terms of employment and
sales. These standards define whether a business entity is small and, thus, eligible for
government assistance and preferences reserved for 'small business' concerns. Size
standards have been established for types of economic activity, or industry, generally
under the standard industry classification system. The levels of these fnctors vary
between industries and depending on the purpose of the definition (SBA, 1998).

While establishing size standards, the SBA also considered economic charncteristics,
including the structure of an industry, the degree of competition, average firm size,
start-up costs and entry barriers and distribution of firms by size. It also included
technological changes, competition from other industries, growth trends and historical
activity within an industry. The SBA also takes market share and other appropriate
factors

i~to

account to ensure that a business thnt met a specific size standard is not

domin.mt in its field.
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As can be inferred from the above description, the SBA uses a complc:o:: set of criteria to
define whether a business entity is small. In addition, the SBA has different sets of
criteria for different purposes. For example, to qualify for SBA loan assistance, a
company must be operated for profit and fall within size standards, cannot be involved
in the creation or distribution of ideas or opinions (eg. newspapers, magazines, or
schools) and cannot be engaged in speculation or investment in rental real estate.

In Belgium, small firms are defined in terms of employment but eligibility for
assistance varies according to the location of the business and the industry in which it
operates.

The standard definition of a small business used by Industry Canada and Statistics
Canada is 'any manufacturing firm with fewer than one hundred employees, or, in any
other sector, a frrm with fewer than fifty employees' (Munroe, 1998).

However,

according to Canadian Bankers Association (1998), "every financial institution has its
own defmition of small business based on number of employees and individual owners,
amount of fmancing required for business start-up or e:o::pansion etc. In general, banks
generally view small business as operations employing fewer than 50 people and I or
generating gross annual sales of up to Can $5,000, 000". As a further variation of this
defmition, Canada's E:o::port Development Corporation defined a Canadian SME
exporter as having total annual sales less than Canadian $25 million and a small
exporter as one with annual sales

le~~

than Canadian $5 million.

In summary, there arc many variations in the deflnitions of small or medium businesses
ncross countries. In addition, even within a country, different agencies usc different
criteria to classify SMEs depending on the purpose of classification.
variation in the criteria used to characterise

SME~

Such a wide

creates problems for SME

researchers. Researchers in different countries use the definilions of their national
bodies. As a consequence, comparisons between countries can be difficult.

The US Small Business Administration, in one of its annual reports, adopted a
definition of a small business as one with Jess than 500 employees. This emphasises the
importance of the relative size and number of firms, since this can be compared with the
British figure of 200 and tbe Australian figure of 50. The American cl.o;:finition of a
small firm would embrace many of Australia's large businesses (McKenna, Lowe, &
Tibbits, 1991).

In addition, as will be shown later in this chapter,

~

large number of Australian

businesses in the small business sector employ less than 10 employees and have a
turnover of between $50,000 and $1 million. In contrast, in America, $1 million is
often the minimum turnover.

It is also clear that while the several characteristics have been used in defining small
businesses, relative size is used most frequently. Indeed, it is often the only variable
used. Some researchers have commented that classifying small and medium

enterprL~es

based on employee numbers is not a sczentific way of classifying businesses and have
suggested alternative schemes of classification. Recognising the limitation of the size
variable, Carson and Cromie (1990) asked, 'just how important is this i.o;oue of relative
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size? Is it in fact, the characteristic of a ~mall business that has the most signilicance for
the practice of marketing in these organisations?'

After reviewing the small business literature, Atkins and Lowe (1997) reported on the
critcrin used to identify smalllirms. They observed that the number of employees wa.~
most widely used nnd accounted for two-thirds of the criteria used in recent research. In
addition, turnover nnd assets criteria have been used, but less frequently. Because of the
correlation between employment and turnover, they argued that a criterion based on
both is not appropriate. They demonstrated that a managerial process criterion, based 01'.
whether firms undertook at least one of the budgeting, forecasting or performance
comparison functions could be used. With such a classification, firms in different
sectors can be compared. However, because of simplicity, classifying a business based
on the number of employees continues to be the preferred method of classification.

It is widely accepted that significant differences that separate small businesses from the
large ones relate to the business objectives, management style and marketing practices
(Leppard & McDonald, 1987). Five qualitative characteristics that differentiate small
and large businesses arc the scale and scope of oper:~tions, the independence and the
nature of their ownership arrangements and their managcmcat style (Schol!hammer &
Kuriloff, 1979).

Several authors have emphasised the importance of management style in wntributing to
the success of small businesses. For example, there have been conunents on the limited
formal education of owner managers and suggestions that small business problems and
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failures occur

hccau~c

of a lack of managerial skill and depth and a pe•smml lack or

misuse of time {Broom, Longenecker, & Moore, 19113).

3.2

Small busint.'!is in Australia and its importance

Economic well being depends on many factors and small

businesse~

cannot be

portrayed as the solution to overcome the economic ills of a country. However, there

i~

evidence to suggest that an increasing rate of new business formation and the growth of
existing small businesses contribute significantly to the employment

ba.~e

and economic

efficiency of many countries.

Quoting European experience, Flynn {1998) commented, 'throughout the continent,
smail companies are where the action is.' He observed that, while Europe's industrial
giants continue to shed workers, smaller dynamic companies are emerging with a
potential for the employment of a large number of people. Likewise, the role of small
business in the national economy has been praised in several other

countrie~

{ABS,

1998; Anonymous, 1996; Cbetcuti, 1998; Dunkelberg & Waldinan, 1996; Timmons,
1990). Indeed, a British labour market report (Johnson, 1991) found that manufacturing
businesses with fewer thnn 100 employees accounted for 24% of all manufacturing
employment in 1986, compared to 1::!% in 1973.

The National Parliament has noted the importance of SMEs in Australia. In their 1990
report, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Industry stressed the
importance of the SME sector to Australian economy. Thts committee agreed that,
while the precise contribution of the 750,000 small businesses to Australia might be
difficult to quantify, it was substantial. The report further mentioned that 'the existence
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of the small business sector contributes grcmly to the flexibility or the economy anti its
ability to evolve to meet changing tlemanr.Js' {House of Representatives Standing
Committee on

lndu~try,

1990, page xi).

In Australia, the Australian Bureau or Statistics' {ABS) {1997) definition of a small
business is widely accepted. For statistical purposes, small
non-manufacturing businesses employing

le~s

busines~e~

a~

arc defined

thau 20 people and manufacturing

businesses employing less than 100 people. A firm is considered to be medium sized
when the number of employees is more than the small business limit but less than 500.

This employment based size definition is not used in the agricultural sector. Agricultural
businesses can be large-scale operations with relatively few permanent employees.
Consequently, for agricultural purposes, the deciding criteria are the area of the crops,
the number of livestock, and crops produced and livestock turn-off during the year.
Agricultural businesses with an estimated value of agricultural operations (EVAO) of
between $22,500 and $400,000 are considered small. Businesses with an EVAO of less
than $22.500 are excluded from the definition because they are not generally operated
as a business venture and their contribution to commodity aggregates is insignificant.

The importance of the small business sector for several national eco"lomics was
mentioned earlier in this section. In Australia, most of the statistical data on small
business is compiled by the ABS. According to 1995 Octvber figures, published in the
Australian Small Business Bulletin (ABS, 1998), there were 757,000 small businesses
in Australia, which constituted 95% of all businesses in the country. Small businesses
employed around 3.5 million Australians, which constituted over 50% of all the people
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employed in the private sector. Approximately I in 9 small manufacturing lirms were
exporters. Tnbles 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 show the distribution of businesses in different
industries and the level of employment in
Table 3.2.1:

the.~e

industries.

Australia In Brief· Number Of Businesses, 1994-95

Industry

Unit

Agriculture

Small
businesses
'000
101.5

Other
businesses
8.9

Total

Mining

'000

2.5

0.3

2.8

Manufacturing

'000

67.9

1.5

69.4

Electricity, gas and water supply

'000

0.1

0.0

0.1

Construction

'000

149.7

1.8

t5l.5

·ooo
·ooo
·ooo

50.0

3.9

53.9

134.7

4.0

138.7

25.4

3.1

28.5

Transport and storage

'000

44.1

1.4

45.5

Communication services

'000

8.0

0.0

8.0

Finance and insurance

'000

20.7

1.1

2l.S

Property and business

'000

131.4

3.9

135.3

Education

'000

15.6

1.1

16.7

Health and community

'000

53.5

2.8

56.3

'000

27.2

1.0

28.2

t 10.4

Service Industries
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Accommodation, cafes and
Restaurants

Services

Services
Cultural and recreational
Services
Personal and other services

'000

55.0

0.9

55.9

Total service industries

'000

565.6

23.0

588.6

'000

887.3

35.5

922.8

%

63.7

64.8

63.8

Total all indu5tries
Businesses in service industries as a
percentage of all businesses

Source: Small Busmcss in Au~tralta, 1995 (1321.0), Australian Burc.1u or Stausuco
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Table 3.2.2: Employment In
lndiL~try

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining
Manufacturing

lndiL~Irlc.~

(n)

June 1993

June 1994

June 1995

'000

'000

'000

348

349

348

81

77

81

991

950

960

91

81

73

Construction

261

275

289

Wholesale trade

422

413

Retail trade

396
848

873

908

Accommodation, cafes and

344

379

380

Transport and storage

294

292

311

Communication services

114

116

124

Finance and insurance

297

296

284

Property and business services

556

552

618

Private community services (b)

512

517

534

Cultural and recreational services

120

123

158

137
s,_;sg

143
5,444

152

Electricity, gas and water

Restaurants

Personal and other services
All industries

5,632

(a) Includes private employmg and public tradmg businesses but excludes nonemploying businesses and entities in the general government sector. (b) Includes
private education, health services and community services businesses, but excludes
those in the public sector.
Source: Business Opcrntions and Industry Pcrfonn~ncc (8140.0). ABS
(Note: The statistics contained here nrc the most recent available at the time of its
preparation 27/2/98. More detailed and, in many cases, more recent statistics are
available in the publications of the ABS and other organisations. The ABS Catalogue of
Publications and Products (llOI.O) lists all current publications of the ABS. Copyright
©Commonwealth of Australia, 1998)
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3.3

Characteristics of Small

Buslnes.~

In Australia

In 1997, the ABS (1997) conducted a survey of non-agricultural small businesses, to
analyse their characteristics anti compared the results with a 1995 survey. A small
business was defined as one with less than 20 employees. The results presented in the
following tables show the current stutust of small business in Australia as compared to
1995.

3.3.1

General characteristics
Table 3.3.1.1: Characteristics of businesses in Australia
Criteria
Number of business operators
Number of small businesses
Male I Female ratio of operators

1997

Comparison with 1995

1311900

Increase4.8%

846000

Increase 6.5%

65 %/35%

Female up 9.0%
Male up 2.6%

Table 3.3.1.2: Age profile of business operators
Age (years)

1

Number of operators

<30

128600 (10%)

30-50

841,800(64%)

>50

341,500 (26%)

Total

!311900(100%)

ABS brougbt out their updated 1997 - 98 rcpon recently {ABS, 1999). There were no significant

changes that could hove on Impact on this research. Relevant dalll from this rcpoct is included in

appcndi~

F.
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Compared to 1995, the number of operators below the age of 30

decrea~ed

by 16,700,

this group constituting 10% of the total. In contrast, the number of operators over 50
increased by 50,700 over the same period and those aged between 30 and 50 increased
by 25,800 (3.2%). Table 3.3.1.3 shows that a large percentage (<16%) of small
businesses is made up of non-employing businesses. Many business proprietors
appeared to use these firms as a form of self-employment.
Table 3.3.1.3: Employment in small businesses
No. of employees

No. of businesses

Comparison with 1995

0

392700(46%)

Up2.2%

'"'

323100(38%)

Up20%

5-19

130500(15%)

Down 7.5%

Total

846300(100%)

Up 6.5%

Table 3.3.1.4: Length of operation
Length of operation

% of businesses

<I year

10%

l-<5years

34%

5-<IOycars

23%

>!Oyears

33%

This age distribution of the small businesses was very similar to that recorded in 1995
although a smaller proportion (10% compared to 13%) have been operating for less than
a year. 0•1er 50% of the busioes~es were "long established", having been in operation

for more than 5 years.
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3.3.2 Succe.'iS ohmall businesses
Table 3.3.2.1: Success of small business
% 1997

% 1995

Highly successful

17%

20%

Moderately successful

73%

69%

Unsuccessful

6%

4%

Unsure I don't know

4%

7%

100%

!00%

Degree of success

Total

Respondents were a.qked to rate the success of their businesses during the previous year
and the main factor that led to success. Results are shown in Table 3.3.2.1. A greater
ponion of businesses with 5 tol9 employees considered themselves to be highly
successful. Of these businesses, 31% thought they were highly successful compared
with 17% for businesses with I to 4 employees and 13% for non-employing firms. The
major reasons respondents perceived their business to be highly successful, were:

3.3.3

•

A quality product or service (52% of the cases)

•

Good management { 14% of eases)

•

Prior experience (10% of cases).

Structure of Australian Businesses

Figure 3.3.3.1 shows the structure of Australian business in terms of the number of
businesses, employment, type and size of business.

Of the 1,052,000 businesses

estimated to be in operation, the ABS classified 5000 (0.5%) as public sector
organisations and the remaining 1,047,000 (99.5%) as private sector businesses.

S4

Totul public ami private sector
I OS J 900 businesses
8 302 900 persons employed

Private sector

Public sector

I

I

Agriculture, forestry, fishing
117 400 businesses
34S 400 employed

Non agriculture sector
929 500 businesses
6470 600 employed

Public trading and general
government organisations
SOOO organisations
1486 900 employed

Private sector small businessel

Agriculture, forestry, fishing
104 sao businesses

Non agriculture small
businesses
899 700 businesses

254 600 employed

I
Non employing businesses
409 100 businesses
640 800 own account wol·kers

Employing businesses
490 600 businesses
2 606 SOO employed

I

Employers 291 ~~
employed in thei
own business

I

Employees (wage I
salary earners)
2314 900 employees

Soun:e: ABS statistics- Small business in Australia 1997 publication No.
1321.0, Australian Bure:lll of Statistics.

Figure 3.3.3.1: Structure of Australian Business 1996-97
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These private sector businesses employed an estimated 6.8 million people (112% of the
total number of people employed}. Of these private sector businesses, 117.400 were in
the agricuhurc, fishing and

fore.~try

industries employing about 345,500 people (5%).

The remaining 95% (or 6.5 million penplc) were employed by 929,00() nnn·agricuhural
businesses.

3.3.3.1 Small biL~Ines.~ Sl.>ttor
Of the [ 17,400 agriculture

husine~ses.

over 90% were in the

~mall hu~ines~ '>!!ClOT

this sector represented apprm.imately 10% of all the small busincsse\ in

and

Au~tra]ia.

Employment in this sector was estimated at 223,600 people in 1997.

As can be seen from figure 3.3.3.1. about 900.000 or 97% of all the

bu~inesse~

in the

non-agricu!tural sector were small busim.•sses. and this !>Cgment employed almost 3.2
million people.

Appro~timately

71% were employees, while 29'k worked in their own

busines", either as employers or own account workers. Upon subdividing the industry
sector into goods2 and service·' sectors. it wa~ found that the ser\'ice sector accounted for
73% (660,500) of small

'

businc.~ses

and for 70% of small businc~s employment.

Goods Pro:lucing industries include: Mining, Manufa~:~uring, Electricit)', gas and 10'3tcr suppt)' and

cons\ruclion.

l

Service Jllldut:ing industrios indude·. Whnlcsale trade. retail trade. accommndalillll, caf~ and

rcslauran\5, transpon il!ld storage, communicatioo SCJVkc.<i, finance and insurance, pmperty and husincs.•
services, education, health, culture and rccrcalion and per.;onaland other savices (ABS. \9981.
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3.3.3.21ndustry Breakdown
While small businesses accounted for 96% of all businesses, the proportion was highest
in

con~truction

of their

and personal and other services industries, with each having about 99%

husine.~ses

classified as small. The proportion was the

accommodation, cafes and restaurants industry (89%).
employment in the non-agricultural sector
employment. However. there

wa.~

wa.~

lowe~!

in the

Overall small husinc.'o>

50% of the total private M:etor

a wide variation across different industry

S~Jgment;.

The construction industry had 78% of its work force in small husine's sector while. m

the mining industry. the proportion was only I0%.

3.3.3.3 Employing and non-employing businesseo
In 1996-97, there were about 491.000 small employing businesses. This segment
employed about 40% of the non-agricultural private sector work force. ABS data also
show that small business employees were concentrated in manufacturing (20"'< ).
retailing ( 19%) and property and busines; services ( 15%). These three sectors employed
54% of the people working in small businesses.

There were also approximately 409,000 non-employing

busines.~es

in Australia, with

641,000 working proprietors (own account workers) involved as sole proprietors or
partners. The number of businesses by type and employer size is shown in figure
3.3.3.2.
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Businesses
Employee size
0

--------------------------------------------------·

1-9

-----------------------------------------------------------

10- 19

_______

20-49

---·

50-99

..

100 or more
0%

10%

30%

20%

40%

Source: Unpublished data, Sur\'ey of Employment and earnings: Unpublished data.
Labour Force Survey - Published in 'Small Business Au~tralia' publication from
Australian Bureau of Statbtics. (Figure 3.3.4.2 i.~ appro11:imate and not to ~calc. Value~
from the labour force survey arc not available.)
Figure 3.3.3.2: Employee size versu.~ Numbi!r or Bu.~lnes.o;es

3.3.3.4 Growth In the non-agricultural small business sector since 1983
Between 1984 and 1997:

Number of Buslne$CS:
•

The number of small busim.•sses increased by 55.8%, or 3.5% per year.

•

Small employing bu5inesses increast"'d by 71.4%, or 4.2% per year.

•

Non-employing small businesses

increa~d

by 40.5%, or 2.6% per year.

Employment:
increa~d

•

The total small business employment

by 50.1 %, or 3.2%

•

The number of employers increased by 6.7%, or 0.5% per year.

•

Own account workers increased by 46.5%, or 3.0% per year and

•

Small Busine~s employees increa~d by 59.4%, or 3.9% per year.

~~r

year.
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Between 1993 and 1997, snulll business growth

wa~

a little slower than from 1984 to

1992. There was a decline in the number of non-employing small businesses during
these years.

Between 1993-94and 1996-97:
•

The overall number of small busines.\es increased by 10.2%, an avcrugc
increase of 3.3%;

•

The number of small employing businesses increased by 26%, an annual
growth rate of 8.0%;

•

Non-employing businesses decreased by 4.2 %, or - 1.4 % per year;

Employment:
•

Total small business employment increased by 11.0% or 3.6% per year;

•

Employers decrea.~ed by 2.2% or- 0.8% per year;

•

Own account workers decreased by 0.5% or- 0.1% per year

•

Small business employees increased by 16.8% or 5.3% per year.

During 1984- 1997, the number of small businesses increased from 577,500 to 899,700,
an annual average growth rate of 3j%_ Over the same period, the number of other
businesses (businesses which are not small) grew by 3.0% per year. Smail business
sector employment showed an overall increase of 3.2% compared to 3.0% in the nonsmall business sector.

ABS statistics show that, during the 1990s, small business growth hns slowed in
comparison to large businesses. In the employment sector, small business employment
grew at3.6% compared to nn overall private sector growth rate of 5.2% per year and
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7.0% for non-small businesses. A significant slowing was observed in the number of
non-employing

businesse.~.

Compared to annual growth rate of 2.6% over the thineen

years ( 1984 - 1997), this sector declined hy 4.5% annually, from 1994 In 1997, with
numbers dropping from 428,500 to 409, roo.

In contrast, the number of small employing

bu.~inesses

showed strong gro1Hh (26% for

the three years from 1993- ]996) with an annual growth rate of 8.0%. Mo.~t of the
growth occurred in businessc~ employing I to 9 people, w!1ich hlld 1111 ovemll growth of
29% in the three years. The data

appear~

to suggest that many non-employing

businesses have started employing people.

According to the ABS. the reduction in small business employment since 1993 can be
mtributed to a decline in the growth of people working in their own business,

a~

well as

a much stronger growth rate in the number of people working in non-small business.
Within the small business sector, some of the .>ervice industries, such as health and
community services, education and propeny and business services had much stronger
growth rates compared to other sectors (eg. retailing. manufacturing and wholesale).

3.3.35 Micro Businesses
An important sub-segment of small business is called micro business. The term micro
business has been used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) to identify small
businesses that are eitbcr non-employing or have Jess than five employees.

Micro businesses constituted 83% of small businesses in Australia and 81% of a(]
businesses in Au.~tralia. The growth in the rJUmbcr of micro businesses from 1995 to
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1997 has been minimal. In 1996--97, micro businesses employed an estimated 1.6
million people, which was abou1 SO% of Ihe small business employment and 25% of all
the cmploymenl in the privale seelor. Of lhese, 53% were proprietors or own accuunl
workers and 47% were employees. The majority {74%) of lhe.~e
lhem~elve~

lo be moderately

socce~sful,

busines.~es

cunsidered

with only 11 small percentage (7%) being

unsuccessful.

The statistical informalioll presented demonstrales the importance of the small and
medium business sector in Australia, in

tcnn.~

of their contribution to the national

economy i.'nd actual employment.

While there is a great deal of information on industries and highly aggregated groupings
of

firm~.

little is known abom the dynamics of individual firms, including their

adaptation to changing conditions, their growth or decline and innovation. These
dynamics have been the object of a longitudinal study undertaken by the Industry
Commission and Department of Industry, Science and Tourism, Commonwealth of
Australia ( 1997). Some of their initial findings

~>.ere:

• The enlry rate of firm.~ was inversely proportional to the size of the firm as
the smaller the finn, the easier was the entry. Firms employing less than ten
people appeared to have twice the entry rate of fllllls employing 10 to 200
people, and these, in tum, appeared to have entry rates roughly twice that of
the next size grouping;
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• The smallest

firm~

employed about as many part-time

employee~ a~

full

time non-nmnagerial employees. For lilfger firms, this rutin fell to around
40%.

'\bout half the

firm~

were family businesses (ie. businesses where there was

more than one proprietor from the

s~mc

family. Other than the

SllHtllc~t

employing firms, family ownership decreased with firm size. Among small
businesses. employing 5 to 9 people, 61% were family

busine~ses

while

around I 0% of those employing more thao 500 people fell into thi ...
category.
• Smaller enterprises tended to operate for significantly fewer hours per day
and fewer days p..:r week than larger enterpri,es~.
• Less than 10% of firms had introduced a formal business improvement

management activity (such a TQM or QA or Just in time inventory (JJT)
controls) in the last three years. While about half uf the large firms
introduced such changes. (mainly TQM and QAJ only 4% of the smallest
enterprises had introduced such

system~.

3.4

Small business and marketing

3.4.1

Reasons for starting a small busines~

Having established the importance of the SMEs in Australia, the question arises, 'what
motivates people to go into small business?' The factors that bring Individuals to make

4 This surveytonfinns the general perception lllat small businesses operate l•>r fewer hour.;. Added to llli'
is a common complaint ft"om small busines.•l!!; lllat they spend more time on their husinc." ,,,mrarcd 10
large buSiQI:SSC~;.
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the founding

dcci~ion

have been well examined. Most studies suggest that the decision

is influenced by socinl class und family background, pcrsonul

clmmcteri~tb,

educational experience, job history and a variety of economic and social factrm (flnwen
& Wsrich, 1986; Cooper, 1981: Stonworth, Stanworth. Granger, & Blyth, 1989).

The personal charJctcristics that predispose people to choose

businc~s proprietor~hip

hove nlso been the subject of sevcwl studies. These included, a need for achievement
and locus of control (Perry, Macarthur, Mercdity, & Cunnington. 1986), a desire for
independence. wealth and the c::.;ploi!ation of commercial opportunities (Hamilton,

1987) and a need for autonomy. achievement, money. market e::.;ploitation. job
dissatisfaction, innovation, social mobility and redundancy {Cromie & Johns. 1983).

Frustration or career blockage has been shown to be a powerful stimuli for new

businc~s

formation {Sease & Goffe. 1993; Scou. 1980). especially for those in managerial jobs.
Entrepreneurship has also been a viable employment strategy for job changing
managers. Brockhaus ( 1980) found that job

dissati.~faction L~

yet another clement that

pushes people towards small business.

Cromie arxl Hayes ( 1991) examined the reasons for new business formation and
confll1lled that job dissatisfaction, a desire for autonomy and control over one's life
were the key reasons for people leaving paid employment and starting their own
business. Dissatisfaction with promotion policies and a number of issues associated
with superior-subordinate relationship were also found to be related to the decision to
leave paid employment. They also examined the level of satisfaction derived from
business ownership and found that, after 4 years, only I 2% of the san1ple was unable to

"

report any sources of ~atL~faction. The majority of those surveyed were satisfied with
their new role as business proprietors.

Krakoff und Fouss (1993) surveyed more than 1250 owners of American smull
husincsses aod found similar results. A .~imilar trend

ha.~

heen noticed in Austmliu. The

ABS reported that a large majority of small businesses felt they were moderately or
highly successful, with only a small percentage indicating that they are not successful
(ABS, 19911).

Lawrence and Hamilton (1997) examined motivational factors in the 19110\ and 1990's
in New Zealand. They found that the principal motivations were, "to make the
commercial opportunity, independence, create wealth for the

founder~

mo~t

of a

and to avoid

unemployment.' While the first three reasons (ie. to make use of an opportunity and
:ndependence) remained the same over the two decades, avoiding unemployment
emerged as an important factor in new business fonnation in the 1990's.

It seems that, apart from a core set of motivational factors, situation specific factors.
such as economic conditions, can motivate, or force, people to start their own business.
A similar trend has been noticed in Australia, where people have been forced to stan
their own business because of the

down.~izing

in both the public and private sector and

work being outsourced.

Looking at entrepreneurial inclinations from a different viewpoint, Stanwonh et al.
{1989) found that business--owning parents and a number of personality trails
predisposed individuals to create their own busines.~ ventures. Cromie et al. {1992)
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examined the entrepreneurial tendencies of managers and their personal and family
traits, a.~ well as their work and c~r experiences, finding similar results. In a survey of
194 managers in a wide range of Irish industries, they found potential entrepreneur.>
were much more likely to hnve had business (lWning futhers or rclutives and were likely
to have owned their own business at some swge of their
also had a greater need for autonomy, more creative

career~.

tendencie~.

Likely

entrepreneur~

and higher

propcn~ity

for risk taking orientations than managers.

3.4.2 Marketing in small

bu.~iness

How does a small firm get involved in marketing? Logic

suggest~

that every firm

need~

customers and. therefore, every firm must be involved in some form of marketing. Such
marketing may be instinctive arxl intuitive and without pre-planning or forethought hut.
only by performing certain marketing functions will a firm continue to exist. For
example, only by providing a 'product' or 'service' that meets the needs of
by selling

thL~

customer~.

at a price that ~orne customers are willing to pay, and by delivering as

and when some customers lind acceptable, can a business sur.,.ive.

Despite

it~

fundamental nature, small businesses often do not altach much importance to marketing.

In discussing the evolution of marketing in small fltms, Carson (1985) considered the
characteristics of small firms from a marketing perspective and examined the marketing
undertaken by f1tms at different stages of development, from stan-up through to the
relati\.'e sophistication of a medium sized f1tm. Carson identified four stages of
marketing evolution (initial marketing, reactive selling, 'do it yourselr marketing and
integrated and proactive marketing). Marketing practices in each of these stages wen:

constrained by resource limitations, such as, finance, specialist

cxpcrti.~c

and limited

impact in the market place.

lnilial Marketing:
The majority of small

husines.~e~

go through

thi~

pha.\e, with very few starting with well

laid out or well executed marketing plans. The main

mgredient~

of initial mnrketmg

activity are product quality omd function, price and delivery. There i.\ generally lillie
promotional support and minimal ,o,clling activity. Whatever marketing happen\
uncoordinated. Customers arc few and

husines.~

1\

is generated through personal contact\

and word of mol!th referrals. Often. transactions arc ha-.ed on
customer and the owner. In Australia. government

negotiation~

agencie~ ~uch

between the

a\ the Small

Bo~mc~'

Development Corporation (SBOC) provide support to SMEs and educational
institutions offer training program\ in small business management and marketing.
Howe\'Cr, in general. busines.<;.es appear to continue their initial marketing

effort~

man

uncoordinated fashion.

Reactive SeUing:
As the number of customers increases and the customer ba.o;e widens, the personal
attention of th.! business proprietor towards each customer is reduced. At this stage, it is
pmbable that the small firm will begin to include more marketing components in its
operations. Because new inquiries come increasingly from strangers, who may not have
mutual acquaintances, it becomes ncce.~sary for the ~mall firm to provid~ more
information on its products, prices and delivery dates.

In response, the firm may

produce a bmchure and some standard promotional letters. Such marketing activity is
likely to be almost totally reactive to inquiry and demand. The firm docs not actively
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seek eustomen;; customers are secured hy reacting to their initial

inquiric.~.

At this stage,

it is likely that much potcntiul t>usinc:;s muy t>e lost through a lack of attention to detail
:md a lack of appreciation for the potential custonx:r's

rcque~t

for information. Reactive

marketing works well when compctitioo i~ minimal aod there i.\ a buoyant demand. A~
long as enquiries continue ami a~ long a., exi\ting cu.~turl\Cr~ repeat ordeflo. the \nmll
ftrm will continue to thri1·c.

"Do it yom-selr' marketing:
This stage

happen.~

when the owner/manager feels the need for

increa~ed

markcttng

activity, either to expand the busincs~ or becaus-e of competition. but cannot afford tu
hire a marketer. As a result. they try to find out about marketing and hecome m•·olvcd
in new marketing activit}. Such marketing actil·itie\ arc often mtuttti"C and haphazard.
The marketing pcrformaoce of the small firm wt11 depend to a large extent on the

owner/manager"s aptitude. Quite often. their initial

expcrieoee~

results obtained strongly innucnce future marketing

wnh markcung and the

activitic.~.

There L\ wry hnlc

coordinalion. The disjointed marketing effons may weaken the o•·crall tmpact of
marketing but this is rarely recognised. especially if the activities produce a satisfactory
increase in sales. which is likely at

thl~

stage.

A~

a result the "do it youn;clf marketer

thinks that bislher marketing is cffecuve.

Proactive marli:eling:

The final stage is integrated and proactive marketing, in which the firm adopts a
professional approach to marketing. However. this stage is rarely seen in small business
marketing.
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As can be inferred from

thi~ discu~~ion,

the nr.ukcting

activitic~

of a small firm tend tu

evolve. Every husincss may not confomtto thi~ model. Some may introduce markctmg
from the inception and benefit from this approach. Car..on {19R5) reported that the
.~nmll husincs.o;c~

in his

~ample

that introduced marketing from inccpuon gcncrnlly had

an entrepreneur with prior marketing ~-ducatinn or training and that thL\ had helped.

J ...J

Small

hu.~lne;.~

and markeling

According to the gcrl<!rally accepted
marketing

functiotl~

view~

of marketmg management. a 'ore ....:t nf

and activttic' arc applicable to all

firm.~.

The'iC Include gathcnng

infomtJ.tion about customer.. competitor-. and other •takeholder;. analpmg market
opportunities. scgmc:nung the market and di<>O\mg the target market and
product. del-eloping

function_~

relating to the "".tf>->"" (7

p·~

for

S)-stem to analyse. plan. implement and control markeung

...CI"\"Jce~J

~tratcgy.

po~tuonmg

and

the

m~tituting

a

But to what extent

does this marketing ITXXiel apply to small husmcsscs".'

FISCher et a!. (FL'o<:t.

Jyke. Reuber. & Tang. 1990) explored the "tacit marketing

knowledge' of entrepreneurial

manufacture~

and found that experienced

emrepreneu~

pero:i\·ed some marketing activities (r.g. product development) as critical 10 suc<:eS$ but
regarded other activities (eg. formal market rescan.:h)

a.~ relatin~ly

unimportant. In

addition. the entrepreneurs did. not place rr.uch emphasis on the de,·elopmcnt of system.~
to analyse, plan, implement or control marketing strategy. In the early stages of venture
development, the entrepreneurs expressed 3 distinct preference for close personal
control, rather than the development of sys1ems. 3nd an intuitive, opportunistic
approach rather than a systematic 3pproach to their marketing strmegy.
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Severdl authors have COTTUIIC!liCd on the paucity or research illlo the types of marketing
activities pun;ued by entrepreneurs and the impact or these activities on the ultimate
succe.~s

or new

ventutt:~ (Hi.~rich.

19K9; Stephenson. l9K4). In an

Ram and Forhcs ( 1?'.10) e~amincd the contribution of marketing

e~ploratnry .~tudy,

aetivitie~

to the

suecc.~s

of a vemurc. compared to other functional areas. such U.\ finance und production. In u
convenience sample or ::!0
being quite difficult.
di.~tribution

entrepreneur~. mo~t

Acros~

the

~mple,

marketing

activitie~

were perceived

a~

three difficult activities were developing

outlets. choosing thc right product/service mix and creating

awarenes.~

of

the product or service. In thc case of product ventures. packaging and prototype
development were a]'>O imponant concerns. A similar observation

ha.~

been made by

Carsor ( l98SJ. who found that cntrcpreneun; tended to !lave negative attitudes toward
marl..eting. percet\"Cd marketing

a cost and treated

a.\

di.~tribution

and selling as

uncontrollable problems.

exten.~iH:

Carson and Cromie (\990) undcnook
small enterprises and obsen-ed that

businc~

studies into the marketing practices of

proprietors had a different approach to

marketing than that taken by professional marketing managers in large concerns. In
panicular. the predominating influence of the owner/manager and the managerial and
stnraural fea:turl.!$ of small

enterprise.~

resulted in a marketing planning approach that

was unique to each business and suited to their needs and capacities but was not based
on a theoretical framework. About two thirds of the ownen; adopted u 'non-marketing'
approach to marketing planning. almost a third were implicit marketers but very few
were sophisticated marketers. This confirmed that marketing in small businesses was

inherently different from that practiced in large ventures and that classical marketing
planning principles need to be adapted before use by small organisations.
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Small firms also demonstrated a distinctive marketing
to formal structures and frameworh.
activities of small
~tylc

firn~~

Bccau~c

of

~tylc.

with Jinlc ur nu adherence

rc.~uurcc limitation~.

were restricted in M:opc ;md activity,

th;ll was simplistic, haphazard. often

rc~pon~ivc

in

;1

markctmg

and reactive 10 cumpctitnr aC\1\'Jty

{Carson, 1985). In the early ,,tagcs 11ft heir development.
be inherently product oriented. Their marketing

re~ulting

the marhtmg

wa~

mo~t

small

firm~

were fuund to

oriented around price. Becau\c

business proprietors arc normally the decision makers, the marketing

~tyle

rehed

heavily on the intuitive ideas and decisions aod, most importantly. on their common
sense.

Broom et a1 (1983) observed a general weakness in the marketing undertaken by small
firms and suggested that this could occur because small businesses have difficulty in
attracting and affording qualified personnel. The owners of a small finn need to be, or
become, au 'expert' io many arcao;; because. unlike managers in large businesses, they are
not usually in a position to employ experts. Significant dtfferences between managing
small and large firms arise because, io the form.!r. the focus is on the pragmatic use of
techniques as aids to problem solving. whereas, in the latter, it is on achieving
'coordination and control of specialists.'

Resource limitations, lack of marketing

knowledge and time were other constraints noticed in various studies. While a small
business may be willing and eager to embrace marketing, they normally cannot make it
work because of these limitations.

The personal goals of the owner or manager of a small business may also influence their
marketing. Carson and Cromie ( 1990) noted that small

busines~

owners might

con~ider
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their marketing to be adequate, until they decide that they want tu expand their husincss.
Whifc some may want to achieve high growth ur expand their

hu.~inc~s

may Ill.' content to operate on a small M:ale aml rnay cornhine

hu~iness

life

.~lyle.

rapidly,

other~

intention.., with

Cunc.,pnndingly, their markcling approachc., arc likely to lx: different, in

tcmt'i of scale and approach.

Dunn and Bradstreet examined the husincss practices of American small

busine~sc~

and

concluded that traditional ways ofdcfining and marketing may be outmoded (Krakoff &
Fouss, 1993). Only 10% of the firms in their sample

u.~cd

external consultants or

government agencies for marketing. The principal source of outside iL\Sistunce wa.<,
industry

a.~sociatiotLo;

or trade groups. There wa.o; a significant increase in the number of

business owners who perceived the need for help a.o; they grew.

This percentage

increased from 44% to 7 I% among companies with 25 or more employees. M05t small
businesses did not plan for the future. Very few of the small business owners had
developed marketing plans, financial models or detailed annual operating budgets.

3.4.4 U:lw cost marketing strategies
As mentioned earlier, budget and other constraints often force small businesses to resort
to low cost marketing. Weinrauch et aJ (1990) examined how small business owners
successfully marketed on a limited budget. 'Low cost' is a relative concept as what
might be affordable for one business may be astronomical for another. A low cost
strategy was one that cost little in actual dollars, was a very small percentage of the
firm's total budget, and was cost effective in increasing sales revenue. The most popular
marketing techniques were:
•

Point of purchase displays (used by 76% of the sample)
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•

Yellow pages (71.5%)

•

Sales ami price offs (68%)

•

Window display~ (65%) and

•

Co-operative

adverti~ing

(53%).

Leasing marketing employee~ and toll-free number.~ were less popular. Small
also frequently networked and shared information. Industry ami trade
well

a~

busines~es

a~~ociations, ~~~

other business owners. were the bc ... t sources of intormation. In addition to

exchanging ideas at meetings. small business managers depended on word-of-mouth
referrals to obtain and identify new business prospects. Most small business operators
considered networking to be the best way to market their products and services IKrakoff
& Fauss).

Related studies by Weinrauch et a!. (199la; ]99lb) found that, in general, small
business owners have positive attitudes about their marketing effons. There was an
awareness of marketing issues, including the true cost of marketing, the benefits derived
from marketing, the role marketing plays in their businesses, low cost marketing
strategies that work. sources for obtainin? market information, and a recognition that
competing against big businesses requires a real competitive advantage. Counter to
these positive attitudes, was a feeling that small businesses arc handicapped by
constraints that hinder their marketing ability. financial constraints being the most
important. Davies et al (1982) suggested that a lack of time and financial resources
could explain why small business owners make little usc of market research.

Kemp and O'Keefe ( 1990) observed differences in
between product and service firms. Location

wa.~

~mall

business marketing practices

found to be an important factor in
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marketing pl:mning in service imlustrics. Service industric.~ aiMt had 11 clearer
conception of the target markets they served. Product
frequent changes of their products.

whcrea~ ~crvice

ha.~cd

businesses rcpnr1cd more

based firms appeared to provide

service ttpproprime to the ntarkct and were nut subject

In

frequent dmnges. Product

ventures ph:rced greater emplta.~i~ on designing the right product, while service venture-'
relied on right personnel to interact with the customers (Ram & Forbes, 1990).

3.5

The marketing concept in small

buslnes.~

Marketing specialists often describe the small business marketing function on the basis
of normative models. Brown ( 1981\} suggested that the three main activities irwoJved in
the introduction of a market orientation into a small firm were diagnosi.~. planning and
action. Diagnosis included knowled:;.:: of the market that was needed to idcmify and
interpret customers' needs ilnd knowledge of the firm's strengths and weaknesses, as
well as its resources. The second activity (planning} involved defining objectives,
strategies and developing an; operating plan. Such a plan provided the basis for action,
which was the third activity.

Other authors have suggested that, even though normative models should be considered,
researchers should avoid falling into a "too normative approach." For example, Carson
and Cromie (1990) cautioned that marketing theorists should be careful not to criticise
small firm's marketing for not being properly structured and not adhering to classic
marketing approaches. Just as a company must conform to the market place if it is to be
successful. marketing should conform to the capabilities of the practitioner if it is to be
effective.
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An important clrmcnt of the marketing cnncept is
orguni.~mion~

have heen studied quite

the objectives adopted hy small
whether employees in such

eJtten~ively.

husine.~!.CS

husinc~scs ~rc

cu~tomer ~atisfactinn.

very linle is known

aware of the objectives being

objectives and the role of marketing concept. A sample of 48
busincs.~cs

~h<Jut

whether

arc in line with the nt;Jrketing concept and

e!tplomtory Mudy, Ogumnoli.un and F1tzroy ( 11)')5) looked m Au~tmlian

nt;Jnufacturing

While large

pur~ued.

In an

~m~JJ bu~inc~\

~mall m~nufacturing/non·

employing fewer than 20 employee~ revealed that, about 42'?1:

of the owners/matmgers did not have

\ati~licd customer~·

as one of their

businc~~

objectives: the inference being that many small businesses did not pay attention to the
marketing concept. However,

mo~t

were pursuing an objective of providing the best

quality products.

3.5.1

Markel Intelligence In small firms

It is well documented that large businesses use a range of established and formal market
research techniques to gather intelligence about their customers and competitors (Flax.
1984; Fuld, 1985). However, less is known about market intelligence in small
businesses.

Folsom (1991) studied a sample of small retail

bu~inesses

to detennine:

•

What market inteiHgencc practices small businesses used,

•

What market intelligence practices they thought their competitors used and

•

How important market intelligence was to small businesses.

He found that the most frequently cited practices were to monitor competitor's
adverth~ments

(50%), to ask customers about eompetitors (33%), and to talk with
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competitors <Lml their employees (33%). Johnson and Kuehn (19117)

al.~o

fuund that

customers, suppliers und peers were the most cnmmou snurccs nf external verhal
infornmtion f<lf small
competitor's sturcs,
competitor's

busincs~es.
<L~king

bu~ine~~s.

Other lc.~s favoured methods were sending people into

sale~

reprcserllativc.'o about

competitor~.

reviewing public information sources,

a~king

ohscrving

suppliers or

delivery people ltbout competitors and buying competitors products and services.

Folsom (1991) also found that small businesses did not aggressively seck market
intelligence, a finding supported by Fann and Smeltzer (19119). Owners did not seem to
be keen on expanding their market intelligence activities, nor did they appear conccmcd
about information leaking from their business. The advent of computers and the
internet, has made information gathering easier. However, there is no evidence in the
literature to suggest that SMEs usc this mode extensively to gather market intelligence.

3.6

The Market orientation in SMEs

3.6.1 Market orientation and SME perfonnancc
It is now well recognised that small businesses are not downsized versions of big
businesses and have their own unique characteristics (Carson, 1985: Krakoff & Fouss,
1993). Consequently, the relationships in small businesses might be different from those

in large businesses, necessitating a study of the impact of market orientation, as well as
other variables, on small-firm performance. Further,

a.~

discussed elsewhere in this

chapter, being 'market oriented' may be different in a small firm.
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Following initial p:1pers by Kohli :md Jaworski ((')')())ami Narvcr und Slater ( i<JIJO), 1he
impact of huving

<1

market oriemmion on

busine.~s

performance

Js

a H>pic nf

consi<.lemblc research interest. Recently, market oriematiun studie' have started 10
examine this issue in SMEs.

Kwaku ( 1997) examined whether the market orientation-pcrfor!llllnce link,. found m
large firms, were also present in small businesses and tested the effect of market growth,
competitive intensity and markct/tcchnologicai!Urbulencc on thc.'oC links. Kwaku ( 1997)
cxam"med 110 consumer

~nd

industrial products and services SME> and found a

significant positive link between performance and the market orientation of a firm. A
similar positive impact was seen on profitability and the sales growth of the bu,iness.

In a further cross-sectional study of 600 Australian firms, Kwaku ( !996) also found a
positive relationship between market orientation and innovative product development.
However, it had little effect on the market success of the product, as mea;urcd by the
sales and profit performance.

Pelham ( 1996) argued that, while Narver and Slater ( 1990), Slater and Narver ( [994a)
and Jaworski and Kohli (1993) established the relationships between market orientation
and business performance, they did not include important business position variables,
strategy variables, or firm-structure variables. Such variables could modify the impact
of market orientation on performance.

Using u longitudinal study, Pelham ( 1996)

examined the relative impact of market orientation on small business pcrfommnce
compared to market structure, firm structure and strategy. He found that market
orientation had a strong inOuence on the performance of small firms.

Relative product
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quality and new product
althou~b

succe)o.~

were 1111t

signific~nt

growth.lsharc had a significant sbnrt-tcrm

gwwth ill the

prcvinu~

ycurs was

fi)Uild

influence~

influcn~e

on prnfituhili1y;

on profiwhility. high

to lmve a negative influence on currcnl

profitahilily.

While acknowledging the benefits,
developing a market orientation.

businesse~

HarrL~

pt:rccivc cost to be a major barrier 10

(1996) argued that this is an illusory barrier and,

in many important aspects, a market orientation is free. The effective implementation of
market orientation depcJX!cd not on doing different things or 'throwing money' at the
customer problem, but doing differently and more effectively, activities that have to be
carried out in any case.

Howevcr,thL~

docs not mean that it is easy to achieve. McA·lley

and Ros<1 (1993) explored the relationship between marketing activities and
international success and found general support for the importance of good marketing in
enhancing performance.

3.6.2 Factors modemllng market orientation in SMF.s
Small firms tend 10 have a

cohe.~ive

culture and a simple organism ion structure, thus

diminishing the coordinating benefits of a mong market orientation culture. Small
businesses also have fewer product lines and customers, reducing the need for fonnal
activities to gather and process market information. On the other hand, these
characteristics may enhance the firm's ability to exploit a market oriented culture
(Pelham, 1997b; Pelham & Wilson, 1996). As a resul1, the impact of a market
orientation on the pcrfonnance of ~mall fLrms can be examined from two

viewpoint~.
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P<!lham ( 1996) arguc,J that other intl!rrml and Cltternal variables have such a

~ignificam

effce1 on small business perfummnec !hal lhe impact of markc1 oricnwunn cnultl nc
negligible. For eltamplc, un.Jcrcupilalisation anti a luck of plunning have cumll\{)nly
bt.-en cilcll as the most signilkant innucnccs on

succcs~

or failure of

(Robinson & Pearce, 19M4). Further, internal small firm structure
formalisation. coordinmion anti control system>, may also he

~mall bu~ineM.e~
a.-;pcct~.
~uch

such

a~

important

determinants of small-firm success as to render insignificant the impact of a market
orientation. On the contrary, because small firms have been charactcrL<;ed as lacking
systematic decision making, strategic thinking {Robinson, 1982; Sexton & Van Aukcn,
!982) and long tcnn orientations (Gilmore. I 971 ), having a market orientation could be
a highly significant detcnninant of performance. Small firms are known for their ad hoc
and short tenn decision making. A market orientation culture could provide small firms
with a, much needed, business-wide focus for objectives, decisior.;, and actions. Further,
small businesses generally lack the financial resources to adopt some sources of
business success, such as becoming a low cost producer or developing an R&D
competitive edge. Under these circumstances, a marketing orientation can provide an
important source of competitive udvantage.

Pelham's (1996) study showed that, among the variables considered, market orientation
Wll'l the only variable to significantly influence the perceived level of relative product
quality, Market orientation was also found to significantly and positively influence new
product success.

Market orientation did not directly influence growth/share.

The

impact of market orientation on growth share was indirect through new product success.
Having a market orientation also significantly and positively influenced profitubi!ity.
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Kwaku 's study ( 1997), mentioned in un earlier section uf thi~ chupter,

al~n

shnwed that

nmrket conditions such lL~ low rnarketturhulence, highly competitive

environment~

unll

high growth, cun influl!ncc the market nricntutinn-pcrformuncc

rclaliM~hip.

Fur

example, having a nmrkct orientation had n greater influence un profitability 111 low
market turbulence situa!ions, on sales growth in high growth
product

suecc~s

mu~kcts

and on new

in highly competitive environments.

A lack of a market orientation in high technology firms has been studied nnd dealt with
elsewhere in this chapter. Johnc and Rowntree ( 199 I) conducted a study into the
organisation and management of British small high technology firms and found that
most lacked a formal marketing function. Product development resulted from individual
customers' requests or from meeting the emerging needs of a small group of customers,
with whom the firm had established close contact. Almost every firm surveyed
exhibited this phenomenon.

This is not surprising because hi-tech firms have few

··licnts and a strong technology and weak marketing focus may be well suited to such a
situation.

3.6.3 Measurement ofperformanre In a small firm - Measurement issues
Apart from conceptual problems, the measurement of business performance in a small
firm poses additional difficulties, two major ones being subjectivity in performance
measurement and the usc of a single measure to evaluate performance.

Business

performance is usually measured in financial terms (eg. market share, sales growth, ROI
and net profit) though several other measures could be used. While the most objective
way of measuring business performance may be to examine financial statements, it

L~
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nucly done. Rcspondcms arc usuully

a~kcd

tn rate their pcrforman~c on ~orne type of

ruting scale.

These '"subjcclive''

IIIC\L~ure~

arc of ;tdded

~igniflcance

measures of performance arc oflcn not availahlc. Small

in the

Ci.L~C

husines!>l:~

of SME~ "01~ objective
arc often reluctant to

divulge confidcmial financial informal ion. However, even when available,

tbc~c

data

may not be reliable. Fortunately, Dess and Robinson (1984) found a strong correlation
between subjective assessments of perfonnancc and their objective countcrpans, while
Venkatraman & Ramanujam ( 1987) found that informam data had less method variance
than archival data.

Researchers arc increasingly recognising the multidimensional nature of business
performance and the importance of having multiple measures of those dimensions
(Venkatraman & Ramanujam, 1987). However, many researchc1s continue to use a
single measure of performance in their research. Jaworski and Kohli ( 1993) relied on a
single measure of 'overall perfonnance' while Slater and Narver (1990) relied on
another single measure (relative return on assets). This could be a major issue as several
small business studies have shown that the various measures of performance may not be
highly eonelated (McAuley & Rosa, 1993).

Taking a refined approach, Pelham (1996) ( 1997b) operationalised 'performance" as the
average of a number of different

measures. For example, profitability was

operationalised as the average of five measures (operating profit. profit to sales ratio,
cash flow, ROI and ROA).
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However. while Pelham's usc of multiple measures is un improvement, the pn1cticality
of such an approach in much SME research is questiormble. It b important to nute !hut
many

~mall

businesses do not have the

skill~ 10

develop these profitahility

mca~UTC\

or

to understand or apply them in their business. Even when the skills arc available. time
and

rc~ouree con...r.ro~int~

businc:>.~.

do not allow them to use

~uch mca~urc~

in their day to day

Most of the accounting measures arc recognised by accountants und financml

planners but are rarely used by owners. In the present research it
measures, such

a.~

sales growth, evoke a more

involved measures, such

a~

~pomaneous

wa~

fell that general

and accurate response than

operating profit and profit to sales ratios. Given the survey

approach used, the preference was to usc simple measures, such as overall performance.

3.6.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the key

is.~uc

as to what constitutes an SME, the definitions used

in various countries and the Australian standard definition. It projected a profile of
Australian small businesses through a series of statistics and reviewed the business and
marketing practices adopted by SMEs. Briefly. it examined the market orientation and
performance measurement

L~sucs

in SMEs.

Having reviewed in depth, the literature relating to market orientation and small
business, we now tum our attention to examining the market orientation of SMEs in
Australia. Tbe next chapter of this thesis describes the research methodology used for
this purpose.
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CHAPTER4
The Resean:h Approach
It is clear th;Lt current market orientation models urc more applicable to large
Thc applicability of such

model~

to SMEs

i~

hu.\me~~~

therefore qucMionahlc. A study of

SME~

would. therefore, provide useful additional information to the market orientation dclxttc
and improve our understanding of the market orientation

con.~truct

with organisational performance. Such an understanding

i~

and its relationship

particularly relevant in

Australia, given the structure of its SME sector, which was outlined in Chapter 3. The
present chapter outlines the research approatiJ taken, including the development of the
questionnaire, sample selection and the data analysis methods used.

4.1

The Research Design

There is an increasing requirement in the academic circles that research

studie~

are

linked to ontological, epistemological and methodological !lows of logic. The present
study comprised an exploratory I qualitative component followed by a large scale
quantitative phase. Ideally, a survey instrument validated in several studies should have
been used. However, the evolving nature of market orientation research meant that a
single

instru~rent

validated across different situations was not available. As a result. the

research was carried out in two stages.

Firstly, existing survey

instru~rents

were

analysed, potential scale items were examined and an initial instrument developed. A
qualitative study of a small sample of SMEs was then undertaken, in which SME
business and marketing practices were analysed. Information gleaned from this
qualitative phase was used to modify the survey instrument. In the second stage, a large
scale mail survey was used to measure and validate the constructs of interest. In general.
the research process followed procedures recommended by Churchill ( 1979).
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4.1.1

The lnitiahtnge

t\n initial examination of Kohli ami
questionnaire., found S<!\"eral
meaning. Con-;cqucntly. the

~imilar ~tatemcnts

tWOI.JUC~tionnaire.~

randomiscd. The dr.tft questionnaire
busines.~ academic~.

Jaworski'~

wa.~

( 1990) and Narver and Slater's ( 1990)
(scale

item~)

in wording or in inherent

were combined and the statements were

then submitted to three rmrketing and small

who were asked to identify similarly worded Matements and those

with similar meanings.

a.~

well as to cmegorise them under Kohli and Jaworski's and

Narver and Slater's headings. Statemcnt.o;; thus grouped were again examined

~nd

similarly worded statements with the same meaning were used only once. Multiple
items were used to characteri.o;;e each construct. Several statements were categorised by
the academics under more than one heading. suggesting that some of the underlying
dimensions may be related.

4.1.2 QuaUtative re;earch with small and medium businesses
This qualitative research pha.o;c was explomtory and was used to better understand
marketing dimensions that are specific to SMEs. Personal interviews with a number of
SME operators were undertaken to examine their operations and determine how market
focussed they were, as well as their preferred mode, if any, of intelligence gathering,
advertising and so on. While previous research suggests that small businesses do very
little ohnarketing, the preliminary survey was used to obtain first hand knowledge as to
how it happens in Austmlian SMEs. The results from this stage were used to modify
the previously developed questionnaire.

11le modified questionnaire was pilot tested with a small number of SMEs to be sure
that people in SMEs understood the

question.~.

In addition, respondents were asked to
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indicate questions that were nm immeUiatcly cleur. Ba.o;cd on

fccdh~d

from this pilot

study, some statement.., and questions were reworded. A detailed discussion on the
qualitative research process is pnwidcd in Appendix A.

4.1.3

Field survey

The second stage of the project
Australia. The study

wa.~ cro~s

wa.~

a large-scale field study that targeted SMb across

sectional and data were collected using a mail survey.

The data collected were analysed at an individual and at a group level. Given the
resource and other constraints, mail survey was considered to be the best option.

4.1,4 Sampling
The sawple was drawn from SMEs from throughout Australia and random sampling
was used to identify SMEs in all of Australia's capital cities and metropolitan areas. The
study did not target country areas because most of Australia's population and businesses
are concentrated in its major cities and metropolitan areas. In addition, country areas are
sparsely populated.

About 10000 business addresses were randomly chosen from the electronic (CD-ROM
based version) yellow pages of Australia. All addresses in the areas of interest were
downloaded and 10,000 businesses were randomly selected using an automated
sampling process. Given that Australia bas over a million small businesses, this method
was convenient, and cost effective.

All types of businesses, including large corporations, government agencies, franchises
and businesses with multiple branches, formed part of the initial list. The 10,000
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addresses were manually M:nnned and Iorge businesses thm could he identified were
removed. However, this was not a perfect solution, as the names of some large
businesses were not recognisable. A total of 5550 uddresses were randomly chosen from
the reduced

li~t.

During the post data collection phase, responses obtained from the

survey were checked and those nlCeting the ABS criteria for

SME~

were chosen for the

final analysis.

4.2

Data Collection

4.2.1

The preliminary

pha.~e

As already mentioned, a preliminary phase

wa.~

used to identify what

con~tituted

'marketing in a SME.' Using a general script {shown in Appendix A), 25 SME owners
or key executives were interviewed. Interviews were informal. in-depth and undertaken
at their business premises or over the telephone. Information from these sessions wa.s
used to modify the questionnaire.

4.2.2 Pilot testing the questionnaire
Pilot test sample respondents were persormlly approached and those who agreed to
participate were asked to answer the survey, as well as to identify those questions that
were not clear. While collecting the completed questionnaire, a short discussion with
the respondent gave a better idea about what they did not understand and what needed
changing.

4.2.3 The Questionnaire
A copy of the final questionnaire is shown in Appendix B. The questionnaire had three
sections. The first part included 104 Likert type statements that included Kohli and
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Jaworski's ( 1990) and Narver and Simer's ( 1990) market orientation

cuostruct~.

as a number of small business marketing issues derived frurn the small

as well

husinc~~

literature and the previously undeMakcn qunlitativc research. Respondents were asked to
indicate their agreement or disagreement with the

~taterncnts

on a live-point

ranging from total agreement (I) to total disagreement (5). Respondents were

~calc.

a~kcd

to

base their rating on their current business practices and not no theory or what they
planned to do in the future. As recommended by Nunnally ( 1978) and Churchill ( 1979),
multiple items were used to measure each construct.

The market orientation constructs included in the questionnaire were:
I. Intelligence generation, dissemination and organisational response from
Kohli and Jaworski.
2. Customer orientation and competitor orientation ofNarver and Slater
3. Customer satisfaction and others specific to SMEs.
The customer orientation questions asked about several customer-focussed activities,
such as intelligence generation through formal and informal methods and training staff
in customer relations. The competitor orientation questions asked about whether
respondents generated intelligence about competitors through formal and informal
methods, made employees aware of competitor's actions or responded to competitor's
moves. Several statements that measured customer satisfaction and repeat purchase
behaviour were also included. As most SMEs have very few employees, inter-functional
coordination was not included. However, some employee related dimensions (esprit de
corps and organisational commitment) were retained.
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Overall pcrfonmmcc wns mcnsurcd hy asking rcsr,;:mdcnts ahout their performance
relative to other businesses in tl1cir field and relntivc to performance in the
year. Information about perfornmncc in

term~

prcviuu~

of nmrket share, return on invc ... tmcnt

(ROI}, sales growth, net profit nnd cash flow was obtained.

The second pnrt of the questionnaire included a number of questions about the nature of
the business, the background of its operators and the way they marketed their
businesses. The 49 questions in this section were a combination of dichotomous,
multiple response and Likert type questions.

Some financial questions, such

a\

'approximate annual turnover,' had multiple categories as accurate financial ligures arc
often not available from SMEs or, even if they are, such businesses often do not want to
disclose exact figures.

In the final section of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to give a short
statement about their objectives when they started their business and the extent to which
they felt they had met these objectives. Respondents' achievement of their business
objectives was measured on a Ito 5 scale, ranging from 'did not meet any objective' ( 1)
to 'completely met all the objectives' (5).

4.3

Field Procedures for Data Collection

The survey was a self-ad'Jlinistered structured questionnaire, with the exception of the
open-ended question in the final section. Each of the targeted businesses was sent the
QUestionnaire and a self addressed reply paid envelope. Given the length and complexity
of the questionnaire, an incentive scheme with a prize was used to> encourage responses.
Such methods to improve response rates have been recommended by Jobber (1986).
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Th<! cover leUer specified that the qucstiunmdre should he completed hy owners, CEQ..,
or senior managers and not hy staff. A phone numher was given for

rc~pondenL'>

rcquinng d1rilic:1tinns. A follow up phone call or leucr would have improv"d the
response rate btl!, hccause of the high cost involved, this was not aucmptcd. The
distribmion of questionnaires is shown in Tables 4.3.1a and 4.3. I b.

Table 4.3.1a: Survey ofSME.~. Questionnaire distribution in metro areas
Region
WA (Perth metro}

No. Sent Returned to sender
1492

89

SA (Adelaide Metro}

545

22

Vic (Melbourne metro)

979

72

NSW {Sydney metro)

919

83

Q!d (Brisbane metro)

699

70

4634

336

Total
Returned not useful

60

Returned useful

542

Table 4.3.1b: Survey of SMEs. Questionnaire distribution in non-metro areas
Region
Australian Capital Territory

154

7

Tasmania

166

4

Northern Territory

125

22

Total

830

54

Number of useful responses

4.4

No. Sent Returned to sender

87

Response rate

In the five metropolitan areas, 4634 questionnaires were mailed out and 336 or 7.3%
were returned back as 'addressee not available.' A total of 602 resr·mses were received,
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of which the number of useable lJUestionrmires was 542 or J 3%. While J 3% is u low
response nne, it was not surprising given the length and complexity of the survey. 11s
liming nnd the lack of follow up. Jmlecd, based un the experience of SME researchers, u
low response rate

W<L~

unticipmed, hence the large mail out. Other small

husine~s

have lmd varying response rmes (Hess, ]t)K/; Kwaku, !997: McDaniel &

studies

Para~uramnn,

1986).

The timing of the survey may have had an impact on the response rate. The

~urvcy

wa.,

mailed out in the last week of November when the businesses were entering the
Christmas business and holiday period. The survey could not be sent earlier and post
Christmas mail out could not be done before the last week of January. Comments on
the timing of the survey were conveyed to the researcher in several of the incompletc
questionnaires and through some phone calls. Some respondents also asked for extra
time because of their business commitments. A few also rang to say that the survey was
not applicable because of the nature of their businesses. However, because of the
definition of SMEs, which is based on the number of employees, the mail out could not
be more focussed. Apart from comments about the timing of the survey, there were
some favourable comments from participants.

4,5

Data analysis

4.5.1

Data Cleansing

Using a consistent coding system, data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet and
crosschecked manually. During the data entry phase, additional codes and

categoric~

were created if responses indicated a need for additional coding or categorisation.
Using the SPSS statistical package a frequency analysis was undertaken on each
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variable to check for outliers or dm,, entry error,;, Dma entry error,; were corrected by
crosschecking with actual responses. Missing daW were !cfl for later treatment.

4.5.2

Preliminary data analysis

The first step in the analytical process was to "get a fee!" for the data and the nature of
the sample. Since funher treatment of missing data depends upon its nature (random or
otherwise and percentage), an understanding of the mh;sing data was essential. A range
of descriptive statistics, including frequency distributions, measures of centra! temlency
(mean, median) and measures of dispersion (standard deviation, variance, skewness),
were calculated for each variable.

The question on 'business objectives' in the questionnaire was open"ended and required
a qualitative response in the form of a short statement, which were entered as a separate
qualitative variable on the spreadsheet. The analysis of this question was undenaken
separately. The extent to which the respondents achieved their business goals was
treated in the same way as the other numerical variables.

4.5.3 Confinnatory factor analysis and reliability testing of constructs
The preliminary analysis was followed by a series of data reduction and reliability
procedures. The reliability of the a priori constructs of Kohli and Jaworski and Narver
and Slater were tested using Cronbach's (1951) alpha. The item to total correlation for
scale items was also measured. Correlations between the market orientation variables
were also examined to test for convergent validity.
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Given the exploratory nature of the research, an exploratory factor analy ... is of the
market orientation varinb!es was carried out to

en.~urc

that the vuriables did combine to

form a lilctor s\ructurc similar to a priori constructs.

4.5.4

Men.~urement model~

und struetund equation modelling

The reminder of the analytic process concentrated on model building, identifying and
validating constructs and testing the effect of market orientation and other variables on
business performance. The AMOS structural equation modelling (SEM} software
package (Arbuckle & Wothke, 1999) was used for this purpose. AMOS was chosen
because of its graphical user interface and its ability to visually develop and test models.
SEM simultaneously evaluates multiple and interrelated, relationships (Bollen, 1989)
(Loehlin, 1992). SEM also enables the analysis of latent (or unobserved) variables and
their relationship with multiple observed variables.

4.5.4.1 Two stage and full e.~limation structural equation modelling approaches
The structural equation modelling approach taken, also tenned the AMOS procedure in
this thesis, consisted of two distinct phases, namely:

I. A measurement model, which evaluates the relationships between observed
and latent variables, was estimated. Such an analysis is a form of
confirmatory factor analysis.
2. A structural model, which estimates the relationships between latent
constructs, was then estimated.

SEM was preferred over other conventional multivariate procedures due to:
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l. the number of direct und indirect rclutionships in the model,
2. the usc of multiple meusurcs for cuch lutcnt

~onstruct,

und

3. the ability of the procedure to nccount for measurement errnr.
Since the primary uim

WIL~

to test ulreudy suggested lnrge business market orientation

models (eg. Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Nnrvcr & Slater, 1990) in

SME~.

the model\

constructs were gcncraHy known. Consequently:

I. A confirmatory factor analysis

wa~

undertaken on each construct

(dimension} and sub-construct (sub-dimension).
2. An examination of the validity and reliability of each of the suggested
construct~

wa> undertaken before integrating them into a larger structural

model.
3. The interrelationships between the latent (unobserved) variables of interest
were examined.
This approach, in which the measurement model (which relates a set of observed
variables to one or more unobserved variables) is

a~sessed

before the structural model

(the structural relationships between latent variables) is evaluated, is well documented
in the literature (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Bagozzi & Yi, 1988; Bagozzi, Yi, &
Phillips, 1991). Such an approach also helps to identify the dimensions and subdimensions, if any, in the measurement model. In discussing the rationale behind such
an approach, Jl:ireskog and Sorbom (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993 p.l 13) noted that ''the
testing of the structural model, ie. the testing of the initial theory, may be meaningless
unless it is fust established that the measurement model holds. Therefore, the
measurement model should be tested before the structural relationships are tested."
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Instead of this two-stage approach, n full model, in which the measurement and
structural models are
procedure
matrix

require.~

acrus.~

c.~timatcd

.'>imultuncnusly, can be

a ln,·gc sample to

e~timatc

the

e~timatcd.

a~ymptutic

Jluwcver, this

variance-covariance

all constructs simulwncously.JOrcskog and Sorbom (191!8) estimated thut

asymptotic variances and covarianccs cannot be computed until the sample size
I.Sn(n+l), where 'n' is total number of

item~

i~

used t0 represent the all the constructs in

the structural equat"ton model. For example, if there were 30 observed variables, the
minimum sample size required would be 1395.

The two-stage approach used (Bagozzi, 1980; Burt, 1976) can be undenaken with a
smaller

~ample

because each latent construct is estimated separattly. The asymptotic

covariance matrix (ACM) therefore relates to a smaller number of variables while, when
evaluating the structural relationships, a smaller set of composite variables {representing
latent coJLqtructs) is used. Because of the smaller number of variables involved in each
stage, the sample size required is reduced.

When the number of observed itemq is large and a large number of parameters are to be
estimated, a full model estimation procedure can result in a confounding of
measurement and structural parameter estimates. Confounding can make the
interpretability of the estimated constructs a problem. By estimating the
model first and keeping the interpretation of the theoretical variables

mea~urement

coJL~tant,

such

problems can be overcome (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988: Bagozzi, 1980; Bun, 1976).

A maximur.1 likelihood estimate procedure is typically used to analyse the covariance
matrix. Several popular SEM software pacbges, such as AMOS, EQS and LISREL,
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enable such a maximum likelihood estimation. Typically, data is not normal {Peterson
& Wilson, 1992) but maximum likelihood estimates provide an unbiased estimate in

such situations (Arbuckle, 1997). It
kurto~ed

hlL~

been suggested that severely skewed or

data (absolute rrutgnitudc of skewness or kurtosis greater than I) can lead to an

overestimation of chi-square goodness of lit measures and an underestimation uf the
standard CJTOrs (Browne. 1984: Mothen & Kaplan, 1985). Bollen (1989) recommended
the use of weighted least squares when dma is non-normal and severely kurtosed.
Consequently, the normality of the data was checked a~ a part of model building
procedure.

AMOS examines the normality of the observed variables to help judge the extent of
departure from multivariate normality. However, Arbuckle ( 1997) h.__ .rrgued that such
tests do nothing more thao quantify the departure from normality and roughly test
whether the departure is statistically significant. For such information to be useful, we
also need to know how robust an estimntion procedure is against such non-normal data
as "a ,_;.

t~arture

from normality that is big enough to be statistically significant could

still be small enough to be harmless" {Arbuckle, 1997 p 239).

4.5.4.2 Missing data In structural equation modelling
In a data set of the size obtained, some data will be missing. Several standard methods,
such as list wise deletioo, pair wise deletion and data imputation (Beale & Little, 1975),
can deal with such missing data. AMOS computes full information maximum likelihood
estimates in the presence of missing data (Anderson, 1957). In

~uch ca.~es

series means

are ofteo used to replace missing data.
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4.5.4.3 Sample ~i1.e
There is very little in the literature to suggcM an ideal sample si7.c for structural ClJUation
modelling.

According

to

Bentler and

Chou

(19117,

pp

90-91), "definitive

recommendations arc not available." A sample si1.c of 200 has hccn suggested
reasonable to examine differences between observed and modelled cava.

a~

.1cc~

(Hoelter, 1983). Theoretically, the ratio of sample size to the number of free parameters
may be as !ow as 5 to I. However, practically, a ratio of 10 to I or higher may be
necessary to provide correct model evaluation chi-square probabilities (Bentler & Chou,
1987, pp 90- 91 ). Boomsma ( 1987) suggested that:

"The estimuti011 of structural equatiott models by maximum likelihood
methods be 1ued only whe11 somple sizes are otleast 200. Studies hosed on
samples smaller than 100 may wei/lead to false inferences, and the models
then have a high probabiliry of et~counteri11g problems of convergence and
improper solutions."
While the!oe considerations set the lower limit for

.~ample

size, a large sample poses ib

own problems. With large samples, trivial deviations from the proposed model can lead
to a high chi-square statistic and the rejection of the model. Because of this, several
alternative fit indices have been developed. The relative merits of these indices are
discussed briefly in the following paragraph.

4.5.4.4 Measures or lit
Model evaluation in SEM is a difficult and unsettled issue and several statistics have
been proposed to

~reasure

the merit of a model (Bollen & Long, 1993: MacCallum,
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1990; Mulaik et al., 1989; Steiger, 1990). Models with relatively few parameters and
many degrees of freedom arc said

w he

parsimoniou~

or

~implc.

while mudch with

many parmneters arc considered to he eomplclt. There is general agreement that, nthcr
things being equal, simpler models arc prcfcrublc. At the same time, a model'.\ flt
an important issue. Many flt

mca~urcs

1.'> al~n

anempt In balance these two conflicting

objectives- simplicity and goodness of fit. Steiger ( 1990, p 179) noted:

''Itt tllefitml cmuly:;i:;, it may be, in a Jense, impo.rsihle to define one best way

to combine measure:;

of complexity und measures of badness-of-fit in a single

1111111ericul index, becm1se the preci:;e nature of the best numerical trade off
between complexity and fit is, ttJ some exte/11, a lll(ltfer of personal taste. Tile
choice of a model is u classic problem in the lllv-dimensionaf analysis of
preference."

One basic method of evaluating model fit is through the chi-square statistic, witb low
values of chi-square indicating a good fit and large values indicating a bad fit. This
method compares the covariance or correlation matrilt of the implied model with
observed values (Carmines & Mciver, 1981). The ratio of the chi-square statistic to the
degrees of freedom has also been widely used, with different authors adopting slightly
varying criteria for a good fit. Carmines and Mciver (1981, p.80) suggested a ratio of 2
to I or 3to I was an acceptable fit, whereas Marsh and Hoeevar (1985) suggested that
ratios between 2 and 5 indicated a reasonable fll. In contrast, Byrne (Byrne. 1989, p 55)
argued that a x,2to df ratio greater than 2 may indicate an inadequate fit. Ratios clo~e to
one, however, indicate a good fit.
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The chi-square statistic

i~

a function nf huth

~ample .~il.c

and the di.o,crcpancy hctwccn

the model (estimatcU values) anU the Uma (orn.crvcU values) and, hence, is sensitive to
sample si1.c (Hoelter, 1983).

A~;~

result. a small sample may have insufficient power to

Uetcct suhstanti;LI differences, wherea.\ a large sample might result in large chi-square
vahtes for small differences between the estimated and actual covariance matrices.
Thus, a proposed model is more likely to be accepted with a small sample (Bentler &
Boneu. 1980). On the other hanU. a sound theoretical model with a covariance

matri~t

that differs nivially from observed data may be rejected when there is a large sample.

The sensitivity of cht-square

e~timates

lead to the development of fit measures that are

not sensitive to sample size. A model with a significant chi-square can still have an
acceptable fit if such a judgement

i~

supported by these other fit measures (Anderson &

Gerbing, 1988).

The alternative fit indices compare the estimated model to a base line model. Several fit
indices have been suggested, including the nonncd fit index or NFI {Bentler & Bonett,
1980): the comparative fit index or CFI {Bentler, 1990); the relative fit

inde~t

or RFI

(Bollen, 1986); the goodness of fit index or GFI {Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984) and the
adjusted goodness of fit index or AGFI (Joresk.og& Sorbom, 1989). An index value of
one shows a perfect fit, while models with most fit indices above 0.90 are considered to
fit tbc data. The goodness of fit index (GFI) and the adjusted goodness of fit inde~t
(AGFI) measure the improvement in the fit function when a model is fitted compared to
when no model is fitted and all parameters are set to :rero. Similarly, the normed fit
index (NFI) measures the amount of variation and covariation in the observed measures
explained by the model compared to a null model. It ha.~ been suggested that models
with NA values of Jess than 0.90 can be substantially improved. Generally, several
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goodness-of-nt measures arc considered together when examining a model ( Arhuekle,
!997; Jorcskog & Sorhom, ! 993).

In addition to these indices, two other

mctL~ore.~.

RMR (Root mean square residual} and

RMSEA (Root mean square error of approximation) arc

al~o

used in examining

:1

model's fit. Smaller values suggest a beucr nuing model (Arbuckle, 1997, p.571) and
an RMSEA value of 0.08 or less indicate a good nuing model, while RMSEA values
greater than 0.10 are considered unacceptable (Browne & Cudeck, 1993).

4.5.4.5 Hierarchical factor modelling and the partial disaggregation approach
The market orientation models

sugge~ted

by Kohli and Jaworski and Narver and Slater

theorised 'market orientation' as a higher order construct with three lower order
constructs (intelligence generation, dissemination and organisation wide response
(Kohli & Jaworski, 1990) or customer orientation, competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination (Narver & Slater, I 990) respectively. Each of these lower order
constructs, in turn, was measured through several observed variables. The current study
examined the validity of such a hierarchical structure model for market orientation.

A 'partial disaggregation' approach (Bagozzi & Heatherton, !994; Hull, Lebo, &
Tedlie, 1991; Marsh & Hocevar, 1985) was also compared with a traditional 'total
disaggregation' approach. The traditional total disaggregation approach uses each scale
item as a separate indicator of the relevant construct. This approach provides a detailed
analysis but, "in practice it can be unwieldy because of likely high levels of random
error in typical items and the many parameters that must he estimated" (Bagozzi &
Heatherton, 1994, pp 42- 43). A partial disaggregation approach reduces random errors,
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while retaining the

advantage~

di~aggregation approachc~

of a SEM approach.

The hierarchical and partial

are discussed further in the chapter on mode! huilding and

evaluation.

4.6

Summary

The present chapter discussed the specific rescacch approach taken and the
questionnaire. sample design and data analytic procedures that were a part of this
approach. The initial data analysis was followed by a confirmatory factor analysis and
the re!iabilities of the factors

~:>btained

were tested using Cronbach's alpha. This

wa~

followed by a modelling phase in which several measurement and structural models
were tested. Given the sensitivity of chi-square estimates to sample size. a number of
'goodness of fit' indices were used to test the estimated models. The next chapter
discusses the results of the preliminary examination of the data, summary profile of
businesses and the reliability of a priori market orientation constructs.
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CHAPTERS
Preliminary data analysis

The preliminary data analysis is presented und

discu~sc.:l

in the present chupter. First,

informution ubout the profiles of the businesses in the sample, their marketing pmctices
and perceived performance is presented and discussed, This is followed by an analysis
of the market orientation and related constructs. The development and evaluation of the
measurement and structural models arc discussed in the next chapter.

5.1

Sample proliles

5.1.1

Missing data

An initial examination showed some missing data, which appeared to be random, with
no specific pattern. During the data entry phase it was noticed that, in some
questionnaires, two whole pages facing each other bad been left out. One likely reason
for this could be that respondents accidentally turned two pages instead of one. There
was no evidence to suggest that the pages have been deliberately skipped. The
questionnaire had 12 A4 pages in the form of a book, and the initial pages were similar.
This was noticed more in the initial section, which was a series of Likert type market
orientation statements. The extent of missing data was checked using a frequency
analysis of each variable and the amount of the missing data was found to be not large
(averaging about 12 respondents per variable, which is about2% of the total number of
cases). The maximum number of missing data points for a single variable was 60 and
the minimum was zero. Frequency analysis was also used to identify outliers. When a
suspicious data poi..Lt was noticed, it was crosschecked with the relevant questionnaire
and corrections were made. Since the data had been manually checked after the initial
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duUl entry, there were very few lluta emry errors. Irrespective of the source of error, u
decision hall to be made on the missing data. A list wise deletion of missing variables
was generally used in the various analyses. Where there
practice, the

rea.~on

for

su~h

wa.~

a lleviation is specified. In the

a lleviation from this
ca.~e

of client profile

variables, some vnriables were re-codcd. After re-coding, missing variables were treatcll
in the usual way during the analysis.

5.1.2 Descriptive statistics
In order to gain an initial understanding of the data and the nature of the sample,
summary statistics for all of the variables were culcu!ated. This included, characteristics
of the businesses surveyed, profiles of the owners/operators of these businesses and
their market orientation. The relevant results are presented in a series of tables and
additional results are provided in appendix C.

5.1.3 Characteristics of the businesses surveyed
Table 5.1.3.1: Length of period in business
Time In Business

<I year

Frequency

Percent

19

3.5

1-2 years

58

10.7

3-5 years

107

19.7

6-8 years

71

13.1

> 8 yenrs

271

50.0

16

3.0

542

10().0

Missing
Total

Sixty nine percent of respondents owned a single business, while 30 percent had two or
more businesses. The majority was established businesses, with 50% having been in
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business for more than H years, us can be seen in table 5. J.3. J. The percentage nf new
businesses (of less than u year) was small (3 tn 4%), although appr.Jximately J 5% of the
businesses had hcen in operation for less than two years. The median duration of
business operation wus between 6 un·i 8 years. The hia.~ towards relatively cstahli~hcd
businesses could be due to the sample hcing drawn from the Yellow Pages. There is
usually a time gap between establishtng ll small business and its listing. Yellow pages
arc updated unHJally and, if a business fails to meet its deadline, there is a delay of
another year. Fui'thcr, the failure rate of new businesses is high during their first two
years, which could contribute to the predominance of longer established businesses.
These results are consistent wit!:
and the Depllrtment of

11 1 :~95

lnrlu~t,•·,

survey undertaken by the Industry Commission

Science and Tourism (1997) that showed a large

percentllge o~ ftrms were !T'Jre than 5 years old. The ABS (1997) found that 56% of
businesses in Australia have been in operation for at least 5 years.
'fable 5.1.3.2: Prior experience of operators
Prior

Business Frequency

Percent

Experience
No experience

153

28.2

2

69

12.7

3

95

17.5

4

84

15.5

Lot of experience 5

122

22.6

19

3.5

Total

542

100.0

Median

3.0

Missing data
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Table 5.1.3.2 summarises.

re~pondents'

previous experience in running a

bu~incs~.

A

median of 3 suggests that respondents had a reasonable amount of prior experience but
there was a wide variation in experience within the sample.
An examinmion of the respondents' main line of business (!able 5.1.3.3) ... uggcstcd that
respondents came from a wide range of busine~~es, which is not surprising given the
range of busines.~es that advertise in the Yellow Pages. Approximately 10% of the
sample was involved in manufacturing, which is similar to national figures (of
approximately 9%) (ABS, 1998).

Table 5.1.3.3: Main line of busines.'>
Type of business
Deli I other food shop

Frequency Percent

21

3.9

Retail store sell"lng durables

40

7.4

Manufacturing

64

11.8
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24.5

Consultancy

24

4.4

Trade based

47

8.7

Professional services

47

8.7

125

23.1

Service

Other
Non-profits
Missing data
Total

0.1
40

7.4

542

100.0

Approximately 95% of the businesses operated from one location, with the remaining
5% having multi-site operations, a~ can be seen in table 5.1.3.4. The response rate from
Western Australia appears high (31.7%) but the initial mail out was also high in this
region.
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Tuble 5.1.3.4: Geographic distribution or busine.<~.~e;o;
Location (slate)
Wcs!em

Au~truliu

Sou!h Aus!ralia

Frequency

Pen:cnt

172

31.7

70

13.1

106

19.5

New South Wales

81

14.9

Queensland

82

15.1

Multiple locations

31

5.7

542

100.0

Victoria

Total

Table 5.1.3.5 shows that, in approximately half (45%) the businesses, operations were
limited to the business's local or metropolitan area. Twenty five per cent of respondents
operated within their state and about 10% operated interstate. A small number of
businesses (7%) operated in international markets. The majority of the internationally
focussed businesses were in manufacturing and professional/ eonsultancy fields.

Table 5.1.3.5: Sphere of operation
Frequency

Pen:entage

Local suburb I town

122

22.5

Metro only

122

22.5

Within the state

137

25.3

Interstate

56

10.3

International

37

6.8

Multiple response

66

12.2

2

0.4

542

100.0

Missing value
Total

Since previous research suggests small businesses often do not have reliable financial
data or are reluctant to disclose financial details, respondents were asked for their
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annual turnover through the categorised response shown in Table 5.1.3.6. Median
;mnual turnover was in the $100,000 to $500,000 range. However, there was wide
variation, which is not surprising given that the criteri'J for clas~incmion as
used in the present study

wa~

".Ill

SME

based on the numher of people employed and nnt on

turnover.

Table 5.1.3.6: Annual turnover ofbnsine.'i.~es
Annual Turnover

Frequency

Percent

,,

12.2

$50 000- 100 000
>lOOK-VlMillion

185

34.1

>Vl- I Million

72

13.3

>I- 5 Million

100

18.5

21

3.8

7

1.3

542

100.0

<50 000

>5 Million
Missing data
Total

66

16.8

Ninety eight businesses employed no staff, while 166 employed only I or 2 .!laff, with
an overall mean of 5.1 employees across the sample. The sample's employment profile
i; summarised in table 5.1.3.7. Nun-employing businesses and those with Jess than five
em..,Jovces are classified as micro businesses (ABS, 1997) and 65% of the sample fell
into this category.

Businesses that employed more than 20 people were generally

involved in manufacturing.
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Table 5.1.3.7: Employment

Number of employees

0

1 1 ~tlucncy

Percentage

98

18.1

I to 4

254

46.9

5 to 9

101

18.6

!Oto !9

62

11.4

20 or more

27

5.0

542

100.0

Total

ApproKimately 24% of the businesses were sole proprietors, 25% were pannerships and
39% were private companies. Other legal structures included public companies, trusts
and non-profit bodies. For the majority of owners (70%), their

bu~iness

was a form of

self-employment. Approximately 90% of respondents were involved full time in their
business.

The formal education of the business operators is shown in table 5.1.3.8. AI; can be seen
from the table, there was a wile range of educational backgrounds, ranging from 'below
high school' to 'postgraduate' qualifications ami from technical trade certificates to
professional qualifications.

According to the Industry Commission survey { 1997).

referred to earlier, more decision makers in larger enterprises have tertiary
qualifications, with over 70% of those in the largest firms having such qualifications,
more than twice that observed for smaller frrms {about 35%). In the current study,
about 30% of the sample had tertiary qualifications, a proportion similar to that found in
the Industry Commission survey.
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Table 5.1.3.8: Eduealional profile or huslntos.~ operutors

I<'requency

Percentage

Minimum years of high school

Ill

20.8

Completed high school

118

21.5

TAFE

Educalion level

115

21.3

University undergraduate

81

14.9

University postgraduate

83

15.3

Other

30

5.5

4

0.7

542

100.0

Missing
Total

The sample reflected the general characteristics of Australia's SMEs. Consequently, the
sample seems to be representative of the population of interest, suggesting that, despite
the low response rate, the sampling procedures used obtained a useful sample.

5.1.4 Marketing characteristics
Prior research suggested that SME marketing had a number of unique characteristics.
Consequently, the marketing characteristics of the sample were analysed. In the
majority of businesses (75%) owners managed the marketing function and only 8%
employed a specific person (sales/marketing manager/assistant) for this purpose.
While 32% of the businesses surveyed had a separate accounting function, only 20%
had a separate marketing or sales function. This suggests that many SMEs may not
place great importance on the marketing function.

The 1995 Industry Commission survey (1997) found only 16% of the enterprises
surveyed had documented business plans, although half of firms employing between 50
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and 99 pcn;ons and over 80% of the largest enterprises uscll such

plan.~.

This

>uggcst~

that businesses tend to allopt formal planning processes as they grow in size anll
sophistication. In contro.~st, the pcl"l:entagl' of bu.~incsscs in the pre~ent sample with a
business or marketing plan was quite high, with 42% having a marketing plan anll58%
a business plan. One reason could be the increasing common requirement for such plans
by government agencies and lending institutions. Sixty three percent of the bu.~inesses
surveyed dealt with final customers, about 29% were involved in

bu~iness

to

busine.'>~

interactions and 8% operated in both markets.

Over 60% of the sample did not fonnal!y identify their customers' needs but relied on
informal means to achieve this. Those that did use formal means, however, dill so
regularly. with most such respondents doing so at least quarterly.

Respondents were

asked how often they undertook specific marketing activities and what methods they
used to identify new business opportunities. The results obtained are shown in table
5.1.4.1.

Table 5.1.4.1: Frequency ofspe<:ific marketing activities
Type of activities

Never

Frequency

Always

....

Missing

I

2

224

108

114

62

22

12

8

8

39

156

331

0

records

55

48

92

134

203

10

Monitor prices of competitors

61

88

147

128

114

4

113

102

162

94

68

3

Market survey I research
Talk to customers
Keep

sale.~

Adjust

prices

1o

match

4

3

5

competitors

These results again suggest that the majority of SMEs do not undertake formal market
surveys but, rather, gather information informally by talking to their customers. There
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was an even

di~trihution

appear to be inclined to

of monitoring competitors' prices but

adju~t

prices to

m;lt~h

did nnt

competitors.

Table 5.1.4.2: Methods used to identify new

Type of activities

bu~inc~se~

Yo.

huslnes.~

No

opportunities

Ml!iSing

Talking to customers

453

89

0

Seeing what the competitors

147

390

5
3

Are doing and following them
Doing market research

120

419

Usc got feeling f take chance

320

321

From employees

200

337

5

From other industry sources

250

290

2

With new ideas

As can be seen from table 5.1.4.2, customers were regarded as the best source of
information for generating ideas (84%}. Perhaps surprisingly, the next most preferred
approach was gut feeling or take a chance (60%). Industry sources and employees were
also useful sources for some but fonnal market research was the least used method.
These results again demonstrate the informal approach most SMEs use in their
marketing decision making.

Fifty one percent of the businesses were in markets where prices did not vary greatly.
Such a result was anticipated because many small

husinesse~.

especially those selling

standard products, tend to keep prices stable. There may be seasonal fluctuations and
long-tenn price movements but short run variations are kept to a minimum.

Busines~es

were also asked about the volatility of their customers' preferences. Overa!l, 62%
reported marginal or very little change in customer preference, suggesting a large
proportion of the businesses operated in relatively stable environments.
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A large proportion of the businesses (45%) used 'cost plus' methods to lh tiH:ir
Twenty five percent filled

price~

price.~.

based on what the market can hear. while 14'if, filled

their prices based no the competition. Fourteen percent used more than one method.
SMEs' preference for such a cost based pricing approach
(Carson & Cromie, !990: Mazz\lrol &

Ranr.t.~c~h\ln,

ha.~

been reported cl;cwhcrc

1'.196).

For most businesses (58%), competition was localised. The proportion of busines;e;
facing competition from other stDtCS and internationally was much sm<~llcr, which W~.'.
understandable as only a small percentage of the businesses surveyed operated in the
interstate and intemational markets. The localised nature of competition

L~

characteristic of small business that has been reponed widely. However,

irre~pective

an essential
of

the source, two thirds of the sample thought that the intensity of competition was high.

Table 5.1.4.3: Relative perfonnance

Perfonnance

Compared to

Percent

previous year

79

14.6

Very good

133

Good

Poor
Missing dl'lta

Percent

other businesses

Excellent

"''

Compared to

86

15.9

24.5

132

24.4

242

44.6

279

51.5

60

11.1

36

6.6

28

5.2

9

1.7

0

0

0

0

Total

542

100.0

542

100.0

Mean

2.7

2.5

Median

3.0

3.0

Respondents were also asked about the growth or their business in the previous two
years and asked to rate their performance in sales growth, cash flow, net profit, retum
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on investment (ROI), market share und product/service quality on a 5 point Likert type
scale, !tlllging from pour to excellent.
reponed growth in the previous two

Over two thirds of the

ycur.~.

businc.>~es

.>urvcyed

Median ratings (shown in tuble 5.1.4.3)

suggest that, in most cases (110%), perceived performance was good, with only 17%
reponing bad or poor performance compared to the

previou~

year or compared to oilier

similar businesses in the licld. Both measures suggest that, on average, the relative
performance of businesses

~urveycd

had been 'good' to 'very good'.

Table 5.1.4.4: Business performance in specific areas (shown a.'> percentage)
Performance

Sales

c~•

Not

growth

now

profit

RO!

Market

Product

share

quality

Very poor I

7.7

8.1

6.6

11.6

4.4

0.6

2

12.9

18.6

20.1

16.6

10.1

1.7

3

36.5

41.7

36.7

43.5

48.7

23.2

4

26.6

20.1

26.8

16.8

27.5

41.3

Very good 5

16.3

11.5

9.8

11.4

9.2

33.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

542

542

542

542

542

542

Mean

3.3

3.1

3.1

3.0

3.3

4.1

3

3

3

3

3

4

Missing

Median

Majority of businesses reported better than average perfonnance in sales growth, net
profit, cash flow, ROI, market share and product quality, as can be seen in table 5.1.4.4.
Respondents also rated the importance of a number of factors to the success of their
business and the results are shown in table 5.1.4.5. Their product was considered to be
most important, followed by market understanding and price.

A relatively smaller

number of respondents thought that advertising and promotion were important.
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Table 5.1.4.5: Perteived succe.'i.~ ructon; (pcrtentuges ~hown in parenlhe.~es)
11aclon;

Not at all

Extremely

Ml.'i'llng

important

Important

datu

2
Market Understanding

Understanding competitors

Price

Advertising I promotion

Produ<:t

Marketing as a whole

3

4

5

16

45

66

159

240

16

(3.0)

(8.3)

(12.2)

(29.3)

(44.2)

(3.{))

26

72

157

153

113

21

(4.8)

(13.3)

{29.0}

(28.2}

{20.8)

(3.9)

10

39

149

166

164

14

( 1.8)

{7.2)

(27.5)

(30.6)

(30.3)

(2.6}

48

112

175

112

73

22

(8.9)

(20.7)

(32.3)

(20.7)

(13.5)

(4.!1

8

9

42

152

315

16

(1.5)

(1.7)

(7.7)

(28.0)

(58.1)

(3.0)

30

64

145

154

128

21

(.5.5)

( 11.8)

(26.8)

{28.4)

(23.6)

(3.9)

Businesses were also asked to specify the difficulties (constraints) they had faced during
the previous year. Understandably, many businesses faced more than one problem. As
can be seen from Table 5.1.4.6, competition, cash flow and shrinking markets were
rated as major difficulties. In contrast, a lack of marketing skills and understanding of
the market rated low on the list. Labour difficulty was also seen as a relatively minor
issue. Such a lack of concern for marketing related issues in SMEs has been reported by
other researchers (Carson & Cromie, 1990; Carson, 1985: Hurmerinta-Pe!tomaki &
Nummela, 1998).
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Table 5.1.4.6:

Problem.~

faced by

bu~inesse.~

Type of problem

No

Yo•
238

302

Shrinking market

173

367

Strong competition

248

292

Labour difficulties

90

450

Lack of marketing skills

53

488

Needed to know more about the market

5I

490

Other

90

452

Cash flow

The constraints on new or starting businesses are different from the constraints that
impact on established SMEs.

While the sample

wa~

biased towards established

businesses, the results suggest that, even with long established businesses, a lack of
marketing skills was not seen as an important problem. Of the businesses surveyed,
however, 65% thought marketing was important for the reasons shown in Table 5.1.4.7.

Table 5.1.4.7: Why marketing is important

Reasons

Frequency

Percent*

Keep ahead of competition

143

40.3

Understand customers

189

53.2

To expand business

245

69.0

Changing market place

109

30.7

10

3.0

Other (specify)
Total respondents who considered marketing as

355

important
*Percentage of those who considered marketing important.
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Sixty nine percent of tho~e who consitlcretllllllrketing importuntthought it

W(L~

ncedetl

to cxpantl their bu~inesses, followctl by u need to untlcrstantl customers and to keep
ahead of competition. Abolll 30% thought they ncetled marketing to be uble to atluptto
a changing market place. Some: respondents hatl more than one rctL~on to udopt
marketing.

Given thnt lllllny of the smnll business owners were not trained in marketing and a third
did not consider marketing to be important, it was necessary to understand what the
Slllllli businesses understood by 'being market oriented.' Respondents were asked what
they thought a market orientation was and were given several choices. Table 5.1.4.8
summarises their responses.

Table 5.1.4.8: Market Orientation· perception ofSMEs

Reasons
Make money from the market

Frequency

Percent

64

11.8

Financially successful in the business

131

24.2

Meet customer needs

440

81.2

Maximise profits

127

23.4

20

3.7

Other (specify)

Meeting customer needs emerged as the major theme (80%) of market orientation.
About 50% of the businesses thought that a market orientation meant only 'meeting
customer needs,' whereas 30% combined 'meeting customer needs' with other objectives
to arrive at their concept of being market oriented. It seem.~ that SME.~ do have a basic
understanding about what a market orientation is and feel that having a customer focus
is at the centre oft he approach. As Carson ( 1985) and Cromie ( 1983)) have also noted,
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a lack of market orientation in practice cannot be allributcd to SME operators lacking
knowledge.

Respondents were usked the extent to which they used a number of methods to promote
their products. The summary results, shown in table 5.1.4.9, suggest that only a few
SMEs usc television, radio or trade magazines

a~

a promotional medium. 'Word of

mouth' was the most common method, supporting previous findings by Mazzara! ( 1996)
and Krukoff ( 1993).

Table 5.1.4.9: Use of different methods of promotion
Methods of

Never

promotion

1(%)

TV/Radio

Word of mouth

Trade magazines

Shop front uds

Other (specify)

Always

Missing data

5(%)

(%)

2(%)

3(%)

4(%)

357

36

24

14

8

103

65.9

6.6

4.4

2.6

1.5

19.0

7

6

37

105

366

21

1.3

1.1

6.8

19.4

67.5

3.9

192

69

90

62

40

89

35.4

12.7

16.6

11.4

7.4

16.5

265

33

35

40

56

113

48.9

6.1

6.5

7.4

10.3

20.8

58

5

26

37

159

257

0.9

4.8

6.8

29.3

47.5

\0.7

Shop front advertisements and window displays have been found to be popular methods
of promotion, especially for retail businesses (Weinrauch et al., 1990). Surprisingly,
they did not rate highly, perhaps because the sample was heterogeneous. Many of the
businesses ran from home or did not operate from a business premises (eg trades
people). In such cases, shop front advertisements arc irrelevant.
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Advertising in the Yellow Puges was the most preferred "other" prommional metJJOd.
Almost all those who opted for the 'other' cute gory (about 30% of the sample) preferred
advertising in the Yellow Pages, although this is likely to be a

bia~ed

result as the

sumple was drawn from organisations advertising in the Yellow Pages.
Businesses were asked to rate the importance of their business location.

From table

5.1.4.10, it can be seen that the importance was distributed across the five point scale
used. What then are the business factors that make the 'location' important and under
whm conditions does location become irrelevant?

Table 5.1.4.10: Importance of location

Location extremely important

Location has no effect

Frequency

Percent

96

17.7

2

88

16.2

3

122

22.5

4

104

19.2

5

129

23.8

Missing data
Total

3

0.6

542

100.0

A further cross tabulation showed that location was important for specific business
groups bot not for others. For example, 65% of 'Deli' and other food shops considered
location to be extremely important, while 43% of trade based businesses, such as
plumbing and brick laying, thought that location was not at all important.

In other

categories, the effect of location was Jess clear.

In order to assess the role of various business related factors in providing competitive
advantage, businesses were asked why customers bought their product or services. As
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can be seen from table 5.1.4.11, only 5.5% of the businesses surveyed thought that
customers bought because their product or service

wo~

new, which is not

~urprisiog

as

the majority of the SMEs deolt with routine products. Having a lower price was also
not a major factor as only 16% suggested that having !ower price provided a
competitive advantage.

'Being better thon competitors' provided an advantage for

33.5% of the sample, having 'bellcr service' for SO% and having a product that met
'customer needs better' for 40%.

Table 5.1.4.11: SMEs mode ()f competitive advantage

Reasons

v~

No

New product I service

30

512

Meet their needs better

210

332

Better than competitors

183

354

Better service

271

270

Lower price

87

451

Other

32

510

Most businesses offered routine products or services, with 95% of those surveyed
indicating that similar products or services were available in the market. These results
are in line with that of Department of Industry ( 1995) survey, which found that only 9%
of Australia's enterprises undertook innovation in 1994-95. About 6% of the smallest
enterprises (about 5% in the present sample) imroduced an innovative product or
service, compared to one third of the largest enterprises. In this aspect, the present
sample's activities are in line with the SME population.
About 80% of respondents spent less than 25% of their time on new pKducts, with only
7% spending more than SO% of their time in this area. The.~e results suggest that new or
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innovative products or services arc not a significant source of competitive advantage for
most SMEs in Australia.

5.2 Summary statistic.~ or the market 11rientuUon and situational

item~

As discussed in Chapter 4, a number of statements covering different

a~pects

of the

market orientation construct were asked in the survey. In addition, some situational
variables were included, making a total of 104 statements, all of which were

mea~ured

on Likert-type "agree-disagree" scales, ranging from totally agree (I) to totally disagree
(5).

As a first step, summary

statistic~

were calculated for each of the

item.~

to identify

missing data and to check distributional properties. The mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis values for the 104 items are shown in Appendix D. Skewness

;~.nd

kurtosis values identified questions with non-normal distributions. It has been suggested
that skewness and kurtosis values within the -I to +I range can be considered normal
(Browne, 1984; Muthen & Kaplan, I 985). Alternatively, the ratio of each statistic to its
standard error can be used as a test of normality, with values in a range of -2 to +2

(1.95) being considered "normal" (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995, p66; SPSS,
1997, p. 28). In the present llllalysis, absolme skewness and kurtosis values were used to
identify possible non-normality.

Overall observations

As mentioned earlier, there were relatively few missing observations and these were
rlllldomly distributed. No specific pattern could be seen in the missing data. The
maximum percentage of missing variables for lillY question was less than 6%.

The mean values for some of the variables were greater than 4 or less than 2 on the 5
point scale used (ranging from strongly agree (I) to strongly disagree (5)), suggesting
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some skewed responses. However, some of the swtemcnts that were included arc likely
to evoke such a response. For example, most respondcllls agreed with the statement 'our

succe.'IS is linked to the service we provide,' rc>ulting in a mean of I .39, a ;tandard
deviation of 0.68, n skewness score of 2.06 ami kurtosis score of 4.97. The skewed
response occurred because most respondents considered 'service was essentiul to their
success.'

Similarly, some business r >tctices (eg. formal market research) arc seldom

used in SMEs and tend to attract extreme responses.
The large number of attitudinal and perceptual questions asked (104) to measure the
various constructs meant that a meaningful interpretation from summary statistics or
bivariate correlations was impossible. However, as the constructs included in the model
had been developed in prior research by Kohli and Jaworski (1990), Narver and Slater
(1990) and Carson (1985,1990), it was possible to examine them separately. Some
additional questions were added to some of the constructs as a result of the prior
qualitative research and, where such questions were included, comment is made. Very
little is achieved by an examination of all the items together. Consequently, the items
were grouped based on the prior constructs and each of these constructs was examined
in tum, as outlined in the subsequent sections.
As discussed in chapter 2, Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) operationalised market orientation
through three constructs (intelligence
organisational response).

gen~iation,

intelligence dissemination and

Narver and Slater (1990) also suggested three constructs

(customer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional coordination). Each of
these constructs was measured through the use of a multiple-item scale. In addition to
the market

ori~ntation

construct itself, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) examined the

antecedents and consequences of market orientation and the impact of situational
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factors, such as nmrkct turbulence and competitive intensity. While both Kohli and
Jawor~ki

(1990) and Narver and Slater (19()0) measured

used a limited oumbcr of indicators.

bu~ine$s

performance they

In the current study overall performunce was

measured as a comparison with the pr;. ;ious year's performance and in relation to the
perceived performance of similar businesses using several specific performance
measures, such us sales growth and net profit.
Since the earlier studies targeted large businesses, several of the scale items had been
tailored for such businesses and were not applicable to SMEs. For example, Kohli and
Jaworski ( 1990) usked whether "intelligence on competitors is generated independently
by several departments." Very few SMEs have departments and fewer still generate
formnl, independent intelligence. Consequently, such scale items were not asked in the
present study. In some cases, the wordings of the scale items were changed to suit the
SME environment without changing the overall meaning of the statement.

As the next step in the analysis, the applicability of the constructs for SME research was
examined. Descriptive statistics were computed for each item and each scale's
reliability was measured through coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Item to total scale
correlations were also calculated to determine the strength of relationship between the
various items and the overall scale (Churchill, !979). The results of this analysis are
presented in separate tables for each construct in the following sections.

In Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) study, intelligence generation was measured through a
10-item scale. However, only the four items shown in Table 5.2.1 were applicable to the
present SME based research.
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Table 5.2.1: Refiablllty
I! em

analy.~is

-lnlelllgcnce generntiun

Variable

Mean

Sid

llem·lotal

deviation

correlations

c

We monitor customer needs/preferences

y

We do a lot of in-house market rc5eurch

3.69

J.23

0.5116

CH

We poll customers at least once a year

3.95

1.33

0.4145

3.85

1.06

0.2065

2.05

1.07

0.3869

about our quality
CX(R)

We arc slow to detect changes in our
customer's product preferences

(R) indicates that the item was reverse coded

Coefficient alpha for the four-item scale was 0.56, which is lower than the 0.70
recommended by Nunnally (1978) or the 0.60 suggested by Sckaran (1984) for
exploratory research, such as that undertaken in the present study. In the current study,
intelligence generation was also measured

throug~

some of the items contained in

Narver and Slater's (1990) instrument (as a part of their customer and competitor
orientation constructs). In addition, as discussed in chapter 3, small businesses seem to
generate their market intelligence through informal, rather than through formal, means.
Based on Narver and Slater's (1990) and Carson's (1985) research and the early field
studies undertaken as part of the present study, four additional intelligence generation
items were included in the survey, as shown in Table 5.2.la.
The inclusion of these four items improved the alpha value to 0.67. However, one item
C'most of the time customers tell us what they want') had a very low item to scale
correlation and was removed, improving the alpha value to 0.71, so that the modified
seven-item intelligence generation construct was sufficiently reliable to be used in
subsequent analysis, An examination of the means of the various items that measured
this dimension suggested that, while SMEs gather intelligence, it is not through formal
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market research processes or external consultunts. Rather, SMEs tend to usc

salc~pcoplc

and informal information gmltcring.
Tuble 5.2.1a: Rcliabillty analysis -Intelligence generation (udd/tionaJ
Item

F

Variable

Most of the time customers tell us what

Jlcm.~)

Std

Item-total

deviutlon

correlation

2.33

J.J5

0.0053

3.18

1.24

0.4734

2.62

1.46

0.3969

2.89

1.30

0.4884

Mean

they want

BB

We regularly discuss competitors
strengths and strategies

BU

Our sales people play a key role in
evaluating customer's needs

cv

Our sales people regularly share
information about competitor's strategies

Intelligence dissemination
Table 5.2.2: Reliability analysis- Intelligence dissemination
Statement

Item

AI

We spend time discussing customers'

Mwn

Std

Item-total

deviation

correlation

2.45

1.26

0.5073

3.44

1.37

0.4762

3.08

1.52

0.4289

2.01

1.03

0.2925

future needs.
AJ

Data on our customer's satisfaction is
available on a regular basis.

CP

We have meetings at least once a quarter
t<J discuss market trends and developments.

cu

When something important happens to a
major customer or market, we know
about it quickly.
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In Kohli and Jaworski's {1990) study, the dissemination of intelligence within the
orgnnisntion was considered to be important

n.~

it enabled it to respoml to the market

place based on a common understanding. Within the

pre~ent

SME study, the four

item~

shown in Table 5.2.2 were used to measure this construct. The resulting scale had a
coefficient alpha of0.63. Removal of CU improved alpha to 0.64.

While the number of items used affects the value of alpha, the relatively low reliability
may have arisen because intelligence dissemination is not relevant to many SMEs
because of their size and type of operation. As discussed in section 5.1 (summary
statistics of business related variables), the 'Tllljority of the SMEs in the sample (as well
as in Australia) were micro businesses, with less than five employees. Even when they
were not micro businesses, respondents seldom had separate divisions.
Yet another SME characteristic is their decision-making processes. The owners
themselves managed most of the businesses in the sample and there was little scope for
formal intelligence dissemination. By

contra~t.

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver

and Slater (1990) surveyed large businesses or business units from large corporations,
where the dissemination of information is likely to be a major factor.

An examination of the items' means suggested that most SMEs spend time discussing
the future needs of their customers (2.45). In comparison, more respondents disagreed
with the statement that 'data on our customer's satisfaction is available on a regular
basis' (3.44), suggesting formal data collection and dissemination is not common.
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Rt'Sponse to Intelligence
Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) third construct wa.~ the organisation's 'response' to the
intelligence gathered and disseminated. This construct had two soh-constructs (response
design and implementation). The data did not suggest that either construct could be used
in the present study, as the coeflicient

alpha.~

were 0.13 and 0.46 respectively. It

seem~

that SMEs do not respond as Kohh and Jaworski ( 1990) suggested. Rather than having
a formal response process, they respond in a reactive rather than in a planned manner.
Kohli nod Jaworski ( 1990} termed this construct 'orgaoisationwide response' but it

wa~

tenncd 'business response' in the present study, reflecting the SME population being
studied. Given the small size of the businesses in the sample and the absence of fomml
departmental boundaries, this was felt to be more appropriate. Combining the two subconstructs only improved alpha to 0.50, suggesting that Kohli and Jaworski's (1990)
'organisational response' construct should not be used in the present study.

Table 5.2.3: Reliability analysis- Rt'Sponse dt'Sign
Statement

i"m

M~•

Std dev

AK

It takes for ever to decide how to respond to competitors

4.03

1.!4

CK

Our plans are driven more by technological advances rather

3.58

1.28

2.22

1.08

than by market research

CN

We periodically review our products to ensure that they are in
line with what customers want
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Table 5.2.4: ReUabllity analysis- Response implementation
Item

Statement

Mean

Std dev

AW

Our marketing activities are well coordinated

3.10

1.10

cr

When we lind that our customer~ are unhappy with our

1.36

.69

3.45

\.21

2.18

1.22

service, We take corrective action

CY

Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we probably
would not be able to implement it in a timely fashion

cz

lf a competitor were to launch r11 intensive campaign targeted
at our customers, we would respond immediately.

Table 5.2.5: ReUability analysis- Fonnalisation
Statement

Item

Mean

J

We have strict guidelines on how to do things

247

AX

We justify oew projects with extensive,

.
Std

Item· total

.,

correlation

1.28

0.2134

3.25

1.28

0.2352

In our business we are very formal

detailed plans

BK
BL
BP

4.07

1.09

0.0616

Most people here make their own rules

3.74

1.28

0.1595

Our staff are given freedom to make decisions

2.20

1.05

0.0817

CJ

People doing the work decide how things will

2.79

1.30

0.0724

CL

Employees feel as though they are constantly

4.19

1.01

0.0047

be done in our business

being watched to see that they obey the rules

The alpha reliability of the formalisation construct was low (0.29). Not surprisingly, the
'item to total' correlations were also low. The absence of departments, the small number
of employees and the centralised decision-making (undertaken mostly by the owners of
businesses) make formal processes unnecessary in most SMEs. By contrast, fonnal
processes and inter-functional coordination are common in large organisations.

It
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seems that Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) formalisation

eon.~tmct

should not tx: used in

the present study.

Reward system orientation
Kohli and Jaworski (Kohli & Jaworski, J 990, p.l2) argued that the presence of a market
based evaluation and reward 5ystem was an antecedent to market oriented behaviour. In
the present SME sample, the items they developed to measure this a~pect of their model
did not create a reliable construct (the alpha coefficient was 0.48). An examination of
the means suggested that, to a degree, SMEs reward staff for their new ideas. However,
most did oot use customer satisfaction assessments to reward staff. SMEs, because of
their size, rarely adopt formal mecbanisms to measure customer satisfaction, which may
explain why Kohli and Jaworski's ( 1990) reward system construct was not reliable.
Table 5.2.6: Reliability analysis- Reward system orientation
Item

Statement

Mean

Std dev

Item-total
eorr.

BJ

We reward staff for new ideas

2.68

!.20

0.4249

BM

Customer

3.96

1.20

0.3273

4.40

99

0.3755

satisfaction

assessments

influence what we pay our staff

BN

We use customer polls to evaluate our

staff
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Top Management Anlecedenl~
Tuble 5.2.7: Reliability analy~l~- Rbk aversion
Item

Stutement

Mean

Std dev

M

We like playing safe even if il means a little Jess profit

2.40

1.08

BD

We encourage innovation, even though some fail

2.28

1.06

BF

We altempt snmll rather than major changes

2.24

1.02

BQ

We believe that risks are worth taking if there is a

2.36

1.11

possible reward

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) also viewed risk aversion and top management's emphasis
as vital antecedents to market oriented behaviour, arguing that the greater nmnagers'
risk aversion, the lower would be the market orientation of the organisation. Neither risk
aversion, nor top management's emphasis, were reliable constructs in the present study,
however, with alpha values ofO.l7 and 0.35 respectively. Again it seems that some of
Kohli and Jaworski's constructs arc relevant to large organisations but should not be
used when studying SMEs.
Table 5.2.8: Reliability analysis- Top management emphasis
Item

AY

Statement
We tell employees to be sensitive to our competitor's

Mean

Std dev

2.92

1.30

activities

BA
CE

Serving customers is the most important thing we do

!.56

.89

We often tell employees our survival depends on adapting

2.84

1.17

to the market

In the absence of a formal 'top management structure,' these items focussed more on
the emphasis of the business. As can be seen from the items' means, the focus was more
on customer service and less on competitor's activities or on adapting to the market.
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Organisational commitment
Table 5.2.9: Reliability unalysis- orgunlsutlonul commitment
Item

Variable

Mean

Std dev

Item-total
corr.

AF

Our staff are committed to their work

1.81

.93

0.5319

4.30

1.04

0.4261

2.67

1.33

0.3963

1.91

.97

0.5833

2.30

1.14

0.4969

BG

The bond~ between this organisation and its

(R)

employees is weak

BO

Employees feel that their future is linked to

CA

In general, employees are proud to work for

this organisation

CM

"'

Our employees would he happy to make
personal sacrifices if it was important

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) suggested that organisational commitment and esprit de
corps are consequences of market-oriented behaviour. In the present study, five of their
items (shown in Table 5.2.9) were used to measure organisational commitment, while
esprit de corps was measured through four items (shown in Table 5.2.10).

The organisational commitment construct had an alpha coefficient of 0.72, while the
esprit de corps construct had an alpha of 0.68, suggesting the organisational
commitment and esprit de corps constructs can be used in subsequent analysis.

An

examination of the items' means suggests that respondents (who were managers) felt
staff were committed to the finn and that there was a strong esprit de corps in their
organisation.
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Table 5.2.10: Reliability analysis- E.~prit de Corps
Item

Mcun

Statement

Std dev

Item-total
corr.

u

There

is a

good

teum

spirit

in

this

1.80

.92

0.5546

organisation.

v

Our staff informally deal with each other

I .75

.99

0.4274

BS

Working for this business is like being part of

1.94

1.05

0.4475

2.23

1.07

0.4323

a big family
CQ

Our staff are genuinely concerned about the
needs and problems of other workers

Competitive Intensity and market turbulence

Table 5.2.11: Rellablllty analysis- Competitive intensity
Item

Statement

Moa•

Std

Item-total

d"

corr.

L

In our business, competition Is cut throat

2.28

1.25

0.3910

BT(R)

We are market leaders in our line of business

2.72

1.31

0.2739

BZ

There are many promotion wars in the market

3.54

1.47

0.2925

CB(R)

Our competitors are relatively weak.

3.83

1.08

0.2995

cc

Anything that a competitor can offer, others

2.74

1.22

0.1756

place

can match readily

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) argued that competitive intensity and market turbulence
were market-related factors that moderated the relationship between market orientation
and business performance. In a highly competitive or turbulent market, being market
oriented would have a positive influence on performance. In contrast, in a
technologically turbulent situation, the link between market orientation and business
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performuncc would be weukcr as technological advances, mther than being market
oriented, provide the competiti·;c advantage.

With un alpha coefficient of 0.51, competitive intensity was not a reliable construct in
the present SME sample. An cxaminution of the itemf means Mowed !hut, while there
was intense competition, there were few promotion wars. A similar result was reponed
in section 5.!. However, the itelll5 suggested by Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) do not make
a reliable scale, perhaps because SME operators do not think of such factors in the same
way as managers in large organisations. The construct should not be used in subsequent
analysis.

.

Item-total

Table 5.2.12~ Reliability analysis- Market turbulence
Item

Statement

M~n

Std

.,

corr.

s

Most of our business is repeat business

2.32

1.20

0.5363

BY(R)

Most of the customers that come in

3.74

1.17

0.4696

4.42

0.98

0.4656

1.79

1.05

0.4749

2.23

1.09

0.4541

everyday are new customers
CD{R)

Customers don't often come for repeat
business

p

our business is dependent on long-term
relationship with the client.

BW

We cater to the same customers that we had
in the past.

Market turbulence was a reliable construct in the present SME sample (alpha coefficient

= 0.72). An examination of the itclll'l' means suggested that respondents were
dependent on repeat business, which explains the importance of their long-term
relationship with clients. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) measured market turbulence
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through changes to an organisation's customer base and changing tastes hut market
lllrbulcncc cottld also be measured in

term~

of price volatility. As discussed in section

5.1, customers' preferences were stable and price volatility was low to moderate,
suggesting most respondents faced low to moderate market turbulence. It is likely that
some businc~s $cgments are more turbulent than others arc but, given the wide mngc of
busi~1esses

surveyed, it seems that SMEs do not sec market turbulence a~ high.

Narver and Slater's market orientation constructs
As discussed in chapter 2, Narver and Slater (1990) viewed the market orientation
construct as having customer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional
coordination dimensions. From a theoretical, as well as a practical, perspective interfunctional coordination was not considered to be important for SMEs and was not
included in the present study. The competitor orientation and customer orientation
dimensions were included, however.

Table 5.2.13: Reliability analysis- Competitor orientation
Statement

Item
AB

We constantly watch what our competition is doing

AD

We

formulate

our strategies

based

on

what

our

Mean

Stddev

2.65

1.26

3.75

1.14

competitors are doing

AV
BB

We respnnd rapidly to competitive actions that threaten us

2.65

1.21

We regularly discuss competitors strengths and strategies

3.18

1.24

CJ

People in this business are recognised for being sensitive

3.12

1.21

2.89

1.30

to competitive moves

cv

Our sales people regularly share information about
competitor's strategies
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Table 5.2.14: Reliability anal)'lil~- Customer orientation
Item

Statement

Mean

Std dev

X

We measure customer satisfaction systematically.

3.!3

1.24

AE

We provide customer relations !ruining to our staff

3.33

1.35

" '"'

2.64

1.25

AM

Our principal mission is to satisfy the needs of our target

!.76

.99

AP

We are driven primarily by customer satisfaction

1.78

.86

AT
BU

We give close attention to after sales service

2.20

1.14

Our sales people play a key role in evaluating customer's

2.62

1.46

2.28

1.15

!.81

.86

AG

We monitor
customers.

'"'

level of

'"'

commitment

markets

needs

CR

We fix the price based on the value of our product or
service to our customers

cs

Our strategy for competitive advantage is based on
understanding our customer's needs

Both the customer and competitor orientation constructs had coefficient alphas greater
than 0.70 (0.74 and 0.71 respectively). An examination of the items' means suggested a
range of activities were used to tllfget customers and competitors.

The~e

included

(infonnal) intelligence generation and dissemination, customer relations training and an
emphasis on customer satisfaction. The means for the customer satisfaction related
items suggested the importance attached to customer satisfaction. In contrast,
competitor related activities were around the mid-point of the scale, suggesting they
were viewed as less important.
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The mean and standard deviation

value~

of the summed scales and the reliability (alpha)

coefficients for each of Kohli and Jawor.;ki's (1990) and Narvcr and Slater's (1990)
constrncts arc shown in Table 5.2.15. Among Kohli and Jaworski's

con~tructs,

only

intelligence generation exceeded 0.70. Perhaps because of the small size of the
businesses in the sample. the intelligence dissemination and organisational response
constmcts were not reliable.

On the other hand, the organisational commitment and esprit de corps constructs were
reliable. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) argued that organisational commitment and esprit
de corps were the consequences of a market orientation.

Given the importance

respondents attached to customer satisfaction and their reliance on long-term
relationships and repeat business for business performance, employee dimension could

be important to SMEs. In addition, a large percentage of the organisations surveyed
were service businesses, in which service delivery depends on employees.

The alpha coefficients for market turbulence, intelligence dissemination and competitive
intensity did not meet Nunnally's ( 1978) 0.70 standard but were in the 0.60s, suggesting
they were sufficiently reliable for the present exploratory study and can be used in
subsequent analysis. In contrast, the two constructs ofNarvcr and Slater that were tested
were found to be reliable.
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Table 5.2.15: Construct reliability- A summary
Author(s)

Market Orientation

summed

Construct
Kohli and

Mean of

Alpha

scale.~

Std. dev of
summed

scale.~

Intelligence generation

0.71

3.06

0.86

Intelligence dlsscmirwtion

0.64

2.74

0.89

Organisational commitment

0.72

2.10

0.73

Esprit de Corps

0.68

1.93

0.91

Market turbulence

0.62

2.52

0.57

0.74

3.04

0.8

0.71

2.39

0.62

Jaworski

Narver and Competitor orientation
Slater
Customer orientation

Note that the mean of the summed scores for customer orientation are lower than that
for competitor orientation indicating that respondents agree more with customer
oriented responses than competitor oriented responses. In comparison, the mean score
for intelligence generation is marginally higher again indicating a higher level of
disagreement. Organisational commitment and esprit de corps scales had low mean
scores meaning that resp:>nderxs strongly agreed that employees were committed and
showed good team spirit. Both these constructs had alphas close to or exceeding 0.7.
Intelligence dissemination scale did have a lower mean score but alpha for this scale
was also lower (0.64).

Perfonnance measures
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) measured 'perceived overall performance' as
while Narver and Slater (1990) used an

organL~ation's

as-:;;!~

item,

ROA (return on assets) as its
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principal performance

mca~ure.

The present research used a wider variety of perceived

pcrforlltllnce measures, namely:

I. Overall growth during the previous two years:
2. Overall performance compared to the previous year:
3. Overall performance compared to other like businesses;
Performance was compared to the previous year in
•

market share,

•

sales growth,

•

return on investment,

•

net profit, and

•

cash now.

tenn~

of:

Performance was based on respondents' opinions and estimates were not obtained
through an examination of financial figures. As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, subjective
assessments have lx:en shown to correlate strongly with measures of objective business
performance, suggesting that such an approach is an appropriate way to measure
performance in studies such as the present one (Dess & Robinson , 1984).

An

exploratory factor analysis was undertaken to determine if the eight relevant
performance items created a unidimensional or multidimensional scale.

The analysis

found a single factor with an eigen value greater than one, which explained 56% of the
variance in the performance items, suggesting a single performance measure is
appropriate in the present study. This was confirmed when the alpha coefficient was
calculated (0.88), suggesting a strong convergence in the performance measures
included in the study.

The means, standard deviations and item to total scale

correlations for the relevant items are shown in Table 5.2.16.
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Table 5.2.16: The perfonnanee mea.~ure.~
Item

Mean

Statement

Sid

Item-total

d<'

corr.

BV

Last year our business grew well

2.60

1.34

0.6259

Fl

Performance compared to previous year

2.68

1.02

0.7436

2.54

0.89

0.5967

was good

FJ

Pcrfornmnce

compared

FS'

Sales growth good

3.31

1.12

0.7383

Fr'

Cash flow good

3.08

1.08

0.6369

FU'

Net profit good

3.13

1.05

0.7322

FV'

Return on investment good

3.00

1.12

0.6852

FW'

Market share good

3.27

0.92

0.5713

businesses was good

"

similar

* Items scaled in opposite direction, such that high is better

Revised market orientation constructs
As mentioned in chapter 4, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (!990)
used similar items in such constructs as intelligence generation and dissemination
(Kohli and Jaworski) and customer and competitor orientation (Narver and Slater).

While the reliability of these constructs was examined separately in the earlier sections
of this chapter, given the closeness and overlap of these items, it was felt that it would

be useful to review them together. The items from the four constructs were pooled and
reclassified as ''targeting competitors and customers" constructs and the results of the
pooling are shown in Table 5.2.17.
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Table 5.2.17: Reliability analysis· Competitor related activities
Mean

Item

Std dev

Item to total
correlation

AB

our

2.65

1.26

0.5065

We formulate our strategies bnsed on what

3.75

1.14

0.3599

4.03

1.!4

0.0284*

2.65

1.21

0.5074

2.92

1.30

0.4759

competitors

3.18

1.24

0.6202

If a competitor was to launch an intensive

2.18

1.22

0.3955

3.12

1.21

0.3832

2.89

1.30

0.5430

2.92

0.76

0.7805

We

constantly

watch

whnt

competition is doing

AD

our competitors are doing

AK

It takes us forever to decide how to
respond to competitors

AV

We respond rapidly to competitive actions
thnt threaten us

AY

We tell employees to be sensitive to our
competitors activities

BB

We

regularly

discuss

strengths and strategies

cz

campaign targeted at our customers, we
would respond immediately

CI

People in this business are recognised as
being sensitive to competitive moves

cv

Our

sales

people

regularly

share

information about competitor's strategies

Summed scale

These nine variables targeted competitor related activities. Mean values, in the range 2
to 4, indicated that the overall agreement or disagreement was moderate. There was also
a wide variation in results demonstrating that, while some businesses may worry very
little about competitors and their actions, there were those who were quite sensitive to
competition. The reliability of this combined scale was better than that of the separate
scales.

Alpha for competitor relnted activities was 0.78.

Item AK was eliminated
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becausl! of a low item to total correlation, improving alpha from 0.74 to 0.78. Mean for
the scale (summed scores) was 2.92 with a standanl deviation of 0.76.

Table 5.2.18: Reliability analysis. Customer related activities
Item

Statement

M<an

1.15

Item-total
corr.
.5108
.0117

2.36

1.15

.2806

3.!3

1.24

.5214

3.69
3.33

2.64

1.23
!.35
1.25

.5852
.5302
.5649

2.45

1.26

.5766

3.44

1.37

.5710

4.40

0.99

2.62

1.46

.3!71
.3995

2.84

!.17

.3825

3.95

1.33

.5290

2.22

1.08

.5056

3.08

1.52

.5256

1.81

0.86

.4682

!.36

0.69

.2683

2.0!

1.03

.3467

3.85

1.06

.2530

3.45

1.21

.2!64

2.88

0.56

.84

Std
dev

c
F

w
X
y
AE

AG
AI

AJ

BN
BU

CE
CH

CN
CP

cs

cr
cu

ex
CY

We monitor customer needs/preferences
2.05
Most of the time customers tell us what they 2.33

1.07

wont
Day to day contact with customers gives us the
information we need
We
measure
customer
satisfaction
systematically
We do a lot of in-house market research
We provide customer relations training
We monitor the level of our commitment to our
custt·mers
We spend time discussing customers' future
needs
Data on customer satisfaction is available on a
regular basis
We use customer polls to evaluate staff
Our sales people play a key role in evaluating
customer's needs
We often tell employees our survival depends
on adapting to the market
We poll our customers at least once a year
about the quality of our products and services.
We periodically review our products to ensure
that tbey are in line with what customers want
We have meetings at least once a quarter to
discuss market trends/developments
Our strategy for competitive advantage is based
on understanding customer needs
When we find that customers are unhappy with
our service, we take corrective action
When something important happens to a major
market, we know quickly
We are slow to detect changes in our
customer's product preferences.
Even if we came up with a great marketing
plan, we probably wouldn't be able to
implement it in a timely fashion.
Summed scale
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As in the case of competitor related activities, the ulplw coefficient for the 'customer
related activities' {Table 5.2.18) construct

wa~

high {0.84). One item {"most of the time

customers tell us what they want") correlated poorly (0.0!) with the total scale and

wa~

removed. Mean for the scale (using summed scores) was 2.88 with a standard deviation
of 0.56. Altogether, 19

item~

asked about customer orientution and covered several

aspects of customer orientation, such as
dissemination and organisational

respon~e.

intelligence generation, information

Several

item~

asked about the level of

customer related intelligence generation and modes of intelligence generation.
Looking at individual iterm;, a mean of 2.05 for 'we monitor customer needs and
preferences' suggests there was agreement with this statement. In comparison, variable
'we monitor the level of our co11liJljtment to our customers' had a mean of 2.64. "Day to
day contact with customers gives us the information we need" had a mean of 2.36,
suggesting the SMEs use day to day contact to gather market information rather than
formal methods of gathering and disseminating market information. Scores above 3
suggest more disagreement.

It seerm; that, while methods of intelligence gathering varied widely, SMEs used
informal rather than fonnal methoris, such as market research. Several of the small
businesses did not have any employees and it is natural that fonnal processes won't take
place in such businesses. In contrast, the statement 'when we fmd out that customers are
unhappy with our service, we take corrective action' evoked a very strong positive
response (1.36), indicating that, while SMEs were responsive to customer needs and
preferences, they preferred to use informal rather than formal methods. Likewise, a
score of 3.85 for the item 'we are slow to detect changes in our customer's product
preferences' suggests that

sMEs are quick

in understanding changing customer needs.
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The ability of SME~ to
~competitive

re~pond

to

m~rket ~timuli ha~

been shown to provide them with

advantage over large businesses (Birley & Norbum, 1985}.

Other ractors related to small busine.o;s marketing:
As discussed in chapter 3, small business marketing has some unique characteristics
and, because of resource and other constraints, SMEs often adopt their own brand of
marketing (Carson & Cromie, 1990; Carson, 1985; Cook, 1993; Davies ct al., 1982;
Mazzarol & Ramaseshan, 1996; Weinrauch ct al., !99la; Weinrauch et al., 1990). In
addition to the market orientation constructs of Kohli and Jaworski and Narver and
Slater, Carson (1985,90) has suggested that the success of SMEs tllliY depend on
generating repeat

busin~ss

and long tenn client relationships. The role of customer

satisfaction in generating repeat business has been discussed widely in the marketing
literature. Consequently, the validity of customer service as a separate dimension was
examined, along with the dependence of SMEs on repeat business. These constructs
have not been separately specified in previous market orientation studies.

With a reliability coefficient of 0.68, the customer satisfaction construct was reliable
(Table 5.2.19). The means for most of the items were close to I (totally agree) and
standard deviations were small, suggesting a high degree of agreement with the scale
items. This indicated that most respondents were acutely aware of the role that customer
satisfaction played in their business operations and there was liule variation in
perceptions within the sample. The mean for the scale (summed scores) was 1.56 with a
standard deviation of 0.54. These values, compared to 2.92 and 0.76 fr• competitor
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rclutcd uctivities und 2.88 and 0.56 for customer related activities, confirmed that
customer satisfaction was a key clement for SMEs.

The 'repeat business' construct was the same as Kohli and Jaworski's (!990)
'competitive intensity' construct tim! was di>cussed c-.~rlier '1n this chapter and that wa>
found to be reliable.

Table 5.2.19: Reliabllit,y analysis- Customer salisfactlon
Statement

Item

Mean

0

Our succe,s ;, linked <o tho service wo

BA

Serving customer is the most important thing

Std

Item-total

d"

corr.

1.39

0.68

0.4135

1.56

0.89

0.4602

provide.

we do.
AP

Wo

customer

1.78

0.86

0.5011

AL

The quality of our service is a key to the

1.33

0.65

0.5382

1.76

0.99

0.3148

MO

driven

primarily

by

satisfaction.

success of our business

AM

Our principal mission is to satisfy the needs of
our target markets.

Business related factors

The unique nature of marketing in SMEs mentioned earlier raises some important
questions. For example, 'is advertising important to SMEs and does it have significant
impact on business performance?' The present study also looked at n number of
business-related factors and their impact on

busine.~s

performance, as outlined in

subsequent sections.
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The Impact of advertising
Seven statements (shown in Table 5.2.20) were included in the questionnaire to
examine the level and impact of advertising in SMEs. The qualitative research found
that many SMEs rarely advertised and, even when used, advertising was undertaken on

a very small scale. The statements in the survey verified this as the relevant means were
in the mid range, with

rea~onably

large standard deviations. This suggests that the level

of advertising varied among the SMEs, with some using very little advertising, while
others undertook a reasonable amount of advertising.
Table 5.2.20: Advertising
Item

Statement

M~"

Sid dev

I

We don't have the money to do much advertising

2.81

1.21

K

Advertising brings in most of our business

3.75

1.08

N

A lot of our customers come to know about us from other

1.83

1.32

clients
AC

We do very little advertising

2.77

1.32

AN

A lot of our business happens without advertising or

1.88

1.00

2.39

1.28

2.84

1.48

promotion
CG

A lot of business comes from leads generated from

CW

Most of our advertising is localised in and around our

personal contacts

premises.
Coefficient alpha= 0.61
Advertising was not seen to generate a lot of business, rather word of mouth and
personal contacts were seen to play an important role in this regard. This was not
surprising as the majority of respondents operated locally. Further, while some
advertising was used by the SMEs, the impact of advertising in generating new business
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was low, inferring thnt
client.~

advertisement.~

and promotions were more to inform existing

of the SME's presence tlmn to generate new business.

As was shown earlier in this chapter, market turbulence was low to moderate for the
SMEs in the sample and customer loss was low. Respondents' dependence on repeat
business may explain the low level and minimal impact of advertising. These

result~

suggest that, while SMEs advertise on a small scale, they depend much more oo longtenn relationships and repeat business, perhaps explaining the importance anaehed to
customer satisfaction.

Impact of pricing
Table 5.2.21: Pricing
Variable

Statement

Mean

Std dev

A

Price is a key issue in our business

2.37

1.09

H

We price a product I service based on its cost

2.32

1.26

CR

We fix the price based on the value of our

2.28

1.16

product or service to our customers

Pricing did not emerge as a reliable construct in the current study. Cronbach's alpha for
this construct {Table. 5.2.21) was low (0.26), which could be partly due to the small
number of scale items used to measure this construct. There was a moderate degree of
agreement that price was a key element in the business. However, pricing was not the
only key element. Quality and service ul;.o emerged

a~

key

i~sue.~.

There was also

agreement about usinG cost based pricing, which was in line with observations made in
section 5.1 that cost based, rather than competitive, pricing was most common in SMEs.
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Table 5.2.22: Need for marketing
Variable

Statement

Menn

Std dev

R

We don't need marketing to run our day to day business

3.18

1.39

AA

We arc not clear what we want achieve with our

3.74

1.19

marketing

AH

Our marketing has clear purpose

2.60

1.24

AW

Our marketing activities arc well coordinated

3.07

1.10

BC

We arc not at a stage where we need to know a lot

3.38

1.24

2.95

1.17

about marketing

BI

Our marketing is based on intuition

Six statements (table 5.2.22) were used to gauge perceptions about the need for
marketing, the clarity of purpose of marketing and the planned approach, if any, to
marketing. Previous research has suggested that SME's often don't undertake marketing
activities and, even where such activities arc undertaken, they are unplanned and
uncoordinated. During the early qualitative phase of the present research, a similar view
was expressed by some of the small businesses questioned. However, other SMEs
expressed the opposite view, arguing that they needed planned marketing for growth.

Coefficient alpha for the marketing perception scale was 0.65. With the elimination of
item BI, reliability improved to 0.69, which was acceptable. Summary statistics showed
that the items' mean values ranged from 2.6 to 3.7, suggesting only mild agreement that
SMEs needed marketing. While the businesses surveyed had some idea about the
purpose of marketing, their marketing activities were uncoordinated and generally based
on intuition. While there was a leaning towards marketing, this leaning was small.
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Table 5.2.23: Nature of product
Item
E

Statement
We produce state of the artnli-tcch or innovative

Mean

Std dcv

3.62

1.43

3.82

1.10

3.59

].25

2.37

1.21

1:18

0.98

products

AU

We arc driven by technology and not the market

CK

Our plans are more driven by technological advances

place

than by market research

co

Before we came up with the product I service we had
a clear idea about the target market

AM

Our principal mission is to satisfy the needs of our
target markets

A mean score of 3.62 for item E suggested that the majority of businesses did not deal
with innovative or hi-tech products. This was expected as most respondents came fro.n
very small flfms that marketed routine prodtlCts or services, It appears that few of the
SMEs surveyed were driven by technology.

Based on information from other small business studies and the qualitative research, it
was expected that small businesses would gather their market information through
informal means, such as talking to customers, rather than through formal means, such as
market research. Several statements, shown in table 5.2.24, were included in the survey
to examine this expectation.

As the items' means indicated, there was strong support for the role of day to day
customer contact and word of mouth. However, some of the items ('F,' for example) did
not have a high correlation with the proposed scale.

This could be due to the
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heterogencou~

nature of the respondents in the 511mple, as they

lt~d

varying

pr~ctice~.

which Cah be seen in the magnitude of the standard deviation~.

Table 5.2.24: Informal intelligence gathering in SMEs
Item

Statement

Mean

Std dev

F

Mostofthetime,ourci.J';tomerstell··swhattheywant.

2.36

1.16

N

A lot of our customers come to know about us from other 1.74

0.87

clients.

T

A lot of business comes from people passing by and 3.94

!.17

noticing us.

w

give~

us all the :.1..38

1.15

A lot of our business comes from leads generated from 2.22

1.20

Day to day contact with customers
informntion we need.

CG

personal contacts.

Conclusions:
An analysis of the sample suggested that it was representative of SMEs in Australia
along a number of dimensions. Several statistics were in line with national figures
published by the Australian Burrau of Statistics, the Industry Commission and the
Department of Industry, Science and Tourism. Because of the nature of Australian
businesses, the sample was dominated by small and micro businesses and there were
very few medium businesses in the sample.

Respondents' marketing practices were similar to those found in other small business
studies (Carson & Cromie, 1990; Cook, 1993; Folsom, 1991: Mazzara] & Ramasesban,
1996; Weinraucb et al., 199lb). Respondents preferred informal marketing and there
was a general preference for low cost strategies, such as advertising in the Yellow
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Pages. 'Word of mouth' was also a preferred strategy. Respondents tended to use simple
measures, such as cash flow, net profit and sales growth, to measuw performance. In
large businesses, market share is an important aspect of performance but was less
important to the SMEs in the present study, perhaps because market share has little
meaning in the local markets in which most respondents competed.

An examination of the reliability of various market orientation and related constructs
found that some, but not all, of Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) and Narver and Slater's
(1990) dimensions could be used in an SME setting. Intelligence generation,
organisational commitment, esprit de corps and market turbulence were reliable
constructs. In contrast, intelligence dissemination, top management approach and
formalisation were not reliable. Competitive intensity had moderate reliability. 80th the
customer orientation, and the competitor orientation constructs suggested by Narver and
Slater (1990) were reliable. Pooling some of Kohli and Jaworski's and Narver and
Slater's items resulted in more reliable constructs for customer and competitor related
activities.

From earlier small business studies and the preliminary field interviews, customer
satisfaction and repeat business wew identified ns important to Sl\.1Es. Both constructs
were found to be reliable in the current study.

An examination of business practices confirmed the minimal role and impact of
advertising on generating SME business. Pricing, along with customer service, was seen
as important by SMEs.
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Having examined the profile of SMEs in the sample, their Jlllirkel orientation and their
marketing practices, the next stage of the dmn analysis was to develop and test u market
orientation-pcrforll1llncc model. The measurement models of the various constructs,
their structural relationships and their impact on performance are presented and
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER6

Market orientation model building and evaluation

The profile of the sample SMEs and aspects of their marketing operations ami

atti!Ud~

wcrc presented in chapter 5. The reliability of the various market orientation constructs
suggested by Kohli and Jaworski ( 1990) and Narver ami Slater ( 1990) and of a number
of situational variables was also examined, using Cronbach's alpha. Item to total-scale
correlations were also calculated to check the usefulness of the suggested constructs.
The present chapter attempts to further examine the measurement properties of these
constructs and evaluate the relationships between them using a structural equation
modelling approach. As mentioned in chapter 4, structural equation modelling was used
to build and evaluate a number of "market orientation" models because it can
simultaneously

estimat~

interdependent relationships and can handle latent constructs

with observed variables.

The first part of the present chapter briefly discusses the approach taken in building the
model that was estimated and the rationale for using a confirmatory factor analysis and
structural equation approach rather than exploratory factor analysis. It should be noted
that most previous studies on market orientation relied on exploratory factor or
corre1ation analysis (eg. (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Narver & Slater, 1990) (Au & Tse,
1995; Kwaku, 1995; Tse, 1991)). The second part of the present chapter

dis~"liSSCs

the

development of an appropriate structural model and its evaluation.
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6.1 Missing vurlnbles In structural equation modelling
Missing data are a problem in both cross sectional and longitudinal research. A related
problem is that most multivariate methods require complete data. Incomplete data arc
often handled through list wise or pairwise deletion, or through some type of imputation
of missing values. These methods auempt to alter a data set so that it can be analysed by
methods designed for complete data but they arc ad hoc procedures that have little
theoretical justification.

6.2 Construct development - couventional approaches and structural equation
modelling
Research constructs in marketing (eg. customer satisfaction, value), as well as in other
areas of the social sciences, are often made up of multiple and distinct sub-components.
Developing and testing these constructs has been a problem for researchers and
considerable effort has been applied to improve the process (Carver, 1989; HuH et a].,
1991). Typically, three approaches have been used to develop multiple item measures.

The simplest is the total score approach in which items arc summed, the fundamental
assumption being that each sub-component contributes equally to the construct. The key
advantage of this approach is its simplicity in both conceptualisation and analysis. In
addition, because the total score is based on a numbe• of related items, the combined
variable is generally more reliable. As the number of items increase, the reliability of
the scale also tends to increase. In addition, as the total score is composed of a range of
related items, it may capture the complexity of the underlying construct better.
Assuming that the items used are related to the general construct, their combination wil!
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have greater content validity tlmn any of the individual sub-components (Carmines &
Zeller, 1979).

However, such an approach loses information. A total score can hide the fact that only
some of the sub-components are responsible for an observed effect. The process of
aggregation may mask the contribution of such variables,

w~ile

falsely accentuating the

contribution of others. It is also possible that the contribution from some variables may
not be same in all settings, Thus it is unclear whether the outcome is equally associated
with all of the items in all situations. Further, any interrelationships (covariances)
between the items can be masked by the total score approach. If some items are mostly
responsible for an observed effect and other items Cllntribute very little, the total
measure may have only a weak relationship with other measures of interest.

Such an approach has been widely used, mainly because of its simplicity. However,
results based on such an approach have been criticised in recent times. For example, in
the early 1980's, there were several studies on Type A' personality and its link to heart
disease.

However, subsequent research demonstrated that only some of the sub-

components of Type A were linked to heart dillease. As a result there have been
suggestions that the Type - A' personality should be abandoned in favour of its subcomponents (Hull et al., 1991).

In the second ('individual score') approach, each item is used by correlating it with the

outcome variable. If the data are analysed using both total and individual scores, the
loss of information can be minimised and it is possible to examine the role of each of
the items (Carver, 1989). While this approach maximises information, its major
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disadvuntage is interpretive complexity. The main source of this complexity i~ the need
to interpret several (or many) effects, rather than a single effect. Added to this nrc
ambiguities as to what constitutes evidence about an item's specific or unique effect
(Hull et al., 1991).

In the third approach, all of the items are simultaneously entered in a multiple
regression analysis. Perloff and Persons (1988) suggested that the 'R' yielded by the
regression analysis would exceed the simple r obtained from the total score appwach.
They argued that, using regression coefficients to linearly combine items provides better
predictive power than weighting aU of the items equally. In addition, the regression
approach gives a test of the unique effects of each item (Hull eta!., 1991 p. 934).

However, the regression approach bas several limitations, a mlijor one being
muticoJiinearity. In cases where there are strong relationships among the items,
estimated regression coefficients can be unstable and small changes in data may affect
coefficients significantly. In addition, standard errors tend to become large. As Di!lon
and Goldstein (1984 pp 271 - 272) commented, "in the presence of severe correlations
between predictors, little if anything can be said about the properties of regression
coefficients in the given sample."

Unreliability also adds to the problem. Given that none of the predictors arc totully
reliable, the impact of including multiple ''unreliable" predictors mu~t be recognised.
Further, the unreliability of a predictor in u multiple regression affects not only the
relation of that predictor to the outcome variable, but also affects the relation of ull of
the other predictors to the outcome variable. As n consequence, the inclusion of multiple
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unreliable predictors makes any conclusion difficult !o in!crprc! and po!entially
unreliable. Regression analysis is also not suitable for testing relationships among
variables (ie. !he existence of an underlying construct), which is a primary interest in
many studies, including this one.

6.3 Structural modelling with latent variable.s as an alternative approach
Structural modelling techniques (Bentler & Chou, 1987; Bollen, 1989; Joreskog &
Sorbom, 1989) overcome several of these disadvantages. In the structural equation
approach, a construct's sub-components are measured separately. However, instead of
summing them to form a total score or treating them as separate predictors, the
modelling approach begins by estimating the extent to which the sub-components
correlate with one another because they share a common source (a !alent or underlying
construct). This estimation procedure takes the form of a confirmatory factor analysis.
Further, it is assumed that the sub-components do not co-vary perfectiy (intercorrelations are less than one) because of measurement error and the unique aspects of
each sub-component. The advantages of the structural equation approach over
conventional approaches have been discussed in many books and research papers (eg.
(Hull et al., !991; Loehlin, 1992)).

6.3.1 Partial disaggregation approach to structural equation modelling
Different structurul equation modelling approaches (total aggregation,

partial

aggregation, partial disaggregation and total disaggregation) have been suggested
(Bagozzi & Heatherton, 1994). The partial disaggregation approach

L~

a compromise

between the most aggregative approach (summing responses to all items) and the most
disaggregative approach (treating each item as an individual indicator). The main
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drawback with the aggrcgativc approach is that infonnation is lost and the
distinctiveness of the sub-components is ohscurcd. The traditional total disaggregation
approach provides a more detailed level of

analysi~

but can lx: unwieldy i:cc;IU'>C nf

mndom error. Such an approach is also very

o,cn~itive

to

mea~uremcnt

error lmakmg

11

difficult to obtain a satisfactory fit for the model) and many paramctcf'. mu't he
t"Stimated, requiring very large samples to achieve appropriate ratio~ of ..ample '1ze to
parameter estimates. The partial disaggregation approach overcome~ both drawhach.

In the partial disaggregation approach. a

con~troct'~

'ub-component' arc

divided and aggregated to fonn two or thn:e indicaton. that are u<,ed
variables. The rationale for the random combination of itcJm

1~

a~

random!~

oh<.crvcd

that all ttcm.' or

indicator.; relmed to a latent variable should correspond tn the <o.ame way to that latent
variable; thus any combination of
panial disaggregation

~uch itenL~

approach'~

should yield the same model fit. The

aggregated. There appear.; to be no th<'nretical
introduces

ilcm~

arc

for aggregating item' and

tbi~

key drawback lies in the way the
ba_~is

an clement of arbitrariness.

Bagozzi and Heathcrton (1994) used an exploratory factor analysis to identify items
loading onto specific factors, verified them theoretically. and then randoml)' a~signed
the items under each factor to two or thn:e indicators. Such an approach has been

u~d

by personaJity researcher:; (Hull et aJ., 1991). as well as by marketing rc!;Clll"chers
(Dabholkar. Thorpe, & Rentz. 1996).
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6.J,2 Estlmallon of model~ and lt.'iSe:t.~ment ~r fit
Some aspects of model estimation and the m;J;essmcnt of fit were

dh.cu~sed

As a numhcr of models arc a.o;.\Csscd in the second half of

chapter, lit

thi~

in chapter 4.
indice~

are

crucial and arc dL~£usscd in the prescnt scction.

model"~

The hasic measure of a

lit is the likelihood r.atio chi-!oquare

be used to test the null

hypothc~i~

matrix of the observed

variable~.

that the model

a.~

a sole

mea.~ure

wh1ch can

the population covar1ancc

By convention. an acceptable model

p-valuc is greater than or equal
recommended

reproduce~

~tati~tic,

w 0.05. However. the

i~

one where the

chi-~quare

of tit because of the impact of sample

te~t

I\ not

~1ze.

With

reawnable size samples. even very small differences will suggest a poor fit.

An alternative approach is to use an index that compares the fit of an hypothesised
model to the lit of a baseline model in which all variables are uncorrelated (ic. only
error variances are estmmtcd). Such an index is tcnncd an incremental fit index

a.~

an

hypothesised model is compared with a more restricted model.

In 1980, Bentler and Bonet\ {1980) proposed the Nonned Fit Index (or NA) that they
argued was less subject to sample size. The NA shows the percentage of the variance in
a covariance matrix that is accounted for by the 'theorised" model. It can take values
from zero to one, with higher values suggesting a better fit. Bentler and Bonett ( 1980)
argued that models with an NA of less than 0.90 could and should be improved. A
subsequenl study, however, found that the NA could also t-e affected by sample size
and that it tended to underestimate fit in small to moderate samples (Marsh, Balla, &
McDonald, 1988). Bollen (1989) proposed an adjustment, tenned delta 2, which

wa.~
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les.~

affecled by sample

~izc.

bul could be inlerpreled in !he

~arne

way

a~

!he earlier

slalistic.

Bentler ( 1990) suhscqucntly pmpo!oed the comparmive Iii

indc~

ICFI), which

1~

identical to !he relative noncenlralil y inde~ developed hy McDonald and MOU">h I 1990)
The Cfl can vary from zero and nne, with higher
Carlo Sludics

ha\'C

shown !hal !he CA

1o 1600 (Bentler. 1990).
equal to 0.90

a.~ \'alue~

A~

perform~

value~

"·ell for

imp]y.ng belter fit

~mplc \i1..c~

a rough rule of thumb, theCA

!hat are

le~~

~oould

~ontc

\'arying from Sll

be grea1cr than or

!han 0.90 suggc\t \ignificanl amount\ of \'anatton

remain to be explained.

As discussed in chaplcr 4, !he RMR (Root mean

~uare re~idua])

and th..: R.\1SEA (Root

mean square error of approximation) can al.1o0 be used to examine a

model'~

fit. The

RMSEA (Browne & Cudeek, 1993) uses a population discrepancy function

a.~

a

measure of model adequacy and compensates for model complexity. An R.\1SEA of
0.05 or less suggest a model fits !he obscr\'cd dala (Arbuckle, 1997, p.57]) while an
RMSEA greater than 0.10 are generally seen to be unaccep1able (Browne & Cudcck.
1993).

The RMR {:001 mean square residual) is the square root of the a\'Crage squared amount
by which sample variances and covariances differ from !heir estimate~ obtained under
the assumption that the 100dcl is correct (Arbuckle. 1997. p.57J ). The smaller Ihe RMR.
the beuer the model fits the observed data.
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The overall goodness-of-fit tests provide

information

about !he degree of

correspondence between a model and oho;crvcd data. Funher analyses are needed

w

dctcnninc construct validation. An indication of the magnitude of convergence of
measures within components can he gained hy eJ~amining factor loadings, which should

hc high and signific<mt. The square of the st<Lndardised factor loadings
amount of variance in the

re.~pcctive mc<~.wrc

that is due to the

hypothc.~iscd

~how\

the

component.

6.4 An in"estigallon of the "market orientation" eonstrncl~

KohU and jawon;ki's (1990) constrncts
A confirma10ry factor analysis of all of the items used to thc.o;c constructs obtamed a
chi-square

stati~tic

of 3181.12 (df= 629; p = 0.()0). Other goodness fit indices were

also low (GA = 0.648; AGA = 0.606; NA = 0.453: RA = 0.420; CA = 0.504 and
RMR = 0.119: RMSEA = 0.087). Since these values were well below the levels
considered acceptable for a good model, it
well. However, this

wa.~

wa.~

clear that the model did not fit the drua

not surprising, as the variables measured diverse dimensions

relating to customers, competitors and employees and marketing attitudes.

Each construct was therefore ellamincd separately before being integrated into a
structural model and the results obtained are outlined in subsequent sections. As
discussed in chapter 4, such a two-step approach is well supponed in the literature
(Bagozzi & Yi, 1988; Joreskog & Sorbom. 1989; Marsh & Hocevar. 1985). The
purpose of the first step in the process was to estimate a confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) for each construct and assess its reliability.
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Intelligence generntiun
A~

mentiuncd in chapter 5, in the present

intelligence generation wa.~

rne;L~Urcd

.~tudy,

using the eight

Kohli and

item~

Table 6,4.1: Intelligence genuation • Standardisc.od
Item

shown in

Juworski'~
f;~hlc

1199{))

6.4.1.

regre.'i.~lon roeffidenl~

Stattment

StandardiM!d
regression
roefficlenl~

c

We monitor cuMomcr needs and preferences.

0.420

y

We do a Jot of in-house market research

0.620

CH

We poll

cn~tnmcrs at

least orn:c a year ahoutthc

quality of our product~ and
CX(R)

~rvicc~

We arc slow to dc!ect

change~

in our

0.203

what they want

0.029

competitors strength> and

0.612

Our sales people play a key role in evaluating

0.529

custo~rer's

product preferences

F

Most of the lime customers tell

••

We regularly

BU

0.500

dtscus~

u~

strategies

customer's needs

cv

Our sales people regularly share information

0.621

about competitor's strategies

A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) obtained fit indices that were generally below
acceptable levels (chi-squure = 73.21 (df = 20; P = 0.000); NA = 0.876: CA = 0.906:
RA = 0.827: GA = 0.966: AGFI == 0.939 and RMSEA = 0.070). Further. two items (F
and CX) had very low regression coefficients that were well below the 0.60 level
suggested for an analysis of this type (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). When these two item~
were removed, the fit improved (chi-square= 46.80 (df = 9: p = 0.000): NA = 0.915:
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CFI

0.929; RFI = 0.858; GFI = 0.971; AGFI = 0.933 ami RMSEA = 0.01111). In the

w

final model, standilfdiscd regression coefficients were gcm:rally ahovc 0.50 and the
elimination of further itcrn~ advc~Jy affected the lit. Con!oequcntly, the .~ix-itcm
construct was used in the

~uh.'>CIJUCnt

analysis.

lnlelligence dissemination
The intelligence dhsemination

con~truct wa.~

measured

u.~ing

the four item'

~!town m

Table 6.4.2. The fit indices obtained from a CFA of these items were acceptable CCh1

square = 0.145 (df = 2: p = 0.930): NFI = 0.999: Cfl = 1.0: RA = 0.9911: GA = I .0 and
AGFI = 0.999: RMR = 0.006: RMSEA = n.OOOl indicating a ncar perfect lit nf the data
mca.~uremcnt

to the

Variable CU

wa~

mudd

A~

a rc~ult.

thi~ con~truct

wa' retained for further

retained becau!oC its removal made model estimation not

analy~j_.,_

pos~ible.

Table 6.4.2: InteiUgence dissemination -Standardised regreKSion coefficients
Standardised

Statement

Item

rt'gresslon

coefficients

AI

We spend time discussing customer's future needs.

AI

Data on our customer's satisfaction

i~

0.679

available on

0.6211

We have meetings at least once a quarter to

0.543

a regular basis.

CP

discuss market trends and developments.

cu

When something important happens to a major

0.347

customer or market, we know about it quickly.
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OrganlsuUonal respom:e
Orrnnis.ational

re~pon.o;c

A CFA of seven
for aU

item~.

itent~

included a
produced

<1

rc~pon.o;c

design and an implementll!ion

poor filling model with low

regrc~~ion

dimen.~ion.

.:oefficienl.'>

Two items with very low regrc!..,ion coefficients (AK "'0.25; CK "'0.115)

wen: eliminated, which improved the lit (Chi·squarc"' 12.9 (df = 5; p "'IJJJ24J; RMR =

0.033; NA : 0.93; CFI "' 0.955 am.l RA = 0.86; RMSEA = 0.054). However, the
regression coefficients were still low (table 6.4.3), with only two 0.5Cl or higher.
suggesting this may not be a useful construct in an SME environment. It

Wa.\

therefore

not used in subsequent analysis.

Table 6.4.3: Organio;alional response · Standardised regl"e!iliion
Item

Statement

coefficient~

Standardlwd
regression

coefficients

CN

We periodically re..,iew our products to ensure that they

AW

Our marketing activities arc well coordinated.

0.49

cr

When we find tl •t our customers arc unhappy with our

0.35

0.56

are in line with what customer,; want

seJVice, we take oorrecti\'e action

CY

Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, we

0.33

probably would not be able to implement it in a timely
fashion

cz

If a competitor were to launch an intensive campaign
targeted

at

our customers,

we

would

0.50

respond

immediately.
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Fomallsatlon risk al'enlon and top manaJ!ement empba.~ls
The formalism ion construct sho11cd an extremely poor fit, with some

indicc~

(NFI. Rfl

and Cfl) less than 0.50. The stlmdardiscd regression coefficients were abo low.
suggesting the fornttlisation

cun~truct

may not he applicable in an SME context.

Similarly. the risk ll\ersion and top managemem

empha~i~ con~truct\

applicable in the prco;cnt SME context. It

not

a~

i~ pcrhap~

~urprising

that

did not \Ccm

thi~

wa, the ca..c

respondents were generally the SME's top management and SME\ tend In he

infonnal organisations.

Organlsatlllnal commitment

Table 6,4.4: Confinnatory Factor Anal)·sl~· Organisational commitment
(Standantlsed regression coefficients)
Item

Statement

Standardised

regression
coefficients

AF

Our staff arc commined to their work

0.625

BG(R)

The bonds lx-twcen this organisation and its

0.474

employees is weak

BO

Employees feel that their future is linked to this

0.476

organisation

CA
CM

In general, employees arc proud to work for us.

0.706

Our employees would be happy to make

0.608

oersonal sacrifices if it was imponant

The five items shown in Table 6.4.4 were used to measure organisational commitment.
A CFA produced gencrally acceptable fit indices {chi-square= 15.516 (df = 5; p =
0.008); RMR = 0.037; GFI = 0.989; AGFI = 0.966; Nfl = 0.966; CFI = 0.977 and RFI
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= 0.933: RMSEA = 0.062). Whil~ some of the regression coefficient~ were lcs~ llliln

0.60, thcil removal did not impro\·e the fit and they were rcwined and the
construct

wa~

liv~·itcm

used in the subsequent analysis.

Esprit de corp.-.
The esprit de

corp.~

con.\lruct

wa~ mea~urcd u~ing

the four itent\ 'bown m Tahtc 6.-1.5.

A CFA of these itent\ produced \"Cry good fit indices (chi·\quarc = 6.788 tdf = 2. p =
0.034); RMR = 0.026: GA = 0.~: AGA = 0.968; NFI = 0.980: RA = 0.939: R~ISEA

= 0.067). Consequently. tlx: four-item construct

wa~

uo;cd in tbc: ~ub~qucnt analy"'·

Table 6.4.5: Confirmatory Factor Analysis- E."prit de rorps !standardised
n"gression roefficients)
Item

Statement

Standardised
regres!ilon
toefficlents

u
v

lllerc 1$ a good team spirit in this organisatic.n.

0.751

Our staff informally deal with each other

0.576

BS

Working for

thi.~

busines:o; is like being part of

0.544

Our staff arc genuinely co~emed about the

0.503

a big family

CQ

needs and problems of other workers

Compelllive lnlensily
Competitive intensitY was measured using the five items shown in Table 6.4.6. A CFA
produced poor fit illdiccs (chi-square= (df= 2; p = 0.0); NA = 0.885; RA = 0.776; CFI

= 0.880; RMSEA '"' 0.119; RMR = 0.072) and regression coefficients thm were
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gern:nllly low, ~uggcsting the competitive intensity con~truct wa.~ not applicable in the
present SME contc:\t.
Table 6.4.6: ConfirTnatory (o"ador Analysi'i • Compelillvc lnlen.'illy (slandanliwd
regres.'iion coeffident'i)
Item

Statement

Standanlic;ed
nogres.'>ion
coefficients

L

In our busine~~ line eompetition is cut throat

0.634

BT(RJ

We are marke• leaders in our line of bu~ine...,

O_J5M

BZ

There arc many promotion "'ar.. in the market plal:e

0.453

CB(RJ

Our competitors ate relath·cly "'eak

0.421

An)1hing th.at a competitor can offer. others can

0.226

cc

match readily

Marltetlurbulence

Table 6.4.7: Confirmatory Fador Analysis- Markellurbulenre (standanlised
rqression coefficients)
Item

Statement

S:tandanlised
regnssion
coefficients

s

Most of our business is repeat busincs.'>

0.668

BY(R)

Most of the customers that come in everyday are new

-0.557

customers
CD(R)

Custom.:rs don't often come for repeat business

p

Our busine.~s is dependent on long term relationship

-0.561
0.567

with the client.

BW

We cater to the same customers !hat we had in the past.

0.544
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Markcllllrbuk-nce wa~ mca.~ured lluough !he five irem~ ~IKIWn in Tahlc 6.4.7. A CFA
produced generally guod fil indice~ lchH•IJUare "' 11.1127 ldf"' 5; p"' flJ)I'Xl); RMR "'
0.028: GR = 0.9')2; r\GFl "'0_975; NFl = 0.974; RR = 0.948; CR = 0.9115: RMSEA:

San·~r

and Slat~r'.'i ( 1990) ron_o;truct.'i

Of !he lhrtt bcha\'KJUral

competiwr oricntarion

co!Nruct~

of Nar.-er and Slarcr fcu'>{orn:r onclllallon.

~r·d rnter-fun~;tion:d

the third one b.!mg con~idered

coordinalion1 only the

rn~pproprialc

frr~l

tv.o were le'>lcd.

for 5!-IE\.

Competitor orientation

Table 6.4.11: Confirmatory Factor Analysis- Competitor orientation fstandardbed
rq:nssion roeffiricnt.'i)
llem

Standardised

Statement

regression
coeffieient.'i

AB

We tonstanrly warch whal our compel it ion is doing

AD

We fomullate our

'>lrategic~

based

0.593
our

0.430

AV

We respond rapidly ro comperili,·e actions th.a!thn:aten us

0.559

88

We regularly discu~

0.739

Cl

People in this busioes.\ are recognised for being sensith-e

on

wh.at

tomperirors an: doing

~;ompetitors

srrcngths and strategies

0.440

to competitive move.\

cv

OUr sales people regularly share information

~bout

0.606

to our

0.563

competitor's strlliegies

AY

We tell employees

to

be sensitive

competitor's activities

'"'

Nanoer and Sl:uc:r's ( 1990) oompctitur uric::ntmUm cun,truct wa.\ mcawrctl

u~mg

the

.\<!\"CO item~ .d'Own m Tahle 6.-f.K.

A CFA n:vcalctl gcncr.JIIy gond fit Jndicc\ l.:h•-

o,quan:: 37.510 (d!: I.$: P: OJXll );

~MR

=0.054: GFI: 0.979; AGI'I = ll!J5li: :o-:H =

0.950: RA = 0.910: CR = O.IJ67·. R;\ISEA "'fHJ56J. winch 'uggc't' til:at the con,trucl
In~

applicability in the pn:<ent S;\IE cuntc.lt and'' wa., u\Cd m the ,ull'>cquenl anal~ ' I '

Variables ,\D and Cl dJd ha..-c lou.· r~greo.,IOn coelfiCICnl•. Jlnu.e•cr. ''nee the fm<lcl
Jlready had an

c~cclk:nt

frt. the...: u.crc n:tamcd

'0 th;.t

J u.Jder r.J.'Ij!C of \CJie IICrll\

oould lx used m the part.al dt~-JggrcgatiOn ll'llXlcl l.ucr IThl' '' m conua.'t to 01hcr

model• "'·hen:

rre~

u.·rth lou.·

rCj!ll'-\\1011 cocff~etcnh

had to l:le rt:mo•cd to •mpro•-.:: the

rnodoel fll.)

Cu.slomt-r orimtation
T1lc:

~;UStomer

oricmJtion

6.4.9. A CFA found a
RMR

co~trucl W:t'>

rclam-cl~·

poor

mc:tllurc-d U\ln!! the nmc: 11cm' 'hown 111 TJblc
fittch1-~uart:

= l.$8.06-1 tdf"' 17; p = 0.0001.

= 0.074; NA: 0.785; RA = 0.71.$; CA = 0.815; GFl: 0.9.$1; AGFl = 0.901;

RMSEA

= 0.091). "''hich

'>Uj!gol~ that the OO!l!.truct f."'Uki be ~•gmficantly tmpro•·cd-

111c: rcrooval of SC\"Cral itc!Il'i. with low n:gre.-sion

coefficient~

JA.\1. CR. AP. AT and

BU) unpro'"ed the f11 (chi-square= 3.373(df =1: p =0.185); RMR = 0.011. :-o-A = 0.990:
RA

= 0.966; CA = 0.996: GFl = 0.999; AGA = 0.98.$; RMSEA = 0.0361 and the

revised four item construct wa.~ u.\Cd in the subsequenl nn.alysi.,.
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Table 6.4,9: ConDrmalory Fador Ana1)'5b- Ctmnnwr orirntalliJQ {5!01Rdardiwd
JYtrt:S.~IMJ mdlkimt~J

.....

Standard~
~f?.'l,\inn

cndfKknb
X

We

,\E

We p!U'o-x.le

AG

ID:a.\UI'l::

CU'>Iomcr ..atl'facuon
m<..~.-.rro:r

\~'lrcnW~~:;~IIy

rd.unn.. tr.unm~ to our \Uff

We momlor tbe lc•d of ocr comrmtmc:nt to our
CU\IOrn;f"_

m~\,1011 "

0 315

A.\I

Our pnr.ctp.l-1

AP

We Me' dnn:n pnm;udy

AT

We :W•e do-c atto:nttonto ;;~ft.:r

BU

Out 1o;1lc<. peop!o: pia;.

tn e•·a!uattng

O.J.-18

CR

We fn the prla' ba..cd on the •olluc of our product or

0.325

tu 'WII'fy tho: r..:cd.. of out

·~.:1 rn;uktl\

ru'Slon~r·\

~ice

cs

b~

ctNorn:r

;;~

l.;lh•fact~<m

f)J~

'1.1.1.:~ ~eroiCe

lc;.-

role

0 J8!!

need\

to our ctw:orn:t\

Our <otJ";llegy for compdtli\l' .ld•·antagc c. ba_<;a.i on

0.-172

, :kn.tanding our cu\lom::r·, ~'

'----

Cus:~omrr and

c>;HDpetilor related acU.-itks

As was mcnlioned in chapters4 and 5. ~me of Kohli and Jawooki's 11990) and :\'ar.-er
and Slarer's (1990) items "-ere similar.

Con.~quently

the two S<!'h of Items were

combinl!'d and reciM.sif.ed into CUSiomc:r and competitor related acti•ities_

Tile cuscomc:r related activities com;truct w01s rn:asurcd

u_~ing

twenty of the Items

contained in the questionnaire. Hm.,-e,-.:r. a CFA of these: items obtained a poor fll (cht5quate

=537.897 (df= 170; p = 0.000); RMR =0.074; NA = 0.774: RA = 0.747: CA =

1%

0.332: GA = 0.896; AGA = 0_87[. RMSF.,\ "OJ)t;J) . .,.hich \uggcMs the
"hould h: fi.Jnha relined
tmpro\nll~

The clinunaiMJO nf tl.:tn-. Wtlh low

flltchHqu.ue::. 'H 1!15 hlr = 11; J1 :0.~)())- NA

rcgrc~~ton

con~lrucl

cocffrcicnr,

= 0-'127; CFI = 0_946:

RA = 09112. r.FI "' 0')61. AGFI = 11935. RMR = 0.070: i<MSF.,\ = 0.0691.

,...,

Standardised

Sl<llmJml

regres.~ion
coeffidenl~

We TaJr.tlor .;1Nomcr necth and preference\

0.51

We lnlr..:tor rho: lc:,-el of our oonumrrrcru to our

0.64

cm!Onrf'>
~y~lemalrcally

X

We mca.'ltm: CU'>I<Jmcr <.aiL\facllon

y

We do .:a lot of m-OOu.-c marker

AI

We tpcnd trmc llL...,;U"III!! cu,tomer<;· fi.JIUrc

AJ

Data on cmwrn:r 'i.dr;fac:uon

Of

"""

re~an::i'.

~~

0.63
0.65

need~

0.57

av:ulablc on a regular

0.68

We poll our crNomcr-; ar least once a year abour the

0.59

qu:dity of our prodUCis and ~norces.

AE

We provide cmlomer relation.~ !raining lo our staff

CP

We ha\-e

llll':ding.~

markellrend.~

at le351 once a quaner 10 discuss

0.60

054

:mJ tk\-elopmc:nls
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Competitor relatOO activities
Adopting the s.ame procedure

a.~

for the custumer orientation con\truct, the nine item\

thai asked about competitor rel<~ted octivitie.\ were examined. The fit Wa\ horderline hut
some

item~

had low regression coefficients and were removed. A CFA of the remaining

five item.\ produced a good fit (chi-square = 13.929 (df = 5; p = 0.016); RMR = 0.041;

NA = 0.975; RA = 0.949: CA = 0.983: GA = 0.990; AGA = 0.969; RMSEA = 0.057),
which suggested that the construct,

mca~ured

using the

item~

shown in Table 6.4.11,

could be used in the ~ubsequent analysis.

Table 6.4.11: Confinnatory Fador Analysis- Competitor related activities
(standardised regression coefficients)

Item

Statement

Standardised
regression
coefficients

AB

We constantly watch what our competition is doing

0.593

AV

We respond rapidly to competitive octions that

0.559

threaten us
AY

We tell employees to be sensitive to our competitors

0.563

activities

BB

We regularly discuss competitors

strength.~

and

0.739

Our sales people regularly share information about

0.606

strategies

cv

competitor's strategies

Customer service orientatJon
During the early field interviews, almost all businesses interviewed stressed the
importance of customer service and customer satisfaction. Further,

a~

discussed in

chapter 3, small business literature also stresses the importance of customer service. As
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_._,._

a result, 'cuSiomcr service oricmmion', as distinct from other
activities'

wa.~

modelled and tested

a.~

'cu~tomcr

related

a separate construct.

Table 6.4.12: Confirmatory Factor Analysl~- Customer service oritmtatlon
(standardised regression coefficienl~)
Item

Standardised

Statement

regres.~ion
coefficienl~

AP

We

are

driven

primarily

by

customer

0.554

satisfaction

0

Our success is linked to the service we provide.

0.623

AL

The quality of our service is a key to the success

0.715

of our business.

BA

;, <ho
~" imp011ant

0.514

Our principal mission is to satisfy the needs of

0.371

Serving the customers
thing we do.

AM

our target market

Respondents' attitudes towards customer service were examined through nine items.
However, a CFA found a poor fit.

Consequently, four items with low regression

coefficients were removed. The remaining five items had a generally acceptable fit
(chi-square= 22.555 (df = 5; p = 0.000); RMR = 0.023; GFI = 0.983; AGA = 0.949:
NFI = 0.949; CFI = 0.959 and RFl = 0.898; RMSEA = 0.083). The fit indices were
acceptable and regression coefficients except for AM were greater than or close to 0.60,
which suggests the construct, measured through the items shown in Table 6.4.12, could
be used in subsequent analysis. In spite of low regression coefficient (0.37), variable
AM was deliberately kept as its elimination, while not significantly improving CFI or
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otlu!r fit indices. adversely affecled RMSEA.

All the scale

item~

in the model related

to the service oriental ton of the husiness.

New and repeat
The

item.~ ~hown

bu.~iness

in Table 6.4. l 3 had been w;ed in previous studies to

mea.~urc

market

turbulence. However, in an SME context, the construct can be viewed as 'new or repeat
bu~iness'

as 1bc

item.~

relate to the nature of an organisation's customers.

Table 6.4.13: Connmwtory Factor Analysis- New or Repeat

busines.~

(standardised regression coefficients)
Statement

Item

Standardised
regression
coefficients

p

Our business is dependent on long tenn

·0.567

relationship with our client

s

Most of our business is repeat business

·0.668

BW

We cater to the same customen; that we had

-0.544

in the past

CD

Customen; don't often come for repeat

BY

Most of the customen; that come in every

0.564

business
0.557

day are new customen;

T

A lot of business comes from people

0.008

passing by and noticing us

A CFA found regression coefficients tbat were generally close to 0.60, with the
exception of an item that asked whether 'a lot of business comes from people

pa.~sing

by

and noticing us.' 1be fit indices were generally acceptable (chi-square= l 1.627 (df = 5:
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P = 0.040); RMR = O,Q2ij; Off= 0,991.; AGFI = 0.975; NFI = 0.974; RFI = 0.94K; CFI

= 0.985; RMSEA = 0.049). which suggests the live item construct, could he used in the
subsequent analysis.

Perlonnance
As was mentil•ned in chapter 5, performance was operationalised in several ways. As
can be seen from Table 6.4.14,
performance in speciflc

respondent~

a~pccts

such

a~

were

a~ked

net profit,

for their perceptions of business
ca~h

f1ow and so on. A CFA

suggested a single perfonnance index was appropriate (chi-square = 34.560 (df = 5; P =
0.()00); RMR = 0.042; GFI = 0.975; AGFI = 0.926; NFI = 0.970; RFI = 0.939; CFI =
0.974; RMSEA = 0.105). The regression coeflicients, shown in Table 6.4.14, suggest,
however, that market share may not be a part of such a single perfonnance

mea~ure

and

it was removed. The revised four-item performance construct obtained an even better
fit (chi-square= 8.045 (df= 2; P = 0.016); RMR = 0.023; GFI: 0.992: AGFI = 0.962;
NFI = 0.992; RA = 0.976; CFI = 0.994; RMSEA = 0.075) and

wa~

used in the

subsequent analysis.
Table 6.4.14: Confinnatory Factor Analysis- Business performance (standardised
regression coefficients)
Variabkl

Performance measure

Standardised regression
coefficlenl~

FS

Sales growth

0.629

Ff

Cash flow

0.736

FU

Net profit

0.897

FV

Return on investment

0.815

FW

Market share

0.468
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Employee·~

SelL'ie of belonging

di~cussed

As

earlier, the organismional commitment and esprit de corps

seemed to fit !he SME daia well. Since hnth
of belonging (to the

organL~ation

con~trucls

related to an

con.~tru~ts

employee·~ scn~c

and 10 each other), it is possible that a single construct

may be more uppropriate. In the majority of SMEs, the number of employees is small
and employees tend to work closely together. Consequently, there could be little
differentiation between commitment to the organisation and to fellow employees.
Further, this is the business owner I manager's perception of the employee's
commitment and esprit de corps and not the perception of the employees them~clves.
Table 6.4.15: Confinnatory Factor Analysis- Employee's sense of belonging
(standardised estimates)

It.m

Statement

Standardised
regression
coefficients

AF

Our staff arc committed to their work

BG(R)

The bonds between

thL~

0.656

organisation and its employees

0.512

Employees feel that their future is linked to this

0.489

is weak

BO

organisation
CA

In general, employees are proud to work for us

0.714

CM

Our employees would be happy to make personal

0.581

sacrifices if it was important

u

There is a good team spirit in this organisation.

0.661

v

Our staff informally deal with each other

0.488

BS

Working for this business is like being pan of a big

0.626

family

CQ

Our staff are genuinely concerned about the needs and

0.593

problems of other workers
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•. c.

For

thL~

reason, a single construct, termed 'employees sense of belonging' in thi.\

research, wus developed from the nine items thut

mea.~urcd

organisational commitment

(5) and esprit de corps constructs {4). A CFA found a good fit {chi-square= 111.09 (df
= 27; P = 0.0); RMR = 0.050; GFI = 0.952; AGFI = 0.921; NFI = 0.915; RFJ = 0.0.887;
CFI = 0.934) and the estimated

rcgrc.~sion

coefficients, shown in table 6.4.15, were

generally greater than 0.50. The two items with low regression coefficients (80 and V)
were removed and the CFA of the remaining

item~

obtained a good fit {chi-square =

62.013 {df = 14: P = 0.000); RMR = 0.044: GFI = 0.966; AGFI = 0.933; NFI = 0.939:
RFI = 0.909; CFI = 0.952; RMSEA = 0.080), suggesting that the simplified model that
combined the organisational commitment and esprit de corps constructs wa~ acceptable.

Of the three constructs of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) intelligence generation and
intelligence dissemination were found to be applicable and valid in the SME sample. Fit
indices for organisational response were less than optimum and hence this construct was
considered not applicable. Organisational commitment and esprit de corps were found
to be applicable constructs in the present SME context, as was market turbulence, but
not competitive intensity.

Narver and Slater's (1990) customer orientation and

competitor orientation constructs were also found to be applicable.

Combining similar items from Kohli and Jaworski's and Narver and Slater's constructs,
into customer related and competitor related dimensions obtained constructs that fitted
the data well, suggesting that such a conceptualisation may be more applicable to
SMEs. Customer service orientation and repeat business also emerged as applicable
constructs. 'Employee's sense of belonging' modelled as a single construct met all the
model fit criteria and was found valid in the SME context.
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The poor fit of some of the market orientation constructs and the emergence uf some
new constructs suggests that the market urientation pcrfurmancc model may have to lx:
modified in the present SME context to include new dimensions, such
service orientation, an

employee·~- ~cm.-e

iL~ CU-~Immr

of lx:hnging and ttl: repeat nature of bu.\ine\.<o.

A revised market orientation - performance model is suggested and

te~ted

in the next

section of the present chapter.

6.5

Market orientation and performance: Model building and evaluation

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the measurement models suggested that some
constructs proposed by Narvcr and Slater

a~

well

a~

Kohli and Jaworski may not lx:

applicable to SMEs. Further, emergence of new constructs such as customer service
orientation, repeat business and employee's sei\SC of belonging

ncees~itated

the revision

of existing models. This section examines the inter-relationships between different
constructs. First the existing models of Kohli and Jaworski and Narver and Slater are
briefly examined. This is followed by an in depth analysis of revised market orientation
- performance models using different conceptualisations.

Kohli and Jaworski's model
Kohli and Jaworski's model was discussed in detail in chapter 2. Figure 2.7.1
(reproduced here for reference) shows the antecedents, moderators and consequences of
market orientation. Of the several antecedents discussed by Kohli and Jaworski, top
management emphasis, organisational systems and inter departmental dynamics were
found to be not applicable to SMEs. The small size of the SMEs and their informal
organisational structure meant that these constructs were not theoretically justifiable.
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Measurement

mudd~

of these constructs supported this view. Of the supply and demand

side modcr:uors tcsled. compcririve

inten~iry

was found to he not of relevance to

SME~

hecausc of lnw competition. As can he inferred from earlier re~ulls in chapter 5, even in
thr face of competition. most SMEs respond in a limited way to compel it ivc

move~.

SMEs were alw in a stable prnducr market and the market turbulence Wa\ low.

The consequences of a market oriented hehaviour appeared to he applicable to
also. Employee responses manifesting

a~

organisalional commitment and

e~pril

SME~

de corps

were found to be applicable and so did customer responses in the ft.·rm of better
satisfaction and repeat business.

Of the three market orientation

con~tructs

(intelligence generation, dissemination and

organisational response), intelligence generation and dissemination emerged as
applicable to SMEs. Organisational response construct could not be supported. This
was not surprising, given that Kohli and Jaworski's conceptualisation was activity
based. As discussed in Chapter 3, SMEs adopt an informal approach to marketing and
do nor have the resources or skills to undertake specialist activities. Their marketing has
been described in the literature

a~

uncoordinated and haphazard with only a few

engaging in proactive marketing. Further, the small size of most SMEs in the sample
meant that 'organisational respon5e' was irrelevant. Esseriially. the results suggested
that Kohli and Jaworski's conceptualisation might not suit SMEs. Further, given the
limited impact of most SMEs on their market, their organisational response has little
relevance.
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Figure 2.7.1. Kohli- Jaworski's market orientation construct
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With intelligence generation aud dissemination alone and without a valid

respnn~e

dimension, the market orientation pcrfurnmncc model could not he empirically
evaluated. Further, such a model doesn't

mak~:

any

th~:orctical

sense. Generating

intclhgencc and discussing it without a response cannot haw any impact on
performance. In summary, it appeared that Kohli and Jaworski's conccptualbation may
not be applicable to SMEs.

Evaluation of Narver and Slater's model of market orientation and performance

Cu>iomcr
oriootatloo

Compotitor
oriontatioo

lnterfun<tional

Figure 6.5.1: Narver and Slater's market orientation model

Of the three constructs, customer and competitor orientation constructs were found
valid in the measurement models. A partial disaggregation model {Figure 6.5.2) with
acceptable fit indices demonstrated a positive influence of customer and competitor
orientation on performance.
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Figure 6.5.2: Partially disaggregated model or market orientation • performance
relationship in SMEs uslnJ! Narver and Slater's model
In this model the variables for each construct were randomly combined to form
indicators. customer orientation had 3 indicators and competitor orientation and

performance had two indicators each. The regression weights for all the indicators were
above 0.7, indicating the usefulness of the partial disaggregation approach. Fit indices
for this model were (chi square "' 45.643 (df = 12; p = 0.000); NA oo 0.970; CFI =

0.978; RA = 0.948; GFI = 0.976; AGFI = 0.945; RMR = 0.035; RMSEA = 0.072}
indicating a good model fit. Critical ratios in the model did not suggest any

improvement. Relative regression weights suggested that customer orientation was
more important in comparison to competitor orientation. These results demonstrate that
Narver and Slater's conceptualisation of market orientation - performance relationship is
applicable to SMEs also.
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Cu•rumor

rcl.o!ala..1L•11'"'

""""""''.

'""''"" 0\11\'ltr<•

Figure 6.5.3: Conceptualisation of market orientation and performance in SME.~

However. as

discus~ed

in the earlier part of this chapter, evaluation of the measurement

models suggested that a modified conceptualisation might be necessary. The revised
model in figure 6.5.3 includes customer service orientation

a~

an element of market

orientation.

'Customer service orientation' construct was distinctly separate from the customer
related activities construct and appeared to relate to the interaction between the
customer and the business (or its employees) at the interface and the service ethos of the
business. A market oriented behaviour has been shown to have a positive impact on
employees' corrunitment and esprit de corps (Jaworski & Kohli, 1993; Kohli &
Jaworski, 1990), Consequently both customer related activities and customer service
orientation were modelled as impacting on 'employee's sense of belonging'. Unlike
large organisations, iu a small or medium business setting, competitor related activities
are mostly in the realm of the owners I managers of the business. Consequently, it is
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logical to

a.'i..~umc

that cmnpctitor relate<! ac::tivitie" will have very hule tmpact •m

'employees' Hcn..:c this path wa.' ntll incluo.k-tl in the motkl 1

Evaluation orSME markd orientation model:

An earlier section of

thi.~

chapter established the imponance of cuslom:r -.ervtce

orientation and customer satisfaction a.\ an element in the market onentOJIIon performance relation~hip. As the first SEep in model evaluation. the 'tructural
relationship between dements of SME market orientation lie. customer orientation.
competiiOr orientation and custom:r service orientation) was tested.

0.71

0.24

0.17

Chi-square"' 322.535 (df:: 116; p = 0.000); NFI:: 0.873; CFI:: 0.914:
RFl = 0.851; GFI = 0.932; AGFI = 0.910: RMR =0.074: RMSEA = 0.051

Figure 6.5.4: Structuml relationship· Customer relakd activities,. competitor
related activities and service orientation

J

Subsequent tests did show very low loading of competitor ll:lated IICiivitic:s on 'sense of bc:looging'th05

supporting Dill' initial argummL
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Tbeordically.

~"U.'>Innrr

;1fk1 ~houkl ha\~
coo:l'f..:ll!nt~

wn.·1cc 'houkl ha\·c no corrc:lation with competitor orientation

hrghcr cnm:laJJC>Il wrtb cu~tnrncr

.tOO rn.><id lit m<iic\''

~n:

oric:nt~tion.

The

rc~ulting

correlation

g1vcn in figure 6.5.4.

th miiClpalC'd. <.."U.,tomcr '<:1"\':cc oncnlalwn had a low correllltion (0. I7) with
~vmpctitor

rclatro a.:UV!IJes. Cu.\.tom:r rclllted .tetivities showed a relatively higher

correlation \0.1.4) w1th the:

~r,.rcc .Jimen~ion

butthi-\ was still ]ow in absolute tcnm and

wa.\ rdaJivcly low compared to !he correlation bc1wecn cu.~torncr and competitor related
acth·ities (0. 71 ). Thl\ sugge.o;~:ed that. white CIL\tomer related activities such as gathering
imc:lligeno:. prondlng trammg to \taff etc may be important, customer service
orient:uion

~·as

J.Oother distinctly !>epaTiltc J.Od importJ.Ot dimension for SMEs. This

related to cu.'l\omcr 5Cf'V!CC at the 5Crvrce provider interface.

ThL~

fit. Given the increased complex1ty of the model. fit

indice~

conside~d

model provided a good
close to 0.9 were

acceptable. CA. GA and AGA were abcwe 0.9 (refer figure 6.4.6). RMSEA

value (0.057) was close to 0.05 illdicating a good fit. The critical ratios were also low
indicating that further

modifica!ioiL~

are not needed.

Market orientalion ·performance In SMEs

'The full model (model A). ~hown in figure 6.5.5. was tested

u.~ing

AMOS and a partial

disaggregation approach. In this model. the validated scale items for each of the
constructs were randomly split to fonn two or three indicators (Dabholkar et al.. 1996).
Details of the partial disaggregation

proces.~

were discussed earlier in this chapter. The

interrelationships between latent coJL~rocts J.Od !he model fit were evaluated.
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Figure 6.5.5: Market orientation and performance· Model A

This model yielded good fit indices (Chi-square= 153.208 (df= 54; p = 0.000); RMR =
0.033; NFI = 0.935; RA = 0.906; CA = 0.957; GFI = 0.958; AGFI = 0.929; RMSEA =
0.058). RMSEA of 0.05 is considered excellent and this, combined with other indices
suggested that this model is quite acceptable.

Looking at the regression weights in the model, one can conclude that the overall
impact of market orientation on business perfonnance is minimal

(~quared

multiple

correlation= 0.102). This indicates that there arc other non-marketing factors that
impact on business performance much more than those related to marketing. Though a
negative finding, this is in tune with findings in several small business studies discussed
in chapter 3, where marketing was assigned the last priority by SMEs. Results of this
study, discussed in chapter 5, also demonstrated that mruketing wa$ least of the
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problem~

for the SME

~ample

population. On the contrary, as discussed in chapter 3,

resource und other ~;onstruints have been shown

u.~

major problem areas for SMEs.

The loadings between latent constructs and performance were genemlly low.

A~

can be

inferred from the standardised regression weights, competitor related activities had
much Jesser impact on performance compared to customer related activities or service
orientation. In contru.~t. both customer related activities and customer service orientation
had significant impact on 'sem;e of belonging' of employees. The rcspt:ctiv.:: regression
weights were (0.28 and 0.43). Service orientation also had signiticant impact on repeat
business (standardised regression weight = 0.36). Service orientation had much less
direct impact on perfonnance than through repeat business. Employee's sense of
belonging also had no direct impact on repeat business. Theoretically, this is justified
because employee's sense of belonging operates through bener customer service. this in
tum leading to satisfaction and repeat business. Organisational commitment is also seen
to impact directly on performance. The regression weights of latent constructs leading
to performance are negative because of the reversed scale used for measuring
performance. Table 6.5.1 gives the total effects of latent constructs on performance. The
modification indices were either moderate <20 (most of them around lO) indicting that
no modification is called for. Where it was > 20, there was no theoretical justification to
undertake the modification.

An alternative model (model B) in which 'customer service' was seen as a result of
'employee's sense of belonging' was tested. Such an approach can be theoretically
justified in that SMEs rarely do any marketing planning and their marketing is more
reactive rather than proactive. Consequently, the set of scale items that were

conceptualised as 'customer service orientation' can

al.~o

be viewed as 'customer M:rvice'

as it happens. Under these conditions, employee's sense of belonging leads to better
customer service, which in turn can lead to repeat business and performance.

While
fit

~uch

indict'~

a conceptualisation also produced ucceptable model fit indices, generully the

were marginally [ower und RMR and RMSEA

value~

were marginally higher

compared to model A. Model B also did oot significantly improve the explanatory
power or offer additional insights imo the market orientation - performance relationship.
Hence, model A was retained.

Compared to a totally disaggrcgatcd model, the fit indices for the partially
disaggregated model were better, establishing usefulness of the partial disaggregation
approach in this model. As can be expected, because of the aggregation of the scale
items, the standardised regression wetghts improved significamly. There were no
significant changes in the regression weights of latent variables.

In addition to assessing the direct effects that various model constructs have on others, it
is necessary to examine the total effects of each construct. Total effects cover both
direct and indirect effects and consequently provide a better indication of the overall
importance of each construct. Total effects computed using AMOS are given in table
6.5.1.
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I
Table 6.5.1: Total effeclli on endogenous construcL'i (model A)
Effect

orU

··~

Repeat

Pcrfor

buslne;s mance

Competitor orientation

SerL<~e

of

SMC

belonging

0.08

Customer orientation

0.001

0.175

Sense of belonging

0.003

0.221

Customer service orientation

0.513

Repeat business

Performance

0.098
0.116

0.220

0.31 I
0.545
0.128
0.102

SMC: Squared multiple correlations

Blank space indicates zero effect due to the absence of a path. Squared multiple
correlations are given in the Jao;t column. Negative effect on performance is due to
reven;al of scales.

Looking at total effects, one can infer that service orientation had notable effect on
repeat business and sense of belonging. Though small in absolute terms, customer
orientation had more impact on business performance compared to competitor
orientation. The direct effect of employee's commitment on performance was also
relatively high, suggesting the important role of employees {service providers) in SMEs.

In summary, the measurement models demonstrated the validity of Kohli and Jaworski
and Narver and Slater's market orientation constructs in ';MEs in Australia. Kohli and
Jaworski's intelligence generation and intelligence dissemination and Narver and
Slater's customer orientation and competitor orientation were found to be valid for
SJI..1Es. Because of the size and the number of employees in most businesses, interfunctional coordination and organisational response design and implementation were
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found to bt Mt valid constructs. Significant correlation hetwccn

cu~tnmer

anti

competitor orientations suggested the existence of a higher ortler market orientution
construct. In addition to these constructs, euMomcr !>trvice orientation emcrgetl as an
important and vulitl construct. The results from
mode[ suggestetl that customer

.~ervice

business und this contributetl to

.t

market orientation - performance

oricntution resulted in generation of repcut

busines.~

performance. 'Sense of belonging" of

employees w:ll. also found to be: an important factor in business performance. The
results also

~uggested

that, while market orientlltion and other constructs were valid in

SMEs, it had minimal impact on business performance. A host of other factors such

a~

resources, limited market, low market turbulence could impact on the performance of
SMEs. The measurement model also emphasised the informal nature of many of the
market oriented activities in SMEs. The next chapter discusses the limitations of the
study, provides recommendations to SMEs and suggests areas of further research.
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CHAPTER?

Conclusions, limitation.~. implicatiom; or the research

The

pre~ent

chapter

dL~cu~ses

the managerial and research implicmions of the findings

of the present study, examines its limitations and suggests

7.1

area~

for future re ... earch.

Conclusions

The present study examined the applicability of Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) and
Narver and Slater's ( 1990) market orientation constructs to Australian SMEs and found
that their overall models were not applicable to the businesses surveyed. Of Kohli and
Jaworski's (1990) three constructs (intelligence generation, intelligence dissemination
and organisational response), intelligence dissemination and organisational response
(response design and response implementation) were not found to be applicable to the
SMEs surveyed. Conceptually, the 'inter-functional coordination' construct suggested
by Narver and Slater (1990) could not be justified in the SME context and was not
included in the present study. A similar argument can be advanced with respect to
organisational design and implementation constructs of Kohli and Jaworski. The
absence of formal organisational structures and fonnal processes in small businesses
meant that the organisational response construct was not supported.

Kohli and Jaworski and Narver and Slater developed their models within large
businesses that had multiple divisions. Consequently, the dissemination of information
across the organisation, the coordination across specialist functions, such as marketing,
R&D and manufacturing were important. A Jack of communication or conflict and
disharmony between functional areas in such large organisations are major problems
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that have been well researched {eg (Souder, 198])

(Ma~iello,

1988)). Large husincsses

are also know11 to genemte indepcmlcnt intelligence within divisions, necessitating good
intelligence dissemination systems across the

organis~tio11.

As the present results demonstrated, the SMEs •orveycd were relatively small, very few
had separate function;ll areas and, by definition and in practice, decision making wa'
undertaken by their owner(s) and/or manager(s). Further, many were managed by the
owners

thernselve~

rather than by the professional managers who run large

organisations. In the absence of separate functional areas, coordination constructs could
not be justified.

Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) intelligence generation construct was found to be
applicable to the SMEs surveyed. However, the scale items that measured this construct
suggested that, intelligence generation in the SMEs surveyed was informal, rather than
formal. Indeed, formal market resr.arch

wa~

respondents' least preferred method of

generating market intelligcace. The informal nature of marketing in SMEs has been
well documented and was discussed in detail in chapter 3. Kohli and Jaworski's (1990)
conceptualisation of market orientation is based on an activities approach, including
intelligence generation and dissemination. As discussed in chapter 3, SMEs do not tend
to engage in specialist marketing activities. Consequently it was perhaps not surprising
that their conceptualisation did not hold in the SMEs surveyed.

The key difference between the two models stlrlied is the way the constructs were
operationalised. Kohli and Jaworski looked at market orientation from a functional
perspective (ie. specific activities such as intelligence generation), whereas Narver and
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Slater viewed the construct from u cultural viewpoiot (cg. A customer focus and a
competitor focus) (Webb, 2000). In the absence of specialist dcpartmenls or functional
special isis, it

w:L~

not surprising that Narver and Slater's model was found to he more

applicable to SMEs. A recent swc.ly by Webb,

Wcb.~ter

and Krcpapa (2000)

~upported

these findings.

Nnn-er and Slater's (1990) market orientation conceptualisation seemed to he more
applicable to SMEs than Kohli and Jaworski's. Their customer and competitor
orientation constructs that covered activities relating to customers and comp;!titors
respectively, without focussing on any one type of activity. such as intelligence
generation, seemed to be applicable in the present research context. This may he
because SMEs may not have the need, skills or resources to conduct specific marketing
activities, such

a~

market research. Given the localised nature of many of the SMEs

surveyed and their small presence in the market, large-seale market intelligence may he
unnecessary, unduly expensive and unwarranted. Even when the more generic customer
and competitive orientation constructs were used, the informal nature of the SMEs'
marketing processes was apparent from the means of the various scale items.

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) discussed the effect of a number of antecedents, such as top
management's emphasis and risk aversion, on the development of a market orientation.
In the SMEs surveyed, these antecedents did not emerge. The role of entrepreneurship
in small businesses has been the subject of numerous studies but did not come within
the scope of the present study.

However, it would seem that, as with the market

orientation construct itself, Kohli and Jaworski's suggestions are more relevant to large
organisations than they are to SMEs.
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A customer service oricotlltion emerged us an important dimension in the qualitmive
phase of the present research. The majority of the SMEs surveyed fell that customer
service and custotncr satisfactiun were eruciulto their

.~uccess

and this

WU.\

true

ucro~~

all business segments (eg. manufacturing, service, rctuil and others}. The dependence of
SME$ on repeut customers.
has

dL~cusscd

in

detailth~

new customers and

ha.~

wa.~

also clear in the present study. The murketing literature

advantages of retaining exisling customers over llcquiring
stressed the Jilctime value of custom!rS (Cannie, 1994:

Srinivasan, 1996: Wyner, 1996). However, the present study suggests that
business'

h~s

an

~dded

'repeat

meaning for the SMEs surveyed. Because of the localised nature

of their businesses and their limited exposure in the market place, SMEs depend more
on repeat business and long tenn relationships. In the absence of other ways of gaining
a competitive advantage, such

a.~

low cost production, pricing, advertising

promotion, customer satisfaction and repeat business have

~substantial

~nd

impact on an

SME's perfonnance.

The present study also found a distinction between hllving a 'customer service
orientation' and undertaking 'customer related activities.' Custom!r related activities
covered activities such as intelligence generation, staff training and the m!asurement of
satisfaction. In contrast, the service orientation construct measured interactions at the
customer-provider interface. The distinction was seen in both the confirmatory and the
exploratory factor analyses. and it seems that having a customer service orientation

wa.~

more important to perfo:rrnance than having either a customer orientation or a
competitor orientation.
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In Kohli am! Jaworski's { 1990) model,
were viewed

:LS

urgani.~atiunal

commitment and esprit de

corp~

a consequence of having a umrket orientation; the suggestion hcing that

the !<tore market oriented an organisation b, the more satisfied
the more commined they will be to the

organi.~ation.

employee~

will he and

A similar effect was noticed in the

present study in which these two const!llcts were combined into a single "employees'
sense of belonging' const!llctthat had a strong direct impact on business performance.

The SMEs surveyed had a relatively weak competitor orielll~tion, and they placed more
emphasis on monitoring competition than on responding to it. In businesse~. the "four
Ps" can be used to gam a competitive advantage. As the majority of the SMEs surveyed
had adopted a 'cost based pricing' approach, entering into a price war did not emerge as
a potential tactic. Promotion was also low-key and was confined to newspaper
advertising, the Yellow Pages, displays around their business premises and word of
mouth. As many businesses provided a standard product or service, they did not obtain
an advantage through product innovation. All of these results reflect the low emphasis
on competitors in the SMEs surveyed. Slater and Narver (1994b p 23) stressed the
importance of competitors as 'target customers could view them as a!temale satisfiers of
their needs.'

The results from the present study suggest that, generally, SMEs

monitored competition but that they did not respond vigorously.

Narver and Slater (1994) argued that a market oriented culture is necessary to build and
maintain the core business capabilities that can create superior value and they modelled
the link between having a market orientation, competitive advantage and business
performance as shown in figure 7. I.
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Feedback

I
Co~

Market
orientation

Competitive
advantage

capabilities

Cu>lomer
Cmnpclil<l<
c....,hnali<"ol

Custmt~r

1---t

srn·icr

Qaulil_\"
lnmll'alitm

\->

Cu>i<lmerloyolly
New p11xluc1

Busine.1s

__,

'="

perjormunc~

Pnlfilabdily
Sale> gruwlb

Markel 'hare

Figure 7.1: Market orientation, competitive advantage and

buslnes.~

perfonnance

(Reproduced/rom Slater and Nan•er ( 1994) p.25)

Their model appeared to be suitable for SMEs with some modifications. The present
study

sugge~ted

that market orie/1/ution and core capabilities arc inseparable in SMEs.

In the absence of specialised functions, such
groups, such

IDi

a.~

intelligence generation, and functional

marketing and manufw.:turing, customer a:nd competitor oriented

activities are integrated into the daily activities of the SME so they became the way of
doing 'business as usual.'

Competitive advantage appears to now from customer

loyalty that results in repeat business. A revised model for SMEs is shown in Figure 7.2.
Feedback

I
o.,;,,..,

Marl.etOri<n"'ri""

.,.,~n•i•

Cu01omerand

Compoti1nr
n:la!ed activities
inlegrnltd into
the d<\lly rouline
of busir>ess

~

Customer ..,ru..,
QualiiY
Innovation

C""'f'f'rit"'

Businru

ad'""''~~·

prrfom/OT>cr

Cuiiorn<r

1---o

satisfaction
leading to n:p<al
bliSincss

\->

Profitahitily
Sales i!Jowth

Figure 7.2: Market orientation, competitive advantage and business performance

In SMF.S (a revised model)
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Some SME studies have used very sophisticated measures of performance. However,
the

re~ults

from the present research suggest that SMEs

measures. such as sales growth,

ca~h

u.~c

simple performance

now and net profit, to me:tsure their performance.

In both the qualitmive and the quantitative surveys, market share
imponant as a performance measure. The simple

mca.~ures

wa.~

found to be

that arc used are

Jes~

ca.~y

to

understand and interpret by those involved in the day-to-day operation of a business,
compared to other more sophisticated measures that require accounting skills.

Apan from the relationship between having a marketing orientation and business
performance, the present research investigated some of the marketing practices
undenaken by SMEs. The results obtained suggested that advcnising in Yellow

Page~

was common among the SMEs surveyed. Citing Marchesney (1989), Lorraine made a
similar observation, noting that SME owners were not very concerned about marketing
planning and made very little use of advenising. Their limited expenditure meant that
advenising tended to be restricted to the Yellow Pages and professional

magazine~.

Such an observation is interesting, as well as important, in that government agencies,
such as SBDC, as well as educational institutions in Australia, have been offering
training in small business marketing and management. These findings suggest that such
programs may need to be refocusscd.

The present study has several practical implications for SMEs. The low levels of
customer orientation and competitor orientation are a source of competitive advantage
for tltose seeking to expand their business. The qualitative interviews suggested thm
SMEs did very liule with the infonnal h1telligcnce they ger.erated. Their intelligence
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guthl:ring uppearcU to lx,: reactive, often only involving nuting feedback from
mthcr than proactive, or ba.o;cd on what the

busine~s

cu~tum:r,,

wanted to know. A more thoughtful

and planned collection of information from customers and the bcuer

U!.C

of ~uch market

information would give u competitive aUvuntage.

There

i.~

a perception among the SMEs surveyed that gathering and

analy~ing

market

information requires formal and expensive market research. This, combined with their
general apathy towards marketing. opens opportunities for training and educating SME
owners or managers. Such programs should empha.•isc simple and practical ways to
analyse available market information. In

dl~cussing

the market orientation of British

businesses, Harris ( 1996) noted that, in many ways, a 'market orientation is free' and he
stre~U

that developing a market orientation did not mean spending more money on

marketing but, rather, it meant doing things differently.

The dependence of the SMEs surveyed on repeat business makes clear the: importance
of customer satisfaction and customer service. There appeared to be a high t.:\·el of
recognition among these SMEs about the importance of customer service. However,
given its importance, the emphasis should be on getting the 'service encounter' right
every time, ratht:r than aiming for some measure of overall customer satisfaction.

7.2

Limitations or the study

Any research has inherent limitations and the present project

wa.~

no exception. As wa.•

described in chapter 2, the 'market orientalion' area is an evolving lield and most
studies are exploratory in nature. While there is a general understanding as to what
'having a market orientation' means, there is no generally accepted opcrationalisation
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and SC\'eral alternatives have beer.

~uggc~h:d.

Kohli and Jawurski's ( J 990) and Narver

and Slater's ( [990) description.-. uf market uricntati<Jn, that were the
~tudy, ~reate

a l"onccptuallimitatinn in

tht:m~dve.~

ba~is

of the present

and questions have been raised

a~

to

wllcthcr there arc other lliOrc U)>Cful con.\tructs. Thi~ study, in addition to examining the
~pplicability

uf e.'ti.,ting market orienlation con."tructs, explored and validated new

constructs that were applicable to SME.\. The market orientation construct can be al!
encompa'l.~ing

as the creation of 'superior value to customers' can be achieved in

several ways and any action an organisation takes can impact on its customers and other
stakeholders.

Some of the internal actions that an organisation takes can have far reaching
implications for customers. ';uo:h actions. while profiwble to management and
shareholders, may adversely affect customers. However. most market orientation studies
have only looked at customer focussed or competitor focussed actions, such as
intelligence generation. human resource issues, such as customer relations training, and
othc:r organisational response variables. Further, the 'superior value' concept has
generally been measured from the perspective of the organisation and its manager(s)

and not from tbe customer's point of view. Previous market orientation studies have
obtained variable and sometimes contradictory results, which could be due in part to the
evolving nature of the field. The present study focussed on the market orientation of
Australian SMEs and suggested one possible conceptualisation.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the definition of an SME varies widely from country to
country. In Australia, the classification is based on their number of employees, without
any regard 10 their annual turnover or the nature of the business. Consequently, the
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sample in the present study was heterogenous. While this provides an advamagc in
gcncralising results, fitting a model across a spectrum of SMEs can reduce the power of
the

analysi~.

In

contra~\.

a model that is applied to a more homogeneous sample can be

more specific. As was discussed in chapter 2, most market orientation models were
developed in large business environments, where marketing practices arc similar. The
very size of the SMEs surveyed (employee numbers varying from 0 to 200), and their
t)lpes

ofbusines~es

can make marketing pmctices different, imposing further constraints

on the present study.

Large businesses (that have been the basis of most previous market orientation studies)
are professionally managed. How 'Ver, in SMEs, entrepreneurship plays a dominant role
in shaping the performance and growth of the business. In some businesses, owners may
decide not to expand the business, while others may be actively trying to improve their
business performance and yet both may be very market oriented.lt could be argued that
not responding to competition is not a market oriented behaviour but, given the
localised nature of most SMEs and the emphasis SMEs place on customer orientation
and customer service, such arguments may not be reasonable. Under such conditions,
performance (especially financial performance) and growth may be influenced by the
owner(s)' decisions, rather than by their market orientation. Further, many studies have
found that SME operators chose to go into business because of the flexible working
hours they expected, life style considerations or for life satisfaction. In the present
study, only 50% of respondents said they had a financial reason for starting their
business, which suggests that the intangible or non-monetary

a~pects

of operating an

SME may be more important to many respondents.
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In the present study only financial pcrtbrmanee

wa.~ rnca.~ured

and related to the market

orientation construct, creating another limitation within the study. Eutreprencurship
should be a part of any SME market orieotation study, or it should at least be an
antecedent of market orientution. It should be noted that in Kohli and Jaworski's (1990)
study, top management's

empha.~is wa.~

an antecedent. Conceptually, entrepreneurship

may play a similar role in SMEs but it may be more complex. Its effect may be more
profound due to the lack of formal management system~ in SMEs. Because the focus of
the present study was on examining existing constructs, the impact of entrepreneurship
was not investigated.

All previous market orientation studies have recognised the role that situational and
business related factors play in modifying the market orientation-performance
relationship. While the present research investigated the impact of some such variables
(eg pricing, advertising and location of the business), there may be others that are
specific to business segments that were not investigated. For example, the present study
found that location had a different impact in different industry

s~gments.

The presence

of such industry specific factors needs to be investigated further. The impact of relative
size of the business on market orientation also needs to be examined.

As was shown in chapter 5, the present sample was representative of Australian SMEs.
However, the sample was skewed in favour of long running businesses. Consequently.
the suggested model needs to be validated for new businesses.

Generally, past studies have concentrated on products, consumer goods and the retail
trade, with less emphasis on services and other non-consumer goods businesses. While
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the present 5tudy attempted to overcome
examining existing market orientation

thc.~c

biases, hccausc oft he primary focus on

con.~tructs,

there might have been

~omc

inadvertent biases. In one of the early interviews it was pointed out that professional
businesses, such as consulting, gcnemte new business through networking, word of
mouth and other methods, rather than by the conventional methods (cg. the four Ps)
used in traditional product marketing. Further, there may be u limitation in the research
instrument itself. Though Kohli and

Jaworski'~

and Narver and Slater's instruments

were modified and some items from other studies were added, these instruments had not
been widely tested in an SME context.

7.3

Suggestions for future research

In developing a market orientation model, the present research looked at SMEs as a
whole. However, as was discussed earlier in this chapter, the operationalisation of the
market orientation construct could vary depending on the size and type of industry
segment. This will be the subject of future investigation.

Further, the present study was based on a sample of Australian SMEs. The suggested
model needs to be tested in other countries to sec if the results obtained can be
generalised. For example, Singapore SMEs exports much of their production and many
are technology driven. A key question is if Singaporean SMEs are more market oriented
than Australian SMEll and, if so, in what ways. Greenley {1995) differentiated between
the degree of market orientation and forms of market orientation. Comparing market
orientation from different types of economies should give new insights into the fonn of
market orientation practiced by various businesses and their impact on performance.
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A useful parallel line of research would he to compare successful and not so successful
businesses and their market orientation, as well as other business related factors, to
determine if success or failure

w:~~

due to market orientation or other factors.

In addition, the various coneeptuallimitations of the present study provide opportunities
for further research. The role of entrepreneurship, the conscious decision of some SME
owners to blend business and life style and their market orientation in comparison to
those SME owners who aggressively seek financial goals nrc all areas where further
research woold provide useful information.

'Providing superior value to customers' has been the basis for all the market orientation
models that have been suggested. However, all previous studies have been based on the
organisational/manager's viewpoint, rather than being examined from the point of view
of the front line employee or the customer. While it bas been found that the market
orientation of the (shop floor) employees can be different from the senior managers
(Harris, 1997a) a comparison of the three perceptions would give better insight into the
'market orientation' construct and might make it more operational at a business level.
A new lrend in Australian large businesses (eg. Banks) is to focus on the financial and
shareholder aspects of the business to the detriment of employees and customers. Entry
barriers for the rmancial sector businesses are high in Australia and these institutions
appear to be intent on increasing their profit in the face of a mounting public outcry.

Staff reductions, closure of branches and increased customer service charges seem to be
the current nonn in this industry. In such institutions, what does market orientation
mean? This is just one example of the emerging global debate on corporate vs social
market orientation, a fertile future area for further research.
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In summary, market orientation research is slill in an exploratory phase and there arc
several unknowns. While the marketing concept, which underpins the market
orienwtion construci.

ha~

been discussed since the early 1950's, it remains an elusive

concept and generalisc1 models do not exist. The suggestions in the foregoing
paragraphs 5uggcst some avenues for further research that would add to our rapidly
.~xpanding

knowledge in this vital area of marketing and strategy.
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APPENDIX -A
The Qualitative Research Phase
Rationale:
The qualitutive phase was based on un ontological assumption that reality was a mental
construct, rather than u physical fact. Epistemologically, this required an interpretive
approach with an interactive, inter subjective relationship between the researcher and
respondent. The methodology was qualitative, interested in surfacing meaning and in
having constructs of meaning interpreted hy respondents. The resulting data was judged
to be robust enough to become quasi-factual, capable of being presented in
questionnaire form, with minimal risk of misunderstanding within the measurement
process.
Initial investigation of
published instruments...._

"'r .

Qua JtatJVe
findings
"'-.
Questionnaire
design

.

.

Survey findmgs

'0.
Model

Figure At. Research scheme used in the study

The major quantitative study took the ontological stance that there

wa~

a reality about

the items selected for measurement that was factual in nature. Epistemological, the rules
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of empirical research could be followed. These included an impersonal, value free
position of the rcscurcher, precise and replicable

item~

and an objective method of

collecting and analysing datn. Statistical protocols used in quantitative studies supported
the quantitative methodology used. The reseorch process is depicted in figure AI.

Methodology:
This section expands on the qualitative research methodology that was briefly discussed
in Chapter 4.

The primary aim of the qualitative research phase was to understand 'marketing in
SlvlEs'. On the surface one could argue that small businesses engage in very little
marketing. Generally. small business literature supports this view. However, the
principles of marketing are fundamental to the success of a business. Consequently, it
was necessary to understand how marketing happens in the target population. Further,
given the broad definition of 'SMEs', it was expected that there will be a variation in
the marketing practices of the target population. Hence, the qualitative phase targeted a
range of businesses. Based on results from the preliminary phase some of the scale
items suggested by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater {1990) were
eliminated and new items were added.

In depth, personal I phone interview was used as preferred methods of data collection
over other methods such as focus groups. This was mainly because of the difficulty
ingetting groups of SME operators in one location for focus groups. Further, a personal
interview gave the opportunity for the researcher to see the responde.us in action mostly
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in their bu~iness. In some cases where person~! interview w~~ not pmsihlc due to time
nnd other constraints on the part of respondents, an in depth phone interview wus used.
Qualitative information from these interviews were then analysed to sec what marketing
practices they adopted, how they gathered their iotelligencc (if any), what they
understood by the term market orientation and the like. The key themes from this stage
were used as the base for quantitative phase and questionnaire development. No
qualitative dma analysis software was used in the study. This was mainly because, in the
opinion of the researchers, the qualitative research was about understanding the business

I marketing practices and not about any contentious issue where different subgroups
could have opposing viewpoints.

Results:
Following an extensive literature review, interviews with a number of small and
medium businesses were conducted. The aim was to understand the marketing and other
business practices in SMEs in Australia and to identify significant departures from
praclices adopted elsewhere.

The fluid definition of the term 'small/ medium business' necessitated that qualitative
interviews be undertaken in a diverse range of businesses. Focus groups would have
offered a better solution but the logistics of getting a group of business people purely for
research purpose made personal or telephone interviews a belter option. Such an option
also gave the researcher the opportunity to observe the business practices in some cases.

While the fonnat of the interview was open, the interviews generally followed a script
so as not to miss any significant point. The questions were open-ended und the script
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was used mainly for prompting. Confidentiality und anonymity of the respondents was
assured. Phone interviews were also conducted on the same basis. for some
respondents, the M:ript was faxed earlier so as to allow them time to prepare their
responses. The interviews covered details of their business, llUirketing practices,
performance, customer focus, impressions of l1lllrketing and related topics.

General format or the script used in the Interviews
The following script is in point fonn and not in the format of specific questions. During
the interviews, the respondents were asked to talk about their business, themselves and
their marketing practices. As discussed in the previous section, this script was used
mainly for prompting.

Profile of the business and its owner(s)

Length of time in busi11ess - type of business (manufacturing, retail, service etc) business stmcture (siugie OII'1Ier or partllership or company or trust) - branches if auy part of national chain or frai!Chise - number of employees - approximate ammal
tumover (if possible) -family b!lsiness? - mnfrom home or from a business lacatiou ru11 on part-time or full-time basis - who does the sales /marketing for the company special sales I marketing staff - their desig11atio11 -sphere of operation - any separate
division for manufacturing or other activities - The respondent's position in the finn previous experience in running a business- edr1cational background.

Marketing practices

Haw does the business find out what the customers want or do they just sell what is
available- do they conduct market research- if not why (do they understand what is
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market re.rerm:ll) - is it beC/Iuse nmrket re.\'e11rdl i.r expen.rive • n(ll 11eeded for lm.rines.1· which is their best J'OIIrce of infomwtiml o11 w!rat tire customers are lookiii!.J for - w!rat
the competition is doing - do they have competition (for example, a deli operatin!l
locally may be in a different situation compared to a large retail .wore) - da their staff
do m1y inteilige11ce gatheri11g - do tlu:y talk to they cliems lo find aut what they wtmt. do they take part

i11

finding 0111 what tire cuslf!mers want - is the infonnation shared

around with other staff in the buJ'iness.

Do businesses think marketing is necessary· if not why (is it because of financial or
time pressure) - How did they start the business - did they just start with

fill

idea or

there was a need for the product - why did they choose the location - was it based on
any market data or just gut feeling - how do they price their product - is it all almost a
standard- is it a very competitive market- is there a price war • do they keep following
the prices of competition • if mamifacturing finn, is there competition from imported
products.

Has the business been growing - if yes how much • if not why- how did your business
do compared to others in similar li1w of business - do they have a marketing I business
plan- do they have a market share · if yes how much?

What do they understand by customer focus or market focus - are they market focussed
- did they consider market focus necessary - in the company are there rewards for
excellence in perj"om10nce - what is their understandi11g of their tenn 'market
orientation' - What are the goals of the busi11ess?- Are tile OW11ers driving their
business toiVOrds growth or ore they happy to keep the busi11ess as it is or is it beyo11d
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their col/fro/? - What factors do they thi11k cmurihllle

/o

the

~·access

or failure rif their

business?

If there are separate departmem.r f:Jr mumifacturing, sale.5, accollllfing - how well do
they fimctian rage/her - for example, does the mwmfacturinR talk to cu.rtmner.r Ia
rmders/alld their 11eeds - 11re there conflicts between departments.

Did they think marketing had

WI}'

impact on their business - how do you idemify new

business oppommities - how do they promote their produc/J'- do they advertise - how?
(billboards, newspaper, magazines, 11', radio etc) - how much do they depend on word

of mouth advertising - what do emphasise in your ads - What emphasis you place on
after sales service.

Do the staff have the authority to solve customer problems or does the owner I manager
have to personally attend to it? Do they develop producl.f based on what the market
wants or what the company can produce? Employees, do they feel committed to the
organisation -are they proud to work for the business?

Do they respond to their customer needs and their competitor's actions? - Whm (acior.r
qffect the success of their business? Is entrepreneurship a contributing factor? What is
entrepreneurship? What do they mean by 'entrepreneurJ'hip'?

Is their marketing dependent on their line of business? or the level of education of the
ma11ager and the sphere of activities (local, national, international etc.) How is their
business peifomral/ce compared to last year a11d how does it compare with other
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simi/nr businesses. Is 1heir /m.\"ille.\"S perftJmumce location dependent? On what ba.ris do
the bu.dne.V.\'es say whether their businesJ' is Join~: well or bad or poor etr:.

What typc of customers do th.ey get? Are they mostly new customers (eg. large
shopping centres nod Penh. CBD) or arc th.ey repeat customers? Is the type of client
interaction dependent on the tYPe of clients? Is it dependent on the size of the business?
Effect of 4Ps"!

Sampling

Convenience sampling was used for th.e qualitative interview phase. Business owners in
a shopping centre in Perth were approached in person for interviews and intervkws
were done at the business premises at a time convenient to them. Some manufacturing
and service based businesses were surveyed over phone. Because of the lengthy nature
of the interview, most samples were obtained through referrals.

Results
The following general themes emerged from these interviews.
•

There was considerable variation in the nature and size of the businesoes
interviewed.

•

SMEs generally Jacked planning and a coordinated approach to marketing
strategy and determination of the marketing mix.

•

There appeared to be a distinct lack of education and understanding of
marketing concepts, and very little importance was placed on the role of
marketing in the success of the business.
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•

If and when marketing budget ulloeution was done, it was u tiny amount
without uny consideration to what needed to be done. The typical view

wa~

'when we have some cush to ~pare, we will do it.'
•

Little or no formal data gathering was done, and even the information
collected did not appear to be aetioncd.

•

Finns did not appear to fonnally anal)'lle the result of the promotional
campaigns.

•

Product quality and customer service were considered to be more important
than price in achieving customer satisfaction. One business described it as
'customer service is the backbone of our business'.

•

Small businesses appeared to have a high level of repeat business and
considered location as an important factor to their success.

•

Entrepreneurship - taking calculated risks was considered un essential part
of success of SMEs.

•

Many businesses considered marketing as synonymous to advertising.
Comments included 'making people aware of your products' and 'marketing
is advertising'.

•

Word of mouth was considered to be the best form of advertisement.

•

Marketing was seen as a sales representative's role.

•

Largely, SMEs did not seek outside help (such as consultants) for their
marketing. In most small businesses with no coordinated marketing, it was
left to one individual as one of the many functions carried out whereas some
larger businesses hired outside help to design heir advertising campaigns.

•

Marketing in SMEs appeared mostly to depend on the line of business.
While some businesses (eg. clothing shop) did a reasonable degree of
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advertising depending upon competition, professional businesses such us
pharmacies did practically no advertising except through yellow pages and
shop front ads muinly to let people know of their location. It should be noted
that large franchises were not mcluded in the study. These franchises did n
Jot of advertising.
•

The level of education of owners also appeared to be a minor factor in
deciding the level of advertising.

•

Personal contact and word of mouth were the best sources of
advertisements for SMEs, especially for the ones in the service industries.
The personal contact factor was more dominant in project and contract
related businesses such as professional consultancy services.

•

The 'small and medium businesses' classification based on number of
employees was found to be arbitrary. Business size and practices varied
widely within this classification.

•

The businesses also appeared to price their products based on what it cost
them to produce (cost pricing method). At the same time businesses
generally appeared to keep their prices on par with competitors except when
their product could be highly differentiated and higher price could be
charged. The decision to charge higher prices was not based on any fonnal
analysi~

but on educated guess. One comment from a business was 'if we

find that we are not selling enough we can always put the price down'. This
suggested an informal approach to pricing. Businesses did not report much
flexibility in the prices of their products or services.
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•

Businesses generally used the

term~

such

a.~

'different, customer friendly,

value for money, good service' to indicate sources of competitive
advantage.
•

Life style also emerged as an important goal of business owners. The
following statement from one of the interviews exemplifies their thinking:
'the aim is simply to build up the company to a stage where the directors are
able to enjoy their own life styles and rely on staff to continue the operation
of the company in their absence.'

•

Lack of resources was seen as the main constraint for businesses wanting to
expand their business.

•

Some businesses advertised only io yellow pages to make their presence
known to the public. They never advertised in other media, as the cost did
not appear to pay off sufficiently. Even when competitors engaged in heavy
advertising and promotion, they rarely responded.

The informal style of marketing activities in SMEs has been reported in the literature
and was discussed in chapter 3. Generally, the preliminary findings were in conformity
with published literature. These results were used in developing the questionnaire for
the large-scale field survey.
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II

~

EDITH COWAN
UNIVERSITY
KRill

Survey Questionnaire

M~TEOII.O..USlf\Alll,

An Invitation
to

Small and Medium Businesses
of

Australia

Research into the Market Orientation of Small and Medium Enterprises.
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Dear Participant

Edith Cowan University is studying the Market Orientation ofSma\l and Medium Businesses in Australia
and is surveying about 5000 selected small and medium businesses in Australia.
The success of a business depends a lot on how much it is focussed on the market. However, very
little is known about the market focus of Australia's small businesses.
The present study of the sma\ I and medium enterprises in Austraha is an altempt to find such information.
We believe that your participation in this survey will help us understand what works in small businesses
and whatdoesn 't. This survey is confidential and personal details (such as name and address) will not be
released to anyone. The survey takes about 30 minutes to complete.
We value your time and to make your efforts worthwhile we have Introduced three major prizes.
Details arc enclosed. We would also be happy to send you a summary of our final report if you want
it.
All completed responses will be entered into a prize draw and three successful businesses wi\\ be receiving
prizes.
Please retu111 the completed questionnaire by 20th December, 96 in the enclosed reply paid envelope to

V. S. Vcnkatcsan
Faculty of Business
Edith Cowan University
Pearson Street, Church lands, WA 6018

We thank you for your support and contribution to this research. For any queries please call Vcn\.at (09)
386 8965.

Sincerely

Research Team : V. S. Venkatcsan, Professor GooffSoutar and Assoc. Prof. Alan Brown
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2

Enlcrprl~c5

Smllll1md Mcdinm

Market orientation Survey
l'lcasc Indicate )'OUr agreement or disagreement wllh the
following statements using the I - S scale provided, with
I for total agn:cntcnt ond S for total disagreement.

Your choke of number should rencct bow ntuch cad
statement Is appllcablc to your current busineu rath 1-1
than what you would like to see. We arc interested in you
experience.
Please note that there is nn 'right' or 'wrong' an5wcr.

"f

Totally

2

3

5

4

Totally
disagree

2

3

I

4

5

Price is a key issue 1n our
businc;,.

2

3

4

5

A lot or our customers come to
know about us from other clients.

2

3

4

Our products don't require much
service_

2

3

4

5

Our success is linked to the service
we provide.

2

3

' '

We monitor cusmmcr's needs and
prefcreno:cs_

2

3

4

5

Our bustncss" dependent o" long
tcm1 relalionshtp wah our client.

2

3

4

Our bu<inc" uperalc' •n an up·
market 'cgment.

2

3

4

In our hu"n""' quality o> nru art

2

We produce state nr the art
hi-tech I mnovative pmduct(')

2

3

4

We durt't necJ markctu•g to''"'
our day lo day bus mess_

Mt"t of the time, our cu;lnmcr;
tell u~ what they wanL

2

3

4

Must nr nur l>u~incs. "rcpc;o\

Our busme.s requires lit!le
pcrnona) selling_

2

We price a product/ service based
'"'its cnst.

2

3

4

We d11n't have the money tt• du
much advertising.

2

3

'\f.
':{i-' 3

'"'""

bu«nc~>-

'
,'
2
'

5

4

4

4

,

4

There i' a gnod team •pint in th«
organisation.

2

4

4

Our staff deal infommlly wt\h each
otl1cr.

2

4

Day to day contact with customers
gives us the inronnatoon we need.

2

Advertising brings in most or our
business,

We measure cu~tomer satisfaction
systematically.

2

In our busincn line, competition
is cut-throat.

We do • lot or in-house market
research

We li\:e p)aying SAfe CVetl if it
m~~ns n little le55 profit.

Our primory objective" tu
tna•imise proliK

We have strict guidelines or. how
In do thin(;s.

3

4

A lot <lfbu.<mc" come< fn1m 1"-~lplc

pa"ing by and nolLcmg us

<;'i

I

• ·I,

)

4

3

4

i,' 'j~· 2

3

4

2

3

'

i'' ~-h·::
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We are not clear what we want to
achieve with our marketing.

We are driven primarily by cost
reduction.

We constantly watch what our
competition is doing.

We give close attention to
after-sales service

We do very little advertising.

We are driven by technology and
not by the market place.

We formulate our strategies based
on what our competitors are doing.

We respond rapidly to competitive
actions that threaten us.

We provide customer relations
training to our staff.

Our marketing activities are well
coordinated.

Our staff are committed to their
work.

We justify new projects with
extensive, detailed plans.

We monitor the level of our
commitment to our customers.

We tell employees to be sensitive to
our competitors activities.

Our marketing has clear
purpose.

Our customers would come to us,
wherever we are located.

We spend time discussing
customers' future needs.

Serving customers is the most
important thing we do.

Data on our customers' satisfaction
is available on a regular basis.

We regularly discusses competitors'
strengths and strategies.

It takes us forever to decide how

to respond to competitors

We are not at a stage where we need
to know a lot about marketing.

The quality of our service is a key
to the success of our business.

We encourage innovation, even
though some fail.

Our principal mission is to satisfy
the needs of our target markets

We have a small number of well
defined goals.

A lot of our business happens
without advertising or promotion.

We attempt small rather than major
changes.

New ideas are welcome in our
business.

The bonds between this organisation
and its employees are weak.

We are driven primarily by
customer satisfaction.

We encourage new ideas from
employees as well as customers.

We segment our markets and
develop strategies for each segment.

Our marketing is based on
intuition.

Our plans are prirna::-ily based on
extrapolating past performance.

We reward staff for new ideas.

4

In our business we are very formal.
Most people here make their own
rules.
Customer satisfaction assessments
influence what we pay our staff.
We use customer polls to evaluate
our staff.

Anything that one competitor can
offer, others can match readily.
Customers don't often come in for
repeat business.
We often tell employees that our
survival depends on adapting to the
market.
Our customers will pay a higher
price for the quality and service we
offer.

Employees feel that their future is
linked to our organisation.

A lot of our business comes from
leads generated from personal
contacts.

Our staff are given freedom to
make decisions.
We believe that risks are worth
taking if there is a possible reward.

We poll customers at least once a
year about the quality of our
products and services.

People don't care much about our
service as long as the price is low.
Working for this business is like
being a part of a big family.

People in this business are
recognised for being sensitive to
competitive moves.

We are market leaders in our line
of business.

People doing the work decide how
things will be done in our business.

Our salespeople play a key role in
evaluating customers' needs.

Our plans are driven more by
technological advances than by
market research.

Last year our business grew
well.

Employees feel as though they are
constantly being watched to see
that they obey the rules.

We cater to the same customers
that we had in the past.

Our employees would be happy to
make personal sacrifices if it was
important.

Concluding a sale takes a lot of
effort from our sales people.

We periodically review our
products to ensure that they are in
line with what customers want.

Most of the customers that come
in every day are new customers.
There are many "promotion wars"
in our market place.

Before we came up with the
product /service we had a clear
idea about the target market.

In general, employees are proud to
work for us.

We have meetings at least once a
quarter to discuss market trends
and developments.

Our competitors are relatively
weak.

5

This section concerns the details of your business.
For each question, please tick one box only unless
otherwise required.

1. How many businesses do you own?

Our staff are genuinely concerned
about the needs and problems of
other workers.

0

One

0

Two

0

Three or more

2. How long have you owned this business?

We fix the price based on the
value of our product or service to
our customers.

0
0
0
0

Our strategy for competitive
advantage is based on tmderstanding
our customers' needs.

less than a year
1-2 years
3-5 years
6 - 8 years
0

More than 8 yaars

3. Is this business a part of any national chain or franchise?

When we find out that customers
are unhappy with our service, we
take corrective action.

0

Yes

0

No

4. Is this business locally financed and managed?

When something important
happens to a major customer or
market, we know about it quickly.

0

Yes

0

No

Our salespeople regularly share
information about competitors'
strategies.

5. How much previous experience did you have in running a
business before you started this one?
(Circle on the 1 - 5 scale provided)

Most of our advertising is
localised in and around our
premises.

No experience

We are slow to detect changes in
our customers' product
preferences.

6. What is your main line of business (tick only one)

A lot of experience
2

Even if we came up with a great
marketing plan, we probably
would not be able to implement it
in a timely fashion.
If a competitor was to launch an
intensive campaign targeted at our
customers, we would r~!spond
immediately.

3

4

5

0

Deli or other food shop

0

Large retail store selling food

0

Retail store selling products eg. white goods, clothing etc.

0

Manufacturing

0

Service (specify). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Consultancy

0

Trade based business (plumbing, brick laying etc.)

0

Professional services (management, secretarial,
engineering, medical, law etc)

0

Other (specifY)

0

Non-profit organisation
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6

7. Your main business operations are located in:

0

WA

0

SA

0

TAS

D

VIC

0

NSW

0

QLD

0

NT

0

ACT

8. Your location is

0
0
0

Metropolitan area
Major town other than metro
Small town or country

14. Does your business market

D
0

one product only
multiple products
Services

D

15. Does your business have a marketing plan?

D

Local suburb I town only
Metro only
Within the state
Interstate
Internationally

0
0
0
0
0

D
0
0
D
D
0

0

0

0

Yes

D

No

By myself
With someone else
Bought an existing business
Inherited the business
Franchise
Other (please specify)

18. Is this business mainly a form of self employment?

0
0

No

17. How did you start this business?

10. The approximate Annual Turnover of this business is:
(please tick one)

0
0

D

16. Does your business have a business plan?

D
9. Your business operates in

Yes

Less than $ 50,000
$50,000 - 100,000
Above 100,000 - upto 112 million
$ 112 million - upto 1 million
$ 1 million - 5 million
More than 5 million

Yes

0

No

19. Your position in the business:

0
0
0
0
0

D

Owner I Partner
CEO I Managing Director
General Manager
Marketing Manger
Sales Manager
Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

11. How many staff (other than owner) are normally employed
in the business? (Please give the actual number. If no oneelse is
employed please write '0')

20. Your highest level of formal education:

12. In your business, who is in charge of marketing?

D
0
0
0
0
D

0
0
0
0
0

No one
Proprietor I Director
Sales I Marketing manager
Sales Assistant
Marketing Assistant 0 Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Minimum years of high school
Completed high school
TAFE
University undergraduate
University postgraduate
Other (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

21. How involved are you in your business?

D

Full time
Part time
Other (please specify),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13. Is your busine3s

D
D

0
0

22. In your business, are there separate sections for:

Single owner
Partnership
0 · Private compar.y
0
Public company
0
Trust
0
Non profit organisation

Marketing I Sales
Production I Manufacturing
Personnel I Accounting
Other (specify)

7

0

D
0
D

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

D
0
0
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No
No
No
No

23. How did you start the business? (Tick one box only)

30. Does your competition come mostly from

0
0
0
0

0

with a product
based on an idea
based on an identified market need
modified an existing product for the market

Other local finns
within state finns
Interstate finns
International

0
0
0

24. How often do you fonnally contact your clients to find out
their future needs?

3l. How competitive is your market (use 1 - 5 scale)

0
0
0
0
0

Intense competition

Once a month
About once every three months
About once in six months
Once a year
Don't do any fonnal contact but do it on an infonnal basis.

2

No competitio
5

4

3

32. Has your business been growing in the last two years?
·· 25~·often do you do the following activities? (1 -Never,
2- Rarely, 3 - Sometimes, 4- Regularly, 5 -Always)
Never

0

Yes

0

D

No

New budness, less than 2 yea·

Always

Market survey/ research

2

3

4

5

Infonnation from staff

2

3

4

5

Talk to customers

2

3

4

5

Sales records

2

3

4

5

Monitor prices of competitors

2

3

4

5

Adjust prices to match
competitors

2

3

4

5

33. Compared to last year, overall perfonnance this year has
been (tick one)

c-

D
D
D
D
D

34. Overall perfonnance compared to similar businesses has
been (Tick one)

D
D
D
D
D

26. How do you identify new business opportunities? (Tick all
the applicable)

0
0
0
0

0

Talking to customers
Seeing what competitors are doing and following them
Doing market research
use gut feeling I take a chance with new ideas
from employees
0 from other industry sources

Mostly standard

0

Excellent
Very good
Good
Bad
Poor

35. What are the difficulties your business faced last year?
(Tick all the applicable)

D
0
D
D
D
D
0

27. Are the market prices for your products standard?

0

Excellent
Very good
Good
Bad
Poor

Price varies a lot

Cash flow
Shrinking market
Strong competition
Labour difficulties
Lack of marketing skills
Needed to know more about the market
Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

28. How do you fix the price of your products?

0
0
0

36. Compared to the previous years, how did your business
perfonn this year in the following areas?

Cost plus pricing
based on what market can offer
based on com~etitioi:\

Sales growth
Cash flow
Net Profit
Return on investment
Market share
Product I service quality

29. If you are a m2.nu~~.ctur~r, is there much competition from
imported products?

0
0

Yes
Not a manufa:·:'::Gr(';·:

0
0

Very Go

Very Poor

No
Don'tknow

8

2.

3

4

2

3

4
4
4

2
2
2
I.

.,

-'

3
3
':!
J
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5
5
5
5
5
5

37. How much does your customer's preferences change with
time?

0

44. To what extent do you use the following methods to
promote your products.

TV I Radio
Word of mouth
Trade magazines
Shop front ads
Other (please specify)

38. Is marketing important to you?

D

D

Yes

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

45. To what extent is the volume of your business dependent on
the location of your business.
Location extremely
important

Keep ahead of competition
Understand customers
To expand business
Changing market place
Other (specify)

Location has no effect

2

3

4

5

46. In your opinion why do your customers buy your product I
service? (tick one box)

D
D
D
D
D
D

40. In your opinion, what does a market orientation mean?
(Tick all the applicable)

D
D
D
D
D

1
I
I
1
1

No

39. If 'yes' Why?

D
D
D
D
D

Always

Never

Changes happen almost every day
Changes often
Marginal changes
Very little change
Nochange.

D
D
D
D

Make money from the market
financially successful in the business
Meet customer needs
Maximise profits
Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

New product I service
meets their needs better
better than competitors
better service
Lower price
Other (specify)

41. Rate the importance of the following factors to the success
of your business.

4 7. Are there any others providing a similar product to the
Extremely
important

Not at all

market?

D
Market understanding
Understanding competitors
Price
Advertising I Promotion
Product
Marketing as a whole

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

Yes

D

No

D

D

No

48. What percentage of your time is spent on new products or
services?

D
D
D
D

42. Do you pass on market information to your staff? (Tick one
box only)

D

Yes

No staff

None
Up to 25%
25-50%
More than 50%

49. Your business mainly deals with

D
D

Other businesses
Final consumers

43. In your business, does the staff discuss sales among
themselves?

0

Yes

0

No

D

No staff
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'

50. Please tell us briefly your objectives (reasons) for starting this business?

51. To what extent have these objectives been met? (Mark it on the 1 - 5 scale)

Did not meet any objective
1

Completely met all the objectives
2

3

4

5

Thank you for your cooperation.

Please complete your name and other details so that we could include
you in the prize draw.

Mail the completed survey form to us in the enclosed prepaid envelope.
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Name of the Participant

Name of the company I business

Address

Suburb

Post Code
Phone No.

State:

Area code (

281
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APPENDIXC

Characleristics of lhe businesses surveyed
The following tables provide further infonru.uion on the sample of AuMralian busincsse\
surveyed. This supplements the discussion of the organisational

marketing activities of the SMEs surveyed that

wa~

characteristic~

ami

contained in chapter 5.

The present survey concentrated on the businesses in Australia's metropolitan

area~.

Out of the 542 respondents used in the pre...cnl analysis, 518 were from such area~.

Type of business ownership
Table Cl: Type of business ownership
Type or ownership

Frequency

.

Single owner

128

23.6

P:utnership

133

24.5

Private company

211

38.9

Public company

II

2.0

Trust

31

5.7

5

0.9

23

4.3

542

100.0

Non profit
Missing
Total

In 75% of the SMEs surveyed, the owners themselves were in charge of marketing and
in 10% ofthe SMEs, no one took care of marketing. Approximately 10% of the sample

(53 out of 542) employed a sales I marketing manager or a sales or marketing assistant.

Many businesses (238 or 44%) were started by the current owners themselves while
another 20% (lll) was in partnership with other people. In comparison, 23% bad
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bought ( 125) an existing business and 21 {4%) had inherited an existing h11siness. About
two thirds ofre5pondem~ used their SME a~ a form of self-employment.

Most of the respondents (70%) were owners or partners in the husincss. A relatively
small percentage of respondents (5%) had come into their SME from a marketing or
sales position.
Level of education by type of business
Table C2: Level of education of operator5 versu.~ type of husin~
Le~·el

Type of business

~

~

·~

~
Missing values

~

~;-

"-'"-<::8
·=
.5 ::; ;!
:::E \i

'

2

]8

"~

~!

".
u:c;

of

F.ducaUon
0

0

"0 "

~

"~

,_<

~~

3

2
6

,0,

a'

~

£
2

Deli or food shop

7

6

Retail store selling

13

13

8

2

4

Manufacturing

19

12

19

7

4

3

Service

28

27

32

19

20

7

7

12

14

8

4

8

13

21

30

16

13

durables

Consultancy

2

Trade

15

b"'d

5

business
Professional

3

services
Other

19

35

II

Non profits
Total

There seems to be a dominance of school and high schoolleavcrs and TAPE educated
respondents in the 'trade based business' segmeut. Apprenticeship and TAPE (Technical

and Further Education) qualifications seem to be the entry point for such trade

ha~cd

businesses and there are very few graduates and postgraduates in this category.
Delicatessen and retail stores arc predominantly run by people without high level of
formll education, whereas people with a wide variation of formal education ran service
organisations. In contrast, graduates and postgraduates dominate the 'consultancy' and
'professional services' segments. Further, a vast majority (90%) of respondents were
involved in their business on a full·timc basis.

Overall, less than one third of businesses had separate production, accounting or
marketing sections. Less than a quarter had a separate marketing or sales section.

At

least a half of those who responded had staned their business based on a clearly
identified market need and about a quarter had stated their business based it on an
innovative idea.

About 50% of those surveyed considered that prices in their market were "standard,"
while the rest felt there was considerable variation. This was not

surpri~ing

given the

variation in the size and nature of businesses included in the present survey. About
65% of the respondents had noticed very little change in their customers' preferences
over a period of time and less than 10% reponed a rapid change in such preferences.

Approximately three quarters of the respondents thought that having a 'market
understanding' was important or very important (categories 4 and 5 on a five point
scale) to their ongoing success. In comparison, around 50% thought that having an
'understanding of competitors' was important or very important to such success. Pricing
obtained a similar response from 60% of respondents, while advertising and promotion
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obtained 35% and product/service obtained 86% respectively. The comparatively high
level of importance attached to products/services {86%) suggests that SMEs arc more
product oriented than they arc mnrket oriented. Indeed, 'marketing us u whole' obtained
a similar response from only 52% of those surveyed.

Among businesses employing staff, the majority (67%) of owncr(s) and managcr(s)
passed market information on to staff and

discussion.~

did take place with and among

staff. suggesting there wa.~ some mtelligencc dissemination in the SMEs surveyed.
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APPENDIXD
Table Dl: Descriptive slatl~lic.~. Market orientation variables
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APPENDIXE
Model evalualion
Appendix E gives full details of Mructural equation models described in clmptcr 6

including

m

indices,

rcgrc.~sion

weights ami other paranx:tcrs. Two

model~

(il

Rel;llionship between customer and competitor related activities and {iiJ Partially
tlisaggrcgatcd model of SME lnilrkct orientation and performance arc

NFI

~

Qo "1'W" ~ 192.41l DF ~ 1>1 P • 0000
90! CA • .9J.l RR • .a~ GFl u .WS AGFl•
~MR • .OSl RMSEA •Oillil

prc~ntcd.

9;!~

Figure El: Interrelationship between customer and competitor related activities
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Figure E2: SME market orienlallon and perfonnance {partial disaggregation
model)
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APPENDIXF
Latest ABS Statistics on Australian Small Business Sector
As mentioned in the foot note of page 82 of this thesis, the latest small business figures
published by Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS, 1999) are included in this appendix.
Relevant tables reproduced from ABS- Small Business Australia, Update 1997-98.

Table Fl: Small Businesses and Persons Employed (1997 -98)

1.1

SMALL BUSI_t-_J~SSES AND PERSONS EMPLOYED, 1997-98
Small business

Employing
Businesses

Employers

Employees

Non-employing
Businesses

Own account
workers(a)

Total small business
Businesses

Employment

Total all businesses
Businesses

Employment

State and

'000

'000

'000

'000

'000

'000

'000

ACT

182.6
128.0
95.5
35.1
52.2
10.4
3.6
7.5

110.8
60.4
64.6
23.0
32.9
8.3
2.8
4.6

777.7
593.3
415.5
164.2
230.2
51.4
18.3
34.4

132.0
102.1
89.3
36.5
54.2
9.8
2.5
7.2

204.8
158.6
139.4
57.4
84.0
15.8
4.2
10.2

314.6
230.1
184.8
71.6
106.4
20.2
6.1
14.7

1093.3
812.3
619.5
244.6
347.1
75.5
25.3
49.2

325.2
238.7
189.4
73.8
109.0
20.7
6.3
14.8

2 215.8
1 651.6
1127.7
465.1
677.2
139.8
53.6
84.0

Aust.(b)

514.9

~'107.4

2 285.0

433.6

674.4

948.5

3 266.8

977.9

6 414.8

Territory
NSW

Vic.
Qld
SA
WA
Tas.
NT

'000

'000

Note: See Explanatory Notes, Common foo',notes page 54.
Source: UnfXJb/ished data, Survey of Employment and Earnings; unpublished data, Labour Force Survey.
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Table F2: Small Businesses and persons employed (1997 -98)

1.2

SMALL BUSINESSES AND PERSONS EMPLOYE_D, BY INDUSTRY-1997-98
Small business

Employing

Non-employing

Total small business

Total all businesses

Own
account

Businesses Employers Employees Businesses
Indus tTy
division(c)
Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Accommodation,
cafes and
restaurants
Transport and
storage
Rnance and
insurance
Property and
business
services
Education
Health and
community
services
Cultural and
recreational
services
Personal and other
services
Total(b)
Goods producing
industries
Services producing
industries

worl<ers(a) Businesses Employment Businesses Employment

'000
1.3
51.2
63.1
37.8
92.7

'000
0.5
25.0
47.0
13.5
87.6

'000
7.6
438.3
208.8
189.3
418.7

'000
1.4
32.1
94.0
16.6
60.2

'000
2.4
55.8
160.1
26.4
101.4

'000
2.7
83.3
157.1
54.4
152.9

'000
10.5
519.1
415.9
229.2
607.7

'000
2.8
84.6
158.4
59.2
157.3

'000
80.5
999.3
533.1
517.6
1184.8

24.1

23.6

146.4

6.7

12.1

30.8

182.1

34.4

411.5

23.1

14.9

90.0

30.1

50.7

53.2

155.6

54.4

288.3

11.2

3.1

35.7

6.7

9.3

17.9

48.1

18.6

292.7

114.3
7.4

44.0
2.8

382.6
38.1

79.9
10.0

113.2
16.0

194.2
17.4

539.8
56.9

198.6
19.1

916.4
199.3

45.2

18.8

185.5

:n.-r

31.5

68.9

235.8

72.0

531.6

13.5

6.0

50.5

20.2

28.3

33.7

84.8

35.1

197.9

28.3

17.9

90.4

41.3

53.7

69.6

162.0

70.7

237.5

514.9

307.4

2 285.0

433.6

674.4

948.5

3 266.8

977.9

6 414.8

115.6

72.5

654.7

127.5

218.3

243.1

945.5

245.8

1612.9

399.3

234.9

1630.3

306.1

456.1

705.4

2 321.3

732.1

4 801.9

Note: See Explanatory Notes, Common footnotes page 54.
Source: Unpublished data, Survey of Employment and Earnings; unpublished data, Labour Fo1ce Survey.
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Tabte F3: Employed persons by industry and ·employer size (1997 - 98)

2.1

GROWTH IN PRIVATE SECTOR SMALL BUSINESSES
Averaf!}3 annual growth

Industry dillision(c)

Goods producing
Manufacturing
Construction
Total goods produdng
growth rate(d)
Services producing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Accommodation, cafes
and restaurants
Transport and storage
Rnance and insurance
Property and business
services
Education
Health and community
services
Cultural and
recreational services
Personal and other
services
Total services producing
growth rate(e)
Total private sector
growth rate(f)

Annual growth rates

1983-84 to 1997-98

1994-95 to 1995-96

1995-96 to 1996-97

1996-9 7 to 199 7-98

Businesses Employment

Businesses Employment

Businesses Employment

Businesses Employment

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

96

3.8
3.2

1.7
3.8

-7.5
-0.4

0.6
6.2

11.0
-1.9

6.7
-2.9

7.1
-1.0

-4.4
-0.5

3.4

2.5

-2.2

3.2

1.7

1.9

1.6

-2.5

1.8
0.4

1.9
1.4

1.7
4.2

2.2
6.1

-4.0
2.1

-3.3
3.7

3.0
-3.6

-3.0
-3.1

3.2
2.1
2.6

3.1
3.2
1.9

-1.4
10.3
-13.1

-10.6
10.8
4.1

-1.1
-5.8
-9.0

13.4
--6.8
-16.1

10.0
5.1
-1.1

5.7
6.3
-4.9

7.9
6.2

6.1
6.2

9.0
12.9

4.9
22.5

1.9
--6.8

4.5
-9.4

17.0
-2.8

10.6
0.2

7.8

6.2

23.5

27.4

-7.0

-6.2

1.5

-2.1

4.2

2.9

-1.7

-7.5

4.0

5.1

8.7

4.8

5.5

3.8

-10.8

-11.7

5.8

11.5

19.0

6.1

3.7

3.2

5.4

5.3

-0.5

1.5

6.8

1.9

3.6

3.0

3.3

4.7

0.1

1.6

5.4

0.6

Note: See Explanatory Notes, Common footnotes page 54.
Source: Unpublished data, Survez- of Emploz-ment and Earnings.
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Table F4: Growth in private sector small business (1997- 98)

2.5

EMPLOYED PERSONS, BY INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYER SIZE-roncinued
Private sector employees
Persons working in
own business(a}

Emplo~

size guup

ONn
Industry dMsion(c}

Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Accommodation, cafes
and restaurants
Transport and storage
Rnance and insurance
Property and business
services
Education
Health and community
services
Cultural and
recreational services
Personal and other
services
Total(b)

mote

Small
business
employees

Nl
employees

'000

'000

'000

'000

5.4
120.8
23.4
102.2
72.2

4.8
85.5
24.3
69.3
58.2

59.8
480.2
69.5
116.9
446.7

7.6
438.3
208.8
189.3
418.7

77.6
918.5
326.0
477.7
995.8

67.4
28.2
9.4

83.9
28.2
9.0

45.1
16.9
26.0

100.4
87.6
209.6

146.4
90.0
35.7

375.8
222.7
280.3

290.5
24.6

92.1
13.5

72.8
36.3

64.1
22.5

239.7
83.6

382.6
38.1

759.2
180.5

18.8

131.9

53.6

46.9

65.0

183.9

185.5

481.3

28.3

6.0

33.3

17.2

25.2

18.7

69.2

50.5

163.6

53.7

17.9

75.7

14.7

22.6

16.2

36.7

90.4

165.9

674.4

307.4

1432.5

646.2

649.0

517.9

2187.4

2 285.0

5 433.0

account
workers

Employers

1-9

10-19
1997-98

20-49

50-99

'000

'000

'000

'000

'000

2.4
55.8
160.1
26.4
101.4

0.5
25.0
47.0
13.5
87.6

3.9
133.3
173.1
112.7
286.3

3.7
98.7
35.7
76.6
132.4

12.1
50.7
9.3

23.6
14.9
3.1

79.0
61.8
26.3

113.2
16.0

44.0
2.8

31.5

100 or
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